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Matakore
Apologies

Leave of Absence: The Council may grant a member leave of absence following an application
from that member. Leave of absences will be held in the Public Excluded section of the meeting.
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Ngā Menīti Kaunihera
Council Minutes
To

Extraordinary Council

Date

26 May 2021

Subject

Extraordinary Council – 17 May and 18 May 2021
(This report shall not be construed as policy until adopted by full Council)

Whakarāpopoto Kāhui Kahika / Execu ve Summary
1.

The Council is being asked to adopt the Extraordinary Council minutes of the meeting held
on 17 May 2021 (Day 1) and 18 May 2021 (Day 2).

Taunakitanga / Recommenda on
THAT the Council adopts the minutes of the Extraordinary Council meeting held on 17 May 2021
and 18 May 2021 as a true and correct record.

1
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Menīti
Minutes
Ngā Menīti Kaunihera Whanokē
Extraordinary Council Meeting
Purpose to hear submissions on the 2021-2031 Long Term Plan
Council Chamber, Albion Street, Hāwera on Monday 17 May 2021 at 1 pm.

Kanohi Kitea / Present:

Ngā Taenga-Ā-Tinana /
In Attendance:

Matakore / Apologies:

Mayor Phil Nixon (Chairperson), Deputy Mayor Robert Northcott,
Councillors Andy Beccard, Mark Bellringer, Gary Brown, Celine Filbee,
Aarun Langton, Steffy Mackay, Jack Rangiwahia, Diana Reid, Brian
Rook, Bryan Roach and Chris Young.

Waid Crockett (Chief Executive), Fiona Aitken (Group Manager
Community and Infrastructure Services), Marianne Archibald (Group
Manager Corporate Services), Liam Dagg (Group Manager
Environmental Services), Sara Dymond (Senior Governance Officer),
Gerard Langford (Communications Manager), Becky Wolland (Policy
and Governance Manager), several members of the public and one
media.
Nil.

Mayor Nixon explained that part of the meeting was being recorded for note taking purposes. The
Mayor reminded the Councillors that the hearings were about listening to the submitters, asking
questions and clarifying submission points.

1

Tāpaetanga Tōmuri / Late Submissions
In moving the motion Councillor Beccard noted that all the information received were
valuable.
RESOLUTION

48/21

(Cr Beccard/Cr Young)

THAT the Council accepts the late submissions received from Vicki and Chris Koubaridis,
Stephen and Gemma Comrie, Vick Koubaridis (Waverley Chamber of Commerce) and Peter
Sullivan.
CARRIED
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2

Kaitāpae-kōrero / Submitters – Speaker
2.1

Michael Carr – Sport Taranaki

The Council were commended on their Long Term Plan (LTP) specifically around physical
activity levels. The statistics for youth in Taranaki were low therefore any initiatives relating
to physical activity would be supported by Sport Taranaki.
Sport Taranaki welcomed the opportunity to hear the thoughts and views of the Council
when the Regional Strategic Approach was being reviewed. Sport Taranaki wanted to be
efficient, effective and sustainable in the future.
In terms of equitable fees and charges across sports codes particularly bringing regular field
users into line with court based codes, Councillor Roach queried how Sport Taranaki
envisaged this happening. Mr Carr found access costs were a barrier and this was an
opportunity to undertake a review and look at making it more accessible for people.
Councillor Filbee sought Mr Carr’s view on how important rural pools were in terms of the
Learn to Swim Programme. Mr Carr explained that Sport Taranaki were continuing to build
a regional aquatics assessment undertaking a regional assessment on every pool in Taranaki.
A learning for Sport Taranaki was there were different solutions for different people. Rural
isolation was something that needed to be considered and for him it came back to
community need. Wellbeing and community were hugely important.
2.2

Andy Whitehead – Taranaki Coastal Community Board (the Board)

The Board was the most western ward of the South Taranaki District and as a Board believed
it was vital to enhance the link between the Moana and the Maunga with improved
walkways and cycleways. Rural communities relied heavily on road maintenance and signage
to encourage people that it was worth stopping.
The Board supported the Environment and Sustainability Strategy encouraging the Council
to take leadership with a focus on reduced waste opportunities at all Council events; the
South Taranaki Business Park acknowledging the importance of the main centre being
successful and encouraging new businesses as this benefited the wider community; and the
Town Centre Master Plans with a key priority of protecting the users and the enhancement
of the Manaia band rotunda and the connectivity of the Ōpunakē Beach to the town centre.
The Board also supported the Ōpunakē Beach Masterplan and encouraged the investigation
of accessibility to the beach and suggested a change in gradient on the left side down to the
beach. The Board requested that the budget to improve the discolouration of the water
supply be brought forward; the reduction of one lane bridges, investment in roading in rural
communities and footpaths in the town and an investigation into safe spaces for
pedestrians; waterways; swimming pools and the suggestion for the Manaia Swimming Pool
to be open one day a week for school tuition or adult use; signage; additional public toilets
for freedom camper; playgrounds; and the retention of both the Manaia Town Hall and
sports complex in Manaia as it was believed to be unfair to expect the community to choose
a location for one facility.
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2.3

Graham Young / Tumu Whakaae – Te Rūnanga o Ngāti Ruanui Trust (Ngāti Ruanui)

Ngāti Ruanui acknowledged the Council for their decision to introduce Māori wards as a bold
step and one of many taken together as an enduring partnership was built for the future.
The development of a Partnership Strategy was endorsed which was being developed in
parallel with this LTP. In reflection of the above it was requested that the section in the LTP
which described the Building Māori Capacity to Contribute to Council Decision Making Policy
be renamed to show the true partnership and moved to the front of the LTP. Ngāti Ruanui
requested the vision and community priorities renewed as the notation of Iwi/hapū in
“Vibrant South Taranaki” did not reflect the active partnerships being developed. Ngāti
Ruanui would like to look at an additional community priority that reflected the Council’s
work with Iwi to date.
Ngāti Ruanui acknowledged the work undertaken to look at the best practical options for
improving the wastewater plant for Hāwera however were disappointed that the LTP did
not set out a more explicit road map for the chosen best practical option to improve the
wastewater plant and to reduce if not eradicate the continued pollution of our ocean reefs
systems from the combined ocean outfall with Fonterra. The Council needed to show its
continued commitment to improve the wastewater treatment plant’s environmental
performance. All work to date on sustainable matters and the focus placed in the LTP was
for nothing if the Council remained one of the District’s biggest ocean polluters. Equally the
Council needed to urgently address the constant failure of the York Street pumping station
at Pātea, which allowed untreated waste to pour into the Pātea awa every year. This also
occurred during heavy rain events. Ngāti Ruanui acknowledged the work being carried out
at the site however it did not seem to help the issue.
Ngāti Ruanui requested the Council improve the safety of Pariroa Road which lead to Pariroa
Pa where large numbers gathered throughout the year.
In response to the query around the relevance of Iwi/hapū under Vibrant Taranaki Mr Young
explained that at the high level community priorities and vision the only mention was
limiting on where Iwi fit. It was believed it should be a more sophisticated expression of the
enduring partnership the Council had with Iwi across the region. Ngāti Ruanui acknowledged
the partnership references and work to date however did not think the higher level, the first
layer of vision and priorities articulated that well although acknowledged the Partnership
Strategy later in the Plan.
In expanding on Pariroa Road Mr Young explained that the Pariroa Pā was a significant site
that at times hosted 600 people. The road was narrow and safety was a concern. Ngāti
Ruanui believed there was some priority work as part of the Roading and Footpaths Capital
Projects Programme.
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2.4

Marie McKay – South Taranaki Museum Trust (the Trust)

There was a formal partnership with the Council with shared objectives. In 2018 the Trust
sought support from the Council towards their new building and the Council granted
$200,000 however since then the quantity survey cost had risen. In 2020 the Trust appointed
new architects who looked at options to reduce that cost. The Trust had raised $1.4 million,
the builders were ready, building consent was signed off and a fixed price contract was
obtained. There was a $40,000 shortfall however the Trust were confident that they would
get this funding. The Trust had hit an obstacle with the Ministry for Culture and Heritage
who sought the Trust to secure a partner that could underwrite the project as a condition of
its grant. The Trust did not believe they would need to draw on that if something happened
then their first response would be to reduce the scope of project and try to obtain funding
elsewhere.
In terms of if the Trust had a documented plan about how the project could be downscaled
should it be needed, Ms McKay explained that the architect held a list of items that could be
removed without reducing their ability to gain compliance.
In response to the query around a further staged project Ms McKay explained that this was
a single building already separated into three stages. Stage one was complete, this was Stage
two and Stage three was filling the piece in the middle. The Trust had streamlined the
building keeping it tidy the whole way through. It was a single building with a sprinkler
system which was required for compliance.
Clarification was sought on the purpose of the building in Stage 2 which Ms McKay explained
was for an exhibition, storage and a workshop however as it was a staged project in the
initial stages it would be for storage and a workshop. It would not be open to the public until
Stage 3 was completed.
In relation to the security of the treasures Ms McKay explained that this was the reason the
building was first conceptualised. The Trust currently had collection in substandard storage
and on offsite storage. It had always been their goal to get everything on one site.
Deputy Mayor Northcott commented that there was sufficient funding however the longer
it was delayed the greater the chance the costs would increase. Ms McKay noted that there
were two issues which was the escalating costs and the pressure on the construction sector
causing contractors to move on if a contact was not signed. The Trust had secured a great
builder at a great price and they did not want to lose that.
2.5

Jesse Gooding – Federated Farmers - MS Teams

Federated Farmers were pleased with the performance of the Long Term Investment Fund
(LTIF) and considered it should be sustained for the purpose to reduce rate increases and for
funding debt. They saw the need for the revitalisation proposed for the Town Centre Master
Plans however considered there to be a lack of detail and cost benefit analysis in the
proposal. It was suggested that a more moderate draw down from the fluctuation reserve
would be appropriate so supported option 2.
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Federated Farmers conditionally supported the environment and sustainability proposals
and the planting initiatives however requested funding be moved away from general rates.
Their members had been encouraged to participate in the exercise to identify Significant
Natural Areas (SNAs) however the Council were cautioned that those areas continued to be
a natural asset and should not become a liability through an onerous regulatory process.
They would like to work with the Council in the future. Regarding the carbon reduction or
climate adaptation plans Federated Farmers supported the Council undertaking
consultation with primary producers and to ensure the Council were meeting the carbon
reduction objectives before imposing them on the community.
Federated Farmers supported the Business Park but considered a general targeted
commercial rate would be appropriate to fund the small amount of debt repayments that
would initially not be funded by the developer’s financial contributions. In terms of roading
and the identified issues around forestry in the Infrastructure Strategy Federated Farmers
suggested a potential cost saving for several rural and urban rates payers if the Council
looked at a targeted differential for forestry. They would be interested in talking with the
Council to move forward if this was deemed appropriate.
Federated Farmers encouraged the Council to use the Uniform Annual General Charges
(UAGC) to their maximum allowable extent which was 30% total rate revenue.
In expanding on the targeted differential rate for the logging industry Mr Gooding explained
that it was a levy on the land identified as forestry land. At present forestry land was usually
rated at the same level as dry stock. The capital value was generally lower and pine trees
were not included in the capital value. This would involve taking that into account and
putting an appropriate levy on the use of that property due to the cost that would be put on
community of roads.
In response to the query around how other districts managed the issues, Mr Gooding
understood there were no significant legal issue. He would like to understand what the
difficulties were for South Taranaki.
Regarding the benefits in raising the UAGC to 30% Mr Gooding explained that it charged the
people for the services being used on a user pays system. It meant that the cost was passed
onto those who were using the service. This extended the user pays principal as much as
possible.
2.6

Steve Francis – Sustainable Taranaki

Both imagination and dreams were needed to beat the climate crisis. The indicators and
motivators were there to show the Council that the LTP needed to be more ambitious,
transformational and innovative to make an impact on climate change. Was $2 million over
ten years sufficient to address climate urgency. The Council had the power to make positive
changes and set out the things that could be done now to mitigate climate change and other
pressing environmental issues.
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Sustainable Taranaki encouraged the Council to empower management to look at
everything through a climate lens by setting an ambitious and innovative climate policy and
provide clear guidance about how it expected it to be implemented. There were several
opportunities to help such as promote ride sharing apps like Link and be more innovative
around urban planning requiring all new house builds to have their own source of renewal
energy which would be investment for home builders that would pay for themselves. This
was the same for new developments in town and the Business Park to ensure they embraced
sustainability using sustainable products and modern energy sources and ensuring they
were connected to sustainable transport links.
The Council had the power to use procurement to lead change, support local businesses,
avoid transporting from far away and develop a procurement criteria that reflected climate
and sustainability objectives. This would encourage suppliers to offer services to the Council
and inspire other organisations, businesses and individuals to do the same.
Sustainable Taranaki supported the Council being more transformational in the Waste
Management area noting that sustainable behavioural change was much easier for
organisations like theirs when supported by local regulations. More could be done as
employers to encourage change like car sharing, biking to work, subsidising e-bike purchases
and encouraging remote meetings. Use their role as an investor to encourage change by
reviewing the Long Term Investment Portfolio to remove unsustainable or fossil fuel based
investments. There was so much that could be done without requiring more budget, this
was a Long Term Plan thus its objective should be on long term plan costs and benefits.
As a community based organisation, they were there to help and support the Council with
their experience and knowledge.
In response to the query around a facility like The Junction Zero Waste Hub in New Plymouth
being opened in South Taranaki Mr Francis noted that if the Council supported and funded
a separate centre then Sustainable Taranaki would provide the service of community
engagement and education. Sustainable Taranaki had engaged someone locally in South
Taranaki, he would like to work with the Council’s Environment and Sustainability Manager
to leverage that resource and engage volunteers.
Deputy Mayor Northcott queried the concerns Sustainable Taranaki had from the impacts
the Business Park would have on the smaller towns. Mr Francis explained that this was
around the ‘Think Big’ approach with a concentration of businesses in one area rather than
supporting smaller communities avoiding the drift away from rural centres to one big hub.
In response to the query regarding the sustainability of Electrical Vehicles in the future Mr
Francis explained that personally he did not consider electric vehicles the solution for
transport. They were a transitory solution and ultimately people should be sharing and
reducing.
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2.7

Marie Dwyer – Kakaramea Hall and Alton Hall

Ms Dwyer spoke in support of increasing the District rural halls grant to $80,000 to cover the
rising costs for insurance and compliance for all halls. The insurance costs for Kakaramea
Hall were $4,200 and compliance for the fire extinguisher was approximately $300 per year.
She reminded the Council how much work the rural halls community did such as mowing
lawns, maintenance and repairs and cleaning. The Hall was used four times a week by Scouts,
Wrestling, Alton Army and Yoga and were available for the school during wet weather.
Councillor Filbee recognised the close proximity of the two halls and queried each hall’s
purpose. Ms Dwyer believed they served different needs for each community.
2.8

Mike Powell and Trustees – Hāwera Memorial Theatre Trust (the Trust)

Since the formation of the Trust in 2011 they had been involved with significant
improvements in the Hāwera Theatre. The upgrade of the fire floor system which was unique
and one of two in Taranaki. Apart from upgrading the Theatre the Trust raised money to
provide sponsored use for the local performing art groups enabling them to perform on a
stage in a theatre. This was hugely beneficial for the wellbeing and cultural depth of the
community.
This year there had been several people wanting to use the Theatre and the Trust were
proud to announce they had achieved a Plug and Play status which meant passing acts could
book the Theatre, plug into the systems and run their show. The Hāwera Memorial Theatre
was currently running at 57% compared with targets on other theatres to reach 47%.
The Trust were requesting funding to purchase an appropriate air conditioning system for
the Theatre. There was a reasonable heating system for winter however in the summer
months it reached high temperatures. The Trust had fundraised $10,000 to engage an
engineer to provide a report on the best system which was specialised but made the project
shovel ready. However, the traditional funding sources no longer funded infrastructure
upgrade in a theatre that was not owned by the Trust. In the event of a dissolution of the
Trust all trust assets would go to the Council.
There was confirmation that there was potential for the Council to apply for funding for this.
In terms of the ongoing maintenance costs Mr Powell considered this to be the responsibility
of the Council. The Theatre was a Council owned facility and the air conditioning would also
be owned but the Council along with any ongoing maintenance and operational costs.
In response to the query around how much funding had been raised and if the Trust
proposed to put funds towards the air conditioning upgrade Mr Powell explained that the
Trust had raised approximately $1 million over ten years and every cent had gone into either
upgrading the Theatre or to sponsored use which was a big part of the Trust. The Trust were
happy to do what was required however asked the Council to take leadership on this.
The meeting was adjourned at 2.40 pm and reconvened at 3 pm.
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2.9

Ian Armstrong / Paul Roberts – Taranaki Trails Trust (the Trust)

The Trust believed Taranaki was an incredible region with the Taranaki Maunga and
coastline and the stories and history that was in this part of world had a huge potential to
create unique trails experience. The trails and journeys had the capacity to unite and
connect communities and enrich the physical, mental and social wellbeing as well as create
business opportunities and prosperity.
To date the Trust had spent a lot of time developing relationships with councils, community
groups and Iwi as they acknowledged this could not be done alone and the community
needed to be behind it. A website had been developed to market Taranaki as a trail’s
destination and a regional trail vision was being developed. There were a number of trails
around Taranaki and this was an ambitious programme of development work. The Trust
were exploring the feasibility of a great ride around the Maunga and also other options and
trails that would be regionally significant linking district trails together.
The Trust were finishing the trails’ vision then imbed that continued engagement especially
with Iwi and hapū and work with them to achieve mutual goals and continue to explore the
feasibility of a great ride.
In conclusion the Trust were requesting that the Council advocate for them with the work
they were trying to achieve and would like to work with the Council on any trial development
in South Taranaki.
In response to the query around what the Trust were actively doing to create the trails Mr
Roberts explained that their key goal was the development of a great ride however until Iwi
settlement not even a feasibility study could be undertaken. Mr Armstrong added that the
Trust continued to build relationships.
Deputy Mayor Northcott queried how potential trails were identified as he believed the
eastern hill country where there were Council paper roads would be ideal for mountain
biking. Mr Roberts explained the Trust supported any group wanting to build a trail by
sharing their knowledge and experience. Mr Armstrong explained that in conjunction with
the Walking Access Commission they had developed a site Find my Adventure and trails
were being located through GPS and put up on the site so anyone in NZ could locate them.
The Trust would be interested in looking into a farm trail.
2.10 Ian Armstrong / Esther Ward-Campbell – Ōpunakē Loop Trail Trust (the Trust)
The Trust requested assistance with the following:
 Signage to mitigate safety issues on the Loop Trail.
 Diverting the track along the headlands from Middletons Bay around to the main beach
away from the cliff which was requested by the Iwi for safety reasons. This land was
Treaty of Waitangi Settlement land, and the land inside was Council owned. The Trust
were fully supportive of what was being suggested however the boundaries were yet to
be ascertained. The Trust would like this to be undertaken sooner rather than later.
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Development of a track on Hurst Park. The Hurst Park was given to the Ōpunakē
community by the Hurst family on the conditions that it was developed into a park and
it was accepted on that basis. There were some issues with contaminated land which
the Council was aware of and there was a stream that might need to be planted and the
Trust would assist with all planting and maintenance if this was to go ahead. Consultation
had been carried out with the community as to what they would like and several good
ideas had resulted.

The Loop Trail was almost finished except for Hurst Park. The Trust had sourced and planted
3,000 plants around the loop trail by a variety of community groups and individuals. Weed
control had been an issue and the placement of wool carpet around trees had been effective
however it was found that part of the carpet was not biodegradable and the Trust would like
assistance to find an alternative option.
Mr Armstrong explained that at present some of the track and roadway along the headland
was on Iwi and Council land and Iwi requested it be on Council land. The Trust already had
an existing partnership with the Council with other areas so he did not consider this would
be an issue. In terms of Hurst Park the Trust wanted the new track to go through Hurst Park
for various reasons. There were two private owners involved who were extremely
supportive.
In terms of timeframes Mr Armstrong explained that if the Trust could ascertain the funding
then it would be undertaken in summer.
2.11 Cedric Charles - Comac
Mr Charles supported the Council moving forward with the plan for the Business Park with
urgency. Currently there was a lack of infrastructure making it difficult for business owners
to find a site that did not require a large sum of money to be spent. He asked that the Council
spend forward so that economic development could happen in Hāwera. Infrastructure was
required on Kerry Lane across Waihi Road and back up Fitzgerald Lane as currently there
was a storm water drain unable to be used due to its small size.
Councillor Filbee noted that there were several submissions proposing the Council defer
some stages of the Business Park development and asked for his perspective. Mr Charles
believed the question for the Council was where economic development sits in terms of
their priorities. From his perspective businesses created businesses and a good business
would add value to the District. He wanted prosperity for the District and community.
In response to the query around whether in his opinion the infrastructure proposed for the
Business Park was sufficient Mr Charles was concerned that not enough emphasis was being
placed on stormwater. He supported what the Council was doing in terms of the Business
Park.
2.12 Dion Luke (Advisor for Iwi Development) – Te Korowai o Ngāruahine Trust (the Trust)
The Trust were critical of the Environment and Sustainability Strategy (the Strategy) because
the reference of the Treaty of Waitangi was simplistic. It was noted that the Resource
Management Act was more appropriate and relevant to the Strategy given its focus of
sustainable resource management, environmental protection and climate change.
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In terms of the Building Māori Capacity to Contribute to Council Decision Making Policy the
Trust acknowledged Council’s support for Māori constituency as it was a significant
commitment to building a strong relationship with the Iwi of South Taranaki. The Trust also
acknowledged the draft Iwi-Council Partnership Strategy which was a positive step in
identifying common goals and developing many horizontal partnerships.
Regarding Papakāinga the Regional Policy Statement for Taranaki provided a number of
methods for local authorities to consider among those was to include in their District Plan
provisions for the development of Papakāinga. Papakinga development was a permitted
activity in the District Plan for residential/rural and townships however what was missing
was an objective for Papakāinga development. The Trust sought commitment from the
Council to work together to identify the barriers and opportunities for Papakāinga and
marae particularly in regard to the effects of the Three Waters Reform.
The position of the Trust on the Town Centre Master Plans was that they noted the
significance of marae to the wellbeing of any uri that resided there. The Trust supported
seeing the LTP include objectives and budgets for co-development of future town master
plans with the community and hapū of those towns and establishing community gardens.
A focus for the Trust in terms of roading and footpaths for the next five years was to enhance
kaitiaki amongst their uri. This would require safe, secure and legal access to the stream and
coastal areas. Unformed legal roads presented an opportunity to reconnect uri to these
places. The Trust would like to collaborate with the Council to identify which paper roads
were appropriate.
2.13 Daniel Summerfield
Mr Summerfield commented that the proposed rate increase of 4% every year worked out
to be a 50% increase over ten years. He considered this system to be unsustainable and
believed rates should be kept at rate of inflation and no more.
The weekly waste collection was too large with bins being collected full weekly. This was the
biggest source of litter pollution because on a windy day rubbish was spread contaminating
the environment. This could be remedied by a lid latch. He suggested a bin half the size like
being used in Ōpōtiki or proposed the current bins be collected biweekly. The target of
reducing waste by 2023 was dismal and 50% could be done next week with smaller bins.
Mr Summerfield proposed that instead of spending $95 million on water treatment that it
be spent on helping to facilitate and subsidise water tanks for every house for watering
gardens.
In response to the query around catering for larger families Mr Summerfield believed there
were several options that could be investigated to reduce the amount of waste such as a bin
size suitable for a larger household, lobbying for businesses to reduce packaging or a
reduction in rates for business who committed to reducing their waste.
Councillor Filbee asked what Mr Summerfield would suggest the District could go without in
order to achieve such a drastic decrease in rate. Mr Summerfield considered the town centre
upgrades to be unnecessary apart from for those towns that needed it. He suggested
minimal improvement be made like improvements to gardens and planting of grass.
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2.14 Des Thomas
In terms of the Environment and Sustainability Strategy Mr Thomas supported option 2 only
undertaking what was required and leaving out actions 3 and 4. He believed it was
questionable whether spending money on carbon reduction and sinks would achieve what
was expected.
Mr Thomas supported the Business Park to allow businesses to grow.
Mr Thomas believed urban expansion needed to be made easy, he was aware of several
developments in progress however he would like to see this area expanded. The town
planning had forced rural housing out to Ketemarae and Turuturu Roads which in his opinion
was not ideal. He suggested the Council should consider consolidating some of the areas
where that obvious need was changing. Rural zones could be changed to make it easier to
provide services and they could have different boundary restrictions therefore the section
sizes could be reduced. Mr Thomas made suggestions on how the Council could help such
as the Council approaching landowners to see if they were interested in subdividing or
selling, provide loans and land security, use of the LTIF, easier terms for fees or the Council
purchase land and develop it themselves.
There were various subdivisions currently in town. Councillor Beccard asked if this was
sufficient which Mr Thomas responded that he would like to see more.
Councillor Rangiwahia asked if there was a place for the smaller sections in the town. Mr
Thomas supported the idea however acknowledged that traditionally people in Hāwera
preferred bigger sections.
2.15 Vicki Monk
Ms Monk spoke in support of a community space in Ōpunakē for Kaumatua to gather for
meeting and weaving where everyone was welcome to observe and learn. She preferred a
space in the main street that was suitable for weaving and the nature of the process.
Discussions around how an agreement would look would occur between Ms Monk and the
building owner.
2.16 Lauree Jones – Toimata Foundation
Enviroschools was formed in the 90s and was environmental education for sustainability and
had a focus on social, cultural, economic and environmental sustainability. Across the
country councils contributed 20% to 25% of the investment with so much more being put in
on the ground. The Council had invested in Enviroshools in 2009/10 and again since 2015.
Kindergarten Taranaki supported this 100% and all 24 kindergartens were Enviroschools.
In 2018 the Taranaki Regional Council took Enviroschools on as part of their commitment to
their education delivery. The most proven model for success around Aotearoa was for 16 of
their branches to be delivered through the regional council and then in school facilitation
supported by the district councils. There were 15 of the 16 situations happening now.
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Enviroschools were working with kindergartens through to secondary schools and were
trying to work with clusters as well as helping the whole community. They provided various
education around waste avoidance, how to live a low waste lifestyle, what a circular
economy was, teaching people about locally sourced plants, what it meant to have great
soil, when to harvest, how to cook it, preserve and save the seed and continue that cycle. It
was unique to every social economic environment, age range and what was theming at that
time. Walking alongside teachers and communities to help them increase their food
resilience and their general community resilience. It was a long term holistic facilitated
experience.
There was a message from Taranaki Regional Council (TRC) that if the Council invested
additional funding into Enviroschools then TRC would dollar match that amount. It took
$50,000 to run this area and this had been undertaken through the TOI Foundation grant. If
Enviroschools encompassed the weight list as well then 80% of South Taranaki would be
enviroschools. Environmental focused schools that were creating environmentally future
focused leaders. There was an opportunity for that person to be brought in house which
would sit nicely in the environment and sustainability space.
2.17 Mike Wren Trustees – Rotokare Scenic Reserve Trust
Rotokare was a free reserve open 24/7 to the public and one of their challenges from the
start to increase their visitor numbers throughout South Taranaki which they had achieved.
Their education programme dove tailed into enviroschools. In 2020 there were 1,196 school
visitors despite COVID-19 not including early childhood education. There were 28 out of 32
South Taranaki schools involved in the education programme. The demand for the night
tours exceeded their capacity to run them, there were over 400 people over 12 tours. During
COVID-19 Rotokare in conjunction with TRC made backyard biodiversity videos which were
watched by over 35,000 people.
Rotokare were contributing significantly to the District and appreciated the funding received
from the Council annually. He did not support a contestable fund. The loss of their Manager
had made them more aware that they needed resilience in their future and securing funding
into the future would give them that protection and assurance.
Councillor Roach queried what the Trust’s biggest problem was besides financial. Mr Wren
commented that although the volunteer numbers were good this was unknown at any one
time. Rotokare had several sponsors for projects however when the project ended so did
the funding. The baseline of the funding from the Council would help them plan to upkeep
their buildings and would provide a base for them to operate from.
Councillor Bellringer queried the possibility of the Trust charging for entry to generate
income. Mr Wren explained that the Trust had considered various options however it
believed the reserve was created through the generosity of the District and it was wrong to
charge when themselves contributed to creating the reserve. The Trust did charge for some
events such as the night tours and education programmes.
Councill Beccard had been involved in a transferring of a Kiwi and had the opportunity to
release and name the Kiwi. He asked if there was an opportunity for these to occur more
often. Mr Wren explained that this was a joint venture with Taranaki Kiwi Trust which was a
separate financial entity.
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2.18 Carol Curtis and Wendy Foreman – South Taranaki Neighbourhood Support
(Neighbourhood Support)
Ms Curtis explained that Neighbourhood Support had received funding from the Council
over the last three years which was used to pay their Development Coordinator, Wendy
Foreman. Due to the changes in the rules around funding the future of the Development
Coordinator was not secure however with the Council’s assistance that position could be
retained for longer allowing her to continue the good work done in the community.
During COVID-19 Ms Foreman contacted members which identified there were some people
who were vulnerable. Last year Neighbourhood Support saw a growth of 6.4% in
membership. This proved that what they did helped to create safer neighbourhoods and
they were needed in the community.
In response to the query around the Family Fun Day and if any money was made from that
Ms Curtis explained that this was an educational event for families to have fun, learn about
safety and raise their profile. A bucket for donations and a small garage sale made a small
profit of $1,012. Stall holders were charged which made a minimal income.
2.19 Karen Cave and Sonya Douds – Eltham-Kaponga Community Board (the Board)
The Council were commended for their operating culture and supportiveness to enabling
the Board to implement their roles.
The Board were pleased to see the fencing of the dog park at Taylor Park, Eltham getting
underway with fence posts going in.
The Kaponga Municipal building was an eyesore in the town with water issues and the Board
would like the Council to consider what the future of this building was. In consultation with
the community it was apparent that there were a lot of people who had historical
connections to that building. The Board supported the Council undertaking community
consultation on this matter.
Eltham and Kaponga had great infrastructure and employment opportunities however had
no space to grow with there being no available sections. The Board were asking the Council
to step in and kick start this off.
Thoumine Park, Kaponga was an underestimated jewel for Kaponga however it required
some attention. Some trees had been cleared however more clearing was required to enable
the river to be seen. The access footpath to the river was unsafe and needed to be made
more accessible to encourage people to use the area for swimming.
An increase of the budget for security camera maintenance was requested. The funding
policy had not been inflation proofed and the current allocation was not sufficient to cover
the cost.
The Board asked that the operational budget for parks and reserves be brought forward and
some of the gardens planted with grasses and flaxes to make them more presentable.
In response to the query about the Kaponga Municipal building Ms Douds commented that
she had consulted with the community and had received mixed feedback.
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2.20 Wayne Bigham – Te Hāwera Community Board (the Board)
The Board supported the enhancement of the entrance of town from the South. The mural
was great and well received by the public however the Board believed the next stage was
enhancing the side of the bridge. The Board looked forward to working with the Council to
achieve this.
Traffic flow in town was one regular comment Board members received from the
community. There were three intersections (Princes Street and Glover Road, Turuturu and
Glover Road and Waihi Road and South Road) that needed addressing to make them safe.
The temporary roundabout placed on Turuturu Road and Glover Road showed the
community what could be implemented, and the community were endorsing it. The Board
would like the Council to advocate strongly for the intersections to be addressed.

The meeting concluded at 5.15 pm.
Dated this

day of

2021.

………………………………………….
CHAIRPERSON
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Menīti
Minutes
Ngā Menīti Kaunihera Whanokē
Extraordinary Council Meeting
Purpose to hear submissions on the 2021-2031 Long Term Plan
Council Chamber, Albion Street, Hāwera on Monday 18 May 2021 at 9.30 am.

Kanohi Kitea / Present:

Ngā Taenga-Ā-Tinana /
In Attendance:

Matakore / Apologies:

1

Mayor Phil Nixon (Chairperson), Deputy Mayor Robert Northcott,
Councillors Andy Beccard, Mark Bellringer, Gary Brown, Celine Filbee,
Aarun Langton, Steffy Mackay, Jack Rangiwahia, Diana Reid, Brian
Rook, Bryan Roach and Chris Young.

Waid Crockett (Chief Executive), Fiona Aitken (Group Manager
Community and Infrastructure Services), Marianne Archibald (Group
Manager Corporate Services), Liam Dagg (Group Manager
Environmental Services), Sara Dymond (Senior Governance Officer),
Becky Wolland (Policy and Governance Manager) and one media.
Nil.

Kaitāpae-kōrero / Submitters – Speaker
1.1

Jacq Dwyer – Pātea Community Board

The Board submitted on three points; restoration of the Pātea riverside that included
pathways and walkways; Pātea Rugby and Sports Club and the statue of Kiwi the racehorse
in Waverley.
The Council were thanked for being proactive with the restoration of the Pātea river with
York Street improvements which enabled Waka Ama to launch the waka. Community
feedback was positive. The Board asked that the Council consider the importance of the river
when undertaking infrastructure work around Pātea; continue with the plans proposed; look
at an expansion of the walkway; and the installation of a timber jetty/platform at the end of
York Street which was an idea suggested by the local Iwi as a safe recreational area.
In response to whether there was an opportunity to work in partnership with Iwi to progress
the idea, Ms Dwyer responded yes and believed it was another way to incorporate Māori art
into the area. There was a turnaround area that could be upgraded and as a Board they
could assist to make that happen.
In terms of Council owned sections in Pātea and Waverley, the Board queried whether this
was worthwhile pursuing. Deputy Mayor Northcott commented that there were a number
of sections on paper roads within the township of Pātea and considering the demand, the
Board could undertake a feasibility study to determine whether some of the sections were
able to be serviced, opened up and sold to alleviate this issue. Councillor Beccard noted that
Infill housing was a good idea for the entire District.
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The Pātea Rugby and Sports Club rooms on Surrey Street had now come to the end of its
functional life. It had served 50 years and was completely built from voluntary labour. The
proposed new building would be located where the Squash Club was and would incorporate
several Sports Clubs overseen by one Committee. A feasibility study was undertaken and
there was evidence of its need in the community. The Board and Pātea Rugby Sport Club
endorsed the project and hoped the Council could assist in some way.
In response to the query around whether the Committee were in discussions with Sport
Taranaki, Ms Dwyer confirmed this.
Councillor Rook queried the ownership of the current Squash courts. Ms Dwyer confirmed
that this was Department of Conservation land who were supportive of the Pool so would
no doubt be supportive of this proposal.
Deputy Mayor Northcott assumed that as part of the feasibility study there was
acknowledgement that all of the multi sports and clubs were working toward this. The set
up would be different with sports codes sharing a lounge, however it would be administered
by the Committee which would comprise of members of each sports club. Any profits would
go back into the building. The games would be managed to work together.
The statue of Kiwi the racehorse would be a tourist attraction for the own and it celebrated
a piece of history. An information board would include images and the history around the
statue. It would become a destination to get a photograph with like the Waka was for Pātea.
The Board supported the project and feedback from the community was positive.
In response to the query around whether consideration had been given of casting it in
concrete, Ms Dwyer explained that bronze would capture the detail and it was an enduring
material which would last.
1.2

Jacq Dwyer

In terms of the rural hall grant, it was noted that there were 26 rural halls run by volunteers
in the District, those volunteers worked hard to give the rural communities somewhere to
create memories. The rising compliance costs made it difficult on a yearly basis to keep the
bills paid. The upgrade to the Alton Hall had enhanced the heritage status of the building.
The halls had to abide to fire compliance which meant every month the fire system would
be checked which was $12,000 a year and the insurance was being reviewed which would
cost approximately $4,000 a year. Fundraising was undertaken, however this was nowhere
near enough. The facility was well used at a reasonable cost. Hard work was done to provide
these halls for the communities to help with isolation and she supported increasing the halls
grant to $80,000 each year.
As Councillors queried the cost for checking the fire compliance, Council officers would
investigate this further.
1.3

Viv Davy – Pasha Clothier – Creative Taranaki

Creative Taranaki represented around 220 individuals and organisations in Taranaki. The
group was initiated in 2018 and in 2020 made a submission to the New Plymouth District
Council Annual Plan about writing a regional strategy for arts, creativity and culture. When
profiling their organisations, it was realised that Taranaki lacked a regional development
organisation which meant there was no long term plan for arts, creativity and culture.
Creative Taranaki were unable to access national funding for their projects.
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A submission had been made to all three councils in the region as their vision was for a truly
regional arts development organisation. They were looking at a head quarter in New
Plymouth but were wanting part time offices in Stratford, Hāwera, Ōpunakē and Wāitara as
well. If this was achieved, it would be the only Regional Arts Development that had regional
offices. Through a survey they had received an overwhelming support for the organisation
and the writing of a regional strategy.
Creative Taranaki were seeking to bring the district councils together to give it an
organisation based on population. This would be how things were distributed in terms of
commitments. They also believed the Taranaki Regional Council (TRC) had a role to play and
should have some involvement in the project.
Creative Taranaki were wanting to boost the region and enable artists that were big on art
that this was about building their capability and capacity to be sustaining in their capacity to
contribute to the future of the region. As well as the cultural aspect by bringing them
together. They would like to dove tail with the Councils Arts Coordinator.
Councillor Bellringer queried whether the proposed regional offices could be dove tailed into
the Council’s libraries which Mr Clothier agreed as they wanted to be integrated with the
communities. There was a rationale for locating themselves in places that were already
visited and attractive to people.
In response to the query around funding, Mr Clothier explained that they were looking at
around $30,000, however this figure would drop significantly if TRC contributed. The
reception from the New Plymouth District Council was positive.
Councillor Young queried why national funding could not be obtained. Mr Clothier explained
that a lot of the national funding was predicated on flowing through the regional arts
development organisation. There were around ten and what was noticeable, was that this
region did not have one.
In terms of what other organisations had achieved, Mr Clothier explained that Auckland
played a leadership role amongst them and had achieved long term funding as well as a full
range of projects in the community. It also did the capability workshops for artists in the
community. They advocated for the inclusion of the arts in the council they were involved
in. There was not a standard model of regional arts development agencies. They had a
greater engagement with the Ministry of Culture and Heritage.
1.4

Megan Dymond and Len Pentelow – Ōpunakē Community Emergency Group

In the past 20 years emergency events were a common occurrence and their family had
experienced some of those events which she listed. Her reason for pointing these out was
to remind everyone that they were happening more frequently and would continue to do
so. It was believed that there was a 75% chance that the Alpine Fault would rupture before
2065 and Mount Taranaki was not far behind for a major event.
Ōpunakē had an emergency plan drawn up and put into action in 2016, however over the
five years since, it had dropped away. Several residents from Ōpunakē and outlying districts
along with previous members took up the challenge to revisit the plan into an updated,
strong and efficient plan that covered outlying areas. The new group was named Ōpunakē
Community Emergency Management Group (the Group) which was now full steam ahead.
With support from TEMO and members of council they had a strong unified emergency
group that all wanted the same thing, to make sure everyone was safe and had basic life
essentials.
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The Group had no funding to assist them with plans. They were in urgent need of funding
for utility upgrades such as the installation of a generator plug at the Sandfords Event Centre
which had been the assigned area for emergency events for some time.
The administration costs for such a group needed to be covered, equipment required
updating such as first aid kits, batteries and PPE gear. The Group intended to apply for
funding through other avenues if needed however, they felt emergency management should
not be something groups need to seek funding for but, could be allocated an amount as part
of council budgeting. Mrs Dymond supported the town centre upgrades for Ōpunakē and
hoped that that the Group would be allocated some money to ensure safety and wellbeing.
In response to the query around the costings for a generator plug, Mrs Dymond confirmed
it was close to $10,000. She was still confirming that the Sandfords Event Centre was happy
to be the assigned area and was waiting to get confirmation to have a generator plug
installed.
1.5

Len Pentelow - Ōpunakē Community Emergency Group

Mr Pentelow endorsed what Mrs Dymond presented in the previous submission. Funding
would keep the organisation up and running. The Group had made a start, however a lot of
training was needed to get a nucleus of people that knew what to do in an emergency event
and who could make informed decisions.
In terms of the Taranaki Civil Defence, Mr Pentelow explained that they were moving away
from overall control at the beginnings of an emergency emerging. His understanding was
that in the first instance the local areas sorted it out and if it turned out to be more than
they could cope with, then Taranaki Civil Defence would come into the picture.
The Council worked with TEMO and through that covered the whole region. There were
officers here that worked with them as it was important to have people where people could
communicate with when things go wrong on the ground.
Mrs Dymond noted that a concern raised at their meetings was the possibility of being cut
off in a weather event. At times like that it would be up to the community and the Group to
ensure everyone was safe and accounted for. Mr Crockett added that TEMO looked after
those types of things during the initial stages if an emergency occurred, but then if it became
a local matter Mr Dagg was the local controller that would run the process from a local
district point of view. These positions were legislated.
Councillor Beccard had concerns that when TEMO were involved they preferred the local
people to stand back. He asked if the Group had experienced this. Mr Pentelow felt that the
Group were able to make informed decisions because they were the people on the ground.
Mrs Dymond understood that there was training requirements that many of the volunteers
had to go through. Some had already been through that training and were open to more.
Those people were in the first instance collating information for Civil Defence and TEMO to
forward that to them before they reached the area. The Group would accept volunteers
however there would only be certain things they would be able to do.
The meeting was adjourned at 10.29 am and reconvened at 10.47 am.
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1.6

Sonya Douds – Kaponga Progressive Group and Community

Ms Douds undertook some community consultation on the strategies and options. She had
not received a lot of community feedback on the Environmental and Sustainability Strategy,
however she supported this in a more aggressive way as she considered 5% to be a small
target. She would like to see more education around composting and green waste and
looking at the green waste fees. There was not a lot of feedback on the South Taranaki
Business Park, however she supported Option 1. All development and growth supported
everyone, so as Hāwera grew that filtered to the smaller towns. In respect to the town centre
upgrades there was feedback around Kaponga being left out and no money was being spent
in the town. There was support for Kaponga and any other smaller towns to be included in
the next Long Term Plan. She would like to see the walkway from Kaponga to Hollard
Gardens promoted in the walkway plan as a way to give them some recognition.
The town were grateful for the continued Council investment and support for their facilities,
however there were some maintenance issues that needed to be addressed which were; the
future for the Municipal Building; investigate the reason the upstairs in the Hall was closed
off; wheelchair accessible toilets in the Hall; planting of regenerative trees and plant growth
kept an eye on; tidying up of Thoumine Park; leak at the pool affecting the temperature; and
improvements to the fence at Victoria Park.
Ms Douds was advocating for a mural depiction of the Battle of the Mountain Māori legend
which was significant to Kaponga. Permission had been granted from the estate of Peter
Gossage to use the culturally recognised images from this work. Next steps were to engage
with Iwi and then work on implementation.
Currently Kaponga was an area of deprivation at the provision of the APNK link, which meant
that youth were congregating outside the LibraryPlus which was situated on a dangerous
corner. She supported the Council undertaking further enhancements to Victoria Park with
shading and boosting the APNK which would provide a safe space for youth to go.
In terms of roading, Ms Douds would like to see the red 50km signs painted on the entrances
of the town to reduce the speeds of traffic, lighting at the top end of Egmont Street, security
cameras which was being worked on and an upgrade to the one lane bridge coming into
Kaponga included in the Long Term Plan.
Community growth was a rising concern with no available section in Kaponga. It would be
appreciated if affordable sections were opened up through new subdivisions. The walkway
between Kaponga and Hollard Gardens was a jewel in the region. She looked forward to the
playground review in the future.
In response to the query around speed limits Ms Douds explained that a lessor speed option
would be considered. She added that the Kaponga Primary School were also concerned and
supported a speed reduction in this area.
In terms of the proposed artwork by Peter Gossage Councillor Bellringer had concerns they
were not portrayed correctly. Ms Douds explained that Peter Gossage had Iwi links to
Taranaki. Iwi engagement would be undertaken to ensure the design was supported.
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1.7

Sonya Douds – Kaponga Primary School (the School)

The School were concerned with the temperature of the pool. The primary contributor was
several leaks resulting in the pool losing approximately 30cm in depth every day. Solar
panels would assist with retaining the heat and would make it a suitable temperature for
children to learn to swim. The cleanliness of the pool was poor which was due to the
decrease in water each day and the filtering system was unable to work properly. With the
increased use over the summer season lifeguards were needed for the entire season and to
be open the full length of time which was until 7 pm. A locked area was also needed for the
Schools swimming equipment as it was being used by the public resulting in items being
broken or lost. Additional tables and umbrellas would be good. It was requested that the
toilets be cleaned more regularly with more detail given to deep cleaning.
In terms of the solar heating that was once there, Ms Douds explained that it was installed
to heat the toddler pool. The solar blankets would retain the heat and along with the fixing
of the leak would keep at a reasonable temperature.
The leaks had been reported and Council officers were investigating this.
1.8

Nikki Watson – Bizlink Hāwera

Bizlink were asking the Council to extend the Bizlink membership boundary to incorporate
those existing and future businesses that fell in the Business Park development. The
following points were also raised:
 Supported the installation of a bike rack placed in or close to the town square which
could house the Domino bikes.
 Work with the Council on ways to enhance the southern entrance more.
 The flow onto Princess Street from South Road as the main entrance turning into town
and working with Waka Kotahi with this.
 Strongly advocating for a permanent roundabout on Glover Road and Turuturu Road.
 Introducing more electric car charging units in town.
In response to the query around if there had been any discussion with Dominos, Mrs Watson
commented that this was a contentious issue and one that should have been discussed at
the start, however this could be easily solved by installing a bike rack which would then
encourage more cyclist into the town centre. This could be done in collaboration with nearby
businesses who may make use of the facility.
In terms of the query around if there was sufficient parking in town, Mrs Watson preferred
all parks to be taken away and people walked into the town centre. This was an opportunity
to look build multi parking building.
In terms of whether there was enough space to remove some carparks away to put in electric
car charging units, Mrs Watsons believed this was something that needed to be considered,
however believed that if electric vehicles were being encouraged then the service needed
to be provided.
1.9

John Long – Western Institute of Technology at Taranaki (WITT)

Taranaki had aspirations regarding the Taparoa and the Road Map 2050 and WITT supported
this economic development plan. WITT saw vocational education as a big part of the solution
for Taranaki being able to deliver this plan and for New Zealand to deliver what was
challenging requirements with regard to the climate change commissions and the net zero
ambitions of net zero act 2050.
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The Productivity Commission also provided challenges around the future of work and both
would require a major work force transformation. WITT sought support from the Council in
helping them to do that, they saw WITT as the community colleague however acknowledged
that they had not done enough in South Taranaki but want to make that right.
WITT supported and would like to be involved with Te Ramanui o Ruapūtahanga, the coming
together of the Hāwera High School and Hāwera Intermediate onto a single site and
suggested that it would make a perfect home for a South Taranaki WITT campus. This
created another opportunity around if this could be an eco campus or support WITTs
ambition and bring a centre of vocational excellence in engineering and energy. WITT sought
the Councils support.
WITT supported and endorsed the Business Park ambitions and would like to work with the
Council to upskill the region. The education had to fit around the learner. WITT sought
support in the equestrian community and proposed partnerships with WITT and Massey
University regarding Veterinary Science and with UCOL and vet nursing another opportunity
to be canvassed.
At a Taranaki level WITT had a strategy at WITT which was Te Korowai Mākauranga o
Taranaki, the cloak of knowledge to be wrapped around the region. Doing that through four
pous and weave through the delivery units in schools. For New Zealand they knew to get to
net zero carbon by 2050 they radically change the primary, transport and construction
industries. They believed education was a big part of that solution. WITT would like to work
the Council and community in setting up a national centre for sustainable tourism and bio
diversity and suggested that the natural home for this would be at TOPEC given that all
children went through that as part of their high school experience.
WITT sought support for what they had proposed to the Taranaki Regional Council with
regard to a hydrogen public transport system that serviced right around the mountain and
the suggestion for it to extend from Ōpunakē along the surf highway to New Plymouth as a
possible new addition to that route.
WITT provided a campus map that reached out to Taranaki entire communities via road,
fibre, marae, high school, libraries and sought to develop points of presence through
community owned assets where people could access future education and they looked to
this Council to support those visions.
Councillor Filbee liked the aspirational aspects of what was proposed and queried what the
timeframe was for those outlined, Mr Long explained that it was a 10 to 15 year
development. WITT had provided the crown a five year plan that sought to deliver on a large
portion of this. In terms of South Taranaki, the five year plan included the South Taranaki
combined campus and the South Taranaki Business Park.
In terms of the current roll at WITT, Mr Long explained that the current roll was 1,700
equivalent full time students. Of these 1,600 were domestic students. This region had under
provision for territory education because WITT were the only public provider in the region.
WITT had not played its part in the community development, together with the community
it should have grown. The economic analysis had shown that the Taranaki region had left
half a billion dollar of government funding on the table over the past 15 years, however this
was an opportunity to turn it around in the coming years.
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Councillor Langton asked how many of the roll originated from South Taranaki. Mr Long
commented approximately 300 and many at the lower were taught here, some were taught
in the high school and many caught the connector bus to campus. This was something they
intended to grow through the upskilling of people and the innovations area with people who
were wanting to start a business.
There was a discussion around how to retain youth and young people to stay in the rural
communities, Mr Long explained that WITT were encouraging students to carry out their
study for one or two years before moving on.
In terms of the impacts of the oil industry, Mr Long had seen it as a massive opportunity.
The decision did not impact WITT as they undertook little training around the oil industry.
WITT had partnered with Ari Ake the new energy source and the University of Canterbury in
this space.
1.10 Neal Harding
Mr Harding shared his thoughts about the Long Term Plan, specifically to Eltham where he
resided. His impression of the plan which was mooted a few years prior about the
rejuvenation of the central business district in Eltham, was that it was focused more on
enhancing the visitor experience to Eltham, rather than enhancing the quality of the lives of
those that lived in Eltham. The focus also appeared on what the people who developed the
graphics for the proposal, in what he felt was the wrong part of town. Eltham did not have
a centre of town, the centre to an extent was the public library which was in a problematic
location.
In his opinion the focus of any rejuvenation of Eltham was to make it a town that was child
friendly, it also made it friendly for families with young children which was something the
town tended to lose. The census result was that Eltham was overrepresented for young
children and young families and was overrepresented for retirement age and it dropped
away in the middle. The reality of Eltham was although there were many industrial jobs the
industrial job to population ratio was high and many people resided outside of Eltham.
In order to change that Eltham needed to become a town where people wanted to raise
young families in beyond when they made their own choice to move on. He did not think
the redevelopment of Bridge Street would achieve that. He did not think Long Term Plan
proposal to make South Taranaki the most liveable District in New Zealand. He had drawn
up a proposal where he would pedestrianize Bridge Street which was a much more desirable
area of town. There also needed pedestrianization of the some of the streets parallel to the
state highway making it safer for children. He suggested that the budget fund for Bridge
Street should be used elsewhere. If those streets were made pedestrian first and vehicle
movements second it would serve to connect the town.
Mayor Nixon noted that if this was approved than community consultation would be
undertaken and his proposal could be fed into that.
In response to the query for Mr Harding to expand on his idea of pedestrianizing streets in
Eltham, Mr Harding explained that the work patterns tended to be around shifts. For
example, on Stanners street would be pedestrianised leaving Collingwood Street and the
main road busy but Stanners Street vehicles would give way to pedestrians.
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Clarification was sought on what Mr Harding supported in terms of the Town Centre
Upgrades. Mr Harding supported that money being spent on improving the quality of lives
for the residents by pedestrianizing streets, upgrading the public toilets at the various
playgrounds etc. He would be happy to engage in the process.
1.11 Vicki Koubaridis
Ms Koubaridis spoke to her submission and covered the following points:
 The Waverley Pools was a fantastic facility and was well supported by the community.
She supported an additional budget set aside for the Pool Upgrades to include activities
for the youth to do. She would like to see detailed plans on what was being proposed.
 Supported the Kiwi sculpture but not to the extent of $155,000 of the Council’s budget.
She was a community minded person and was a great believer that people appreciated
things more when fundraising had been undertaken. She considered a $40,000 to
$50,000 contribution from the Council to be sufficient. More public art was needed.
 The Waverley Beach was an asset and a hidden gem and she believed the Waverley Beach
Campground was run to its full potential. She suggested the creation of an App where
people could book and pay for their site online would bring in more revenue.
 Ms Koubaridis was passionate about developing a walkway along the cliff tops at the
beach to link the two communities together and in time would link with the walkway to
the Waverley Township. Story telling along the cliff tops would be important.
 The Aotea Park was well used, however it required some improvements to be made such
as shading for wet or shine and the development of a bike track. This needed to be led
by the Council not the Community Board.
 Waitōtara and Waverley was the gateway for Taranaki.
 Supported the development of the Waverley Town Belt would be more beneficial than a
walkway to the beach. There were passionate people who would like to provide input
into the plans for the Town Centre Masterplans.
In terms of the Council taking the lead for improvement to Aotea Park, Ms Koubaridis
explained that the Community Board were working to move this forward, however she
would like to see the project undertaken as a partnership between the Council, Community
Board and the community.
Councillor Rook queried whether more community consultation was required around the
Kiwi sculpture to get a consensus on what was wanted. Ms Koubaridis believed that further
community consultation was needed which included more detail around the cost and
budgets for the project. There was currently a misperception in the community around
where the funding was coming from.
1.12 Bob Hayes
Mr Hayes was keenly interested in the development of the Waverley Town Belt as a
recreation reserve with an emphasis on turning that part of the Town Belt presently leased
for pastoral purposes into native bush, walkaways, cycleways, bridle paths and other
equestrian amenities/facilities. This would then be a location that would be particularly
beneficial to youth. He noted that there was a growing demand in the community for this
land to be returned to nature.
In response to the query around how, Mr Hayes envisaged facilitating the transfer of the
town belt into what he was proposing. Mr Hayes believed it would be similar to Pukekura
Park where someone had a vision and that vision was pursued. He brought to the Councils
attention various options for ownership of the land.
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1.13 Vicki Koubaridis and Bob Hayes – Waverley Chamber of Commerce (the Chamber)
The submission focused primarily on the Waverley Upgrade Plan (the Plan) and its
implementation. The Plan identified many projects and design interventions however no
detailed costings had yet been undertaken. Through the Long Term Plan $2 million was being
proposed and it was obvious that many projects could not be undertaken due to the
constraints of the budget. This would require the prioritisation of projects. This was not
understood by the people in Waverley which indicated a lack of community engagement.
The Chamber suggested that the Council establish a small diverse group of interested
Waverley organisations and residents to assist with designing those projects listed in the
Plan. Community input was valuable. It was acknowledged that there had been a lack of
engagement from the community there were interested people. It was important that the
process and project priorities must be informed by Plan and it was suggested that each
project receive a rating in terms of its purpose in the Plan.
In terms of the Town to Beach Pathway or the Town Belt Pathway the Chamber questioned
which project met the purpose of the Plan. They were not persuaded that the Town to Beach
Pathway would be well used by Waverley residents or would significantly revitalise Waverley
when compared to the Town Belt Pathway. The Chamber questioned what process
determined the priority.
Regarding the Kiwi sculpture proposal, the Chamber questioned whether this was great
value for money. The Chamber were not against the statue being included as part of the
overall scheme however would give greater priority to the arresting Gateway. The Kiwi
sculpture could be part of that of the attraction but on its own it would add little to the
sought after vibrancy. The Chamber considered the public art component of the Plan integral
to revitalisation and asked that the Council explore better ways to celebrate and promote
Waverley’s equestrian history. The Chamber asked that the decision be deferred until the
final outcome of the Innovative Streets project
Mayor Nixon clarified that the 2019 Plan was developed by the previous Council, however it
would be used as part of the consultation. The Council would undertake community
consultation. Any artwork which included the Kiwi Sculpture would be included as part of
the Town Centre Upgrades.
Ms Aitken explained that when the Council reviewed the budgets the Council made the
decision to remove the Pathways Programme and agreed that the amount for specific
pathways in the Town Centre Masterplan would remain in the budget. The two pathways
mentioned were included as part the Town Centre Masterplan.

The meeting concluded at 12.45 pm.
Dated this

day of

2021.

………………………………………….
CHAIRPERSON
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Pūrongo
Report
To

Extraordinary Council

From

Kaihautū Ratonga Waeture / Regulatory Manager, Chantelle Denton

Date

26 May 2021

Subject

Adopt Dog Registration and Animal Impounding Fees for 2021/2022
Financial Year
(This report shall not be construed as policy until adopted by full Council)

Whakarāpopoto Kāhui Kahika / Execu ve Summary
1.

Local authorities are required to adopt their dog registration fees for the financial year and
publicly notify the fees at least once in June. This report seeks that the proposed fees for
the 2021/22 financial year be adopted. There is no proposed increase from the 2020/21
financial year.

Taunakitanga / Recommenda on(s)
THAT the Council adopts the following Dog Control and Registration fees for 2021/22 in
accordance with section 37 of the Dog Control Act 1996, and animal impounding fees, to be
publicly notified in June 2021:
Dog Impounding Fees
Dog Impounding (1st)
Dog Impounding (2nd)

$90.00
$135.00

Dog Impounding (3rd)
Sustenance per day (payable on impound
and every 24 hours thereafter)

$180.00
$15.00

Destruction of Dog
Dog Re-Housing Fee

$65.00
$50.00

Other Animal Impounding Fees
Stock Impoundment (excluding sheep and
goats)
Sustenance per day (stock)
Impoundment of other animals

$115 plus $10
per animal
$12.00
$75 plus $10 per
animal

Sustenance per day (other animals)
Notification by advertising
Driving and/or cartage, plus related costs

$12.00
Actual cost
Actual cost

1
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Other Fees
Grazing Permit - Urban Area
$50.00
Call out
Actual cost
Other Dog Charges
Microchipping (at the Pound)
$50.00
Microchipping (by arrangement)
$70.00
Bark Collar Hire (2 weeks)
$54.00
Dog Registration Fees
Note: Dogs must be registered within 3 months of birth
Standard
Urban
Rural (1st 2 dogs) (per dog)
Rural (3 or more) (per dog)
Urban spayed/neutered
Selected Owner Policy - entire
Selected Owner Policy – spayed/neutered
Seeing eye dog
Dangerous dog

$150.00
$59.00
$49.00
$123.00
$92.00
$71.00
Free
Base Fee plus
50%
$80.00

More than 2 dogs permit (application fee
per property)

Late Registration Penalty (If paid after due date of 31 July)
Urban
Rural (1st 2 dogs) (per dog)
Rural (3 or more) (per dog)
Urban spayed/neutered
Selected Owner Policy - entire
Selected Owner Policy – spayed/neutered
Seeing eye dog
Dangerous dog

$225.00
$88.50
$73.50
$184.50
$138.00
$106.50
Free
Plus 50%

Kupu Whakamārama / Background
2.

The Council is required to formally adopt its dog control fees for the next financial year by
the end of May as Section 37 (6) of the Dog Control Act 1996 requires the Council to notify
the fees, at least once, in June.

3.

The schedule of dog control and registration fees are sent out to each dog owner with their
invoice during June.

Local Government Purpose
4.

The purpose of local government is to enable local democratic decision making on behalf of
communities. The adoption of dog registration fees promotes the social and environmental
well-being of the community in the present and for the future.

2
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Whaiwhakaaro me ngā aromatawai / Considerations and Assessments
Assessment of Significance and Engagement
Criteria
Degree

Measure
The number of residents and ratepayers
affected and the degree to which they are
affected by the decision or proposal.

LOS

The achievement of, or ability to achieve, the
Council’s stated levels of service as set out in
the Long Term Plan 2018-2028.

Decision

Whether this type of decision, proposal or
issue has a history of generating wide public
interest within South Taranaki.

Financial

The impact of the decision or proposal on the
Council’s overall budget or included in an
approved Long Term Plan and its ability to
carry out its existing or proposed functions
and activities now and in the future.
The degree to which the decision or proposal Once the fees are adopted
is reversible.
the decision cannot be
reversed. The fees will be
reviewed by the Council for
the next financial year.

Reversible

Assessment
Residents that currently
own a dog or considering
owning a dog in the future
will be affected by the
proposed dog registration
fees.
There are no proposed
changes to the levels of
service for Animal Control in
the 2018-2028 or the 20212031 LTP currently being
consulted on.
Dog registrations fees are
advertised each year in the
Taranaki Star and there is no
evidence
that
these
advertisements
have
generated wide public
interest.
There are no proposed
increases to the dog
registration fees for the
2021/22 financial year.

5.

In terms of the Council’s Significance and Engagement Policy this matter is of low
significance.

6.

The level to which the Council will engage will align with the significance of the decision to
be made, which will be to inform via public notification in the Taranaki Star.

Legislative Considerations
7.

The Council is required to formally adopt its dog control fees for the next financial year by
the end of May, as Section 37 (6) of the Dog Control Act 1996 requires the Council to notify
the fees, at least once, in June.

3
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Financial/Budget Considerations
8.

No increases to the dog registration fees are proposed for the 2021/22 financial year. The
public notice will be published in the Council’s Southlink, which appears in the Taranaki Star.

Consistency with Plans/Policies/Community Outcomes
9.

This matter is consistent with the Council’s plans and policies, including the Dog Control
Bylaw. This decision contributes to the vibrant, together and sustainable community
outcomes.

Impact on Māori/Iwi
10.

There is a positive impact on Māori and Iwi along with the rest of the community to have
dogs within the South Taranaki District registered. The registering of dogs provides a safe
community for residents and ensures that the Council meets the requirements of the Dog
Control Act 1996.

Whakakapia / Conclusion
11.

This report seeks that the Council adopt the registration fees set out in this report and
publicly notify them as required.

Chantelle Denton

Kaihautū Ratonga Waeture / Regulatory Services Manager

[Seen by]
Liam Dagg

Kaiarataki Taiao / Group Manager Environmental Services

4
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Pūrongo
Report
To

Mayor and Councillors

From

Tumu Whakahaere / Chief Executive, Waid Crockett

Date

26 May 2021

Subject

2021-2031 Long Term Plan – Deliberations Report
(This report shall not be construed as policy until adopted by full Council)

Whakarāpopoto Kāhui Kahika / Execu ve Summary
1.

The deliberations report provides a summary of the feedback received on the three key
proposals included in the 2021-2031 Long Term Plan (LTP) Consultation Document. The
report also provides management comments on the submission points raised as part of the
consultation process.

2.

It is recommended that the Council considers the following order of proceedings for the
deliberations meeting:




Receives the 215 submissions on the proposed 2021-2031 LTP and Consultation
Document.
Considers the summaries and recommendations for the Council’s three main proposals:
Environment and Sustainability Strategy, South Taranaki Business Park and the five
Town Centre Master Plans.
Considers the management comments for each of the submission points raised
(Appendix 1).

Taunakitanga / Recommenda on(s)
THAT the Council:
a)

Receives the submissions on the proposed 2021-2031 Long Term Plan and Consultation
Document.

b)

Confirms Option 1 of proposal one, to fully fund the proposed Environment and
Sustainability Strategy, to be included in the final 2021-2031 Long Term Plan.

c)

Confirms Option 1 of proposal two, to complete all three stages of the proposed South
Taranaki Business Park, to be included in the final 2021-2031 Long Term Plan.

d)

Confirms Option 1 of proposal three, to develop and fund the five Town Centre Master Plans
(Ōpunakē, Manaia, Pātea, Waverley and Eltham), to be included in the final 2021-2031 Long
Term Plan.
1
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e)

Considers the submissions and management comments (Appendix 1) and where necessary
resolves any changes to be included in the final 2021-2031 Long Term Plan.

Kupu Whakamārama / Background
3.

The Council is required to develop and adopt a Long Term Plan every three years under the
Local Government Act 2002 (LGA 2002). The legislation also requires the Council to adopt a
Consultation Document and undertake a special consultative procedure.

4.

Consultation with the community was undertaken between 31 March and 7 May 2021.
During this time 23 community meetings were held throughout the District plus an online
zoom meeting. A total of 215 submissions were received with 33 submitters speaking to the
Council.

5.

The Council is now at the stage of deliberating on submissions received and making
decisions to finalise the 2021-2031 LTP. To support the Council’s decision making process,
this report includes analysis on the three key proposals and management comments on the
submissions, attached as Appendix 1.

6.

Management comments on the submissions are set out in Appendix 1. These include
suggestions from Council staff in response to the individual submission points received
through the public consultation process. For each submission point raised the Council needs
to consider accepting the submission point, declining the submission point or requesting
further investigation.

Key Consultation Questions
Environment and Sustainability Strategy
7.

The draft Environment and Sustainability Strategy was consulted on as part of the 20212031 LTP. The public were asked if they supported the Council fully funding or partially
funding the Environment and Sustainability Strategy. There were 144 responses received on
this proposal with 122 supporting option 1 to fully fund the Strategy and 22 supporting
option 2 to partially fund the Strategy. Of the 22 responses to partially support option 2, 4
responses recommended that less funding be allocated and 18 responses recommended
that more funding be allocated.

8.

Environmental sustainability and climate change are important issues. To meet the
challenges and legal requirements set by the Government, the Environment and
Sustainability Strategy was drafted. The implementation of the Strategy will enable the
Council to carry out a Biodiversity Restoration Project; identify, map and protect the
District’s remaining indigenous vegetation and ecosystems; develop and implement an
energy and carbon reduction plan; plant more trees on Council-owned land; develop a
District Climate Change Adaption Plan; and in partnership with the Stratford and New
Plymouth District Councils, investigate building a commercial composting facility in South
Taranaki.
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9.

Given the response in favour of option 1 to fully fund the Environment and Sustainability
Strategy, and the 18 responses to increase the funding, it is recommended that the Council
confirms the Strategy and the proposed budgets for inclusion in the 2021-2031 Long Term
Plan.

South Taranaki Business Park
10.

One of the Council’s key themes for the 2021-2031 LTP was to encourage sustainable
growth. The proposed business park would meet the demand from new and existing
businesses to establish and grow. Three proposals were presented to the public: complete
all three stages of the business park; complete stages one and two only; do not progress
beyond stage one. There were 134 responses received on this topic with 106 supporting
option 1 to complete all three stages, 13 supporting option 2 to complete stages one and
two only, and 15 to not progress beyond stage one.

11.

Given the demand from new and existing businesses to establish a business park and the
Council’s commitment to encourage sustainable growth, it is recommended that the
proposed budgets in the 2021-2031 LTP to complete all three stages of the business park be
confirmed.

3
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Town Centre Upgrades
12.

Town centre upgrades for Pātea, Waverley, Ōpunakē, Manaia and Eltham were identified
as part of the 2018-2028 Long Term Plan. The proposal in the Consultation Document asked
the community to consider undertaking all of the upgrades for each of the plans over ten
years at a cost of $10.6 million; reduce the budget and shorten the timeframes, $1 million
per plan; or do not undertake any of the town centre upgrades. There were 136 responses
received to this proposal with 107 supporting option 1 to undertake all of the upgrades;
17 selected option 2 to reduce the budget and shorten the timeframe; and 12 supported
option 3, to do nothing.

13.

The town centre master plans align with three of the Council’s community outcomes,
vibrant, together and prosperous. Given the demand from the community and the Council’s
commitment to encourage sustainable growth and provide a healthy, safe District with
connected communities, it is recommended that the proposed budgets to complete option
one be confirmed.

Management Comments
14.

Management comments have been provided for each submission point raised (Appendix 1).
The Council needs to consider accepting the submission point, declining the submission
point or request further investigation. It will need to resolve decisions that impact or change
the proposed 2021-2031 LTP and outline the reasons for the change.

Local Government Purpose
15.

Developing and consulting on a Long Term Plan is a statutory requirement under the Local
Government Act 2002. Deliberating on the submissions received through the LTP process
enables democratic local decision making and action by, and on behalf of the South Taranaki
Community. The 2021-2031 LTP aligns with the four well-beings and promotes social,
economic, environmental, and cultural well-being for our Community in the present and for
the future.

4
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Whaiwhakaaro me ngā aromatawai / Considerations and Assessments
16.

The Council has undertaken a special consultative procedure on the proposed 2021-2031
LTP and Consultation Document. The purpose of this report is for the Council to consider
the feedback and submissions received through the consultation period. The decisions
made in response to the LTP submissions align with the Council’s Significance and
Engagement Policy.

Legislative Considerations
17.

The LGA 2002 requires the Council to provide a reasonable opportunity for people to
present their views, to consider their submissions and views with an open mind and give
these views due consideration when making a decision. The Council is also required to
advise submitters of its response to their submission.

Financial/Budget Considerations
18.

The financial implications of the proposals in the LTP are provided in the Consultation
Document and supporting information. The development of the LTP sets the proposed
budgets and associated rates impact for the following ten years. The costs associated with
the development of the LTP are included within current budgets. Any further changes to the
LTP as a result of the deliberations process, such as those resulting from public submissions,
would require the Council to consider the financial impact on the LTP budgets.

19.

Consideration needs to be given to year one of the 2021-2031 LTP capital works programme
as projects may need to be deferred to ensure that the programme of works can be
achieved.

Consistency with Plans/Policies/Community Outcomes
20.

The development of the LTP defines the Council’s planning for the next ten years. The
policies and information within the LTP align with the Council’s community outcomes;
Vibrant South Taranaki; Together South Taranaki; Prosperous South Taranaki and
Sustainable South Taranaki.

Impact on Māori/Iwi
21.

Iwi and hapū groups have been consulted and their submissions are included for the Council
to consider. Submissions were received from Te Runanga o Ngāti Ruanui Trust and
Te Korowai o Ngāruahine. Both Iwi requested that reference to the Iwi-Council partnership
being developed is brought forward in the Long Term Plan document along with the Building
Māori Capacity to Contribute to Council Decision Making Policy. These points have been
addressed in the management comments (Appendix 1).

Affected Parties Consultation
22.

Those people that provided submissions during the consultation phase will receive
responses to the points they raised, based on the decisions made by the Council.
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Whakakapia / Conclusion
23.

This report seeks that the Council receives and considers the submissions received through
the consultation phase. The report also seeks that the Council resolves any changes or
amendments on the proposed 2021-2031 LTP, including the three key proposals identified
by the Council; Environment and Sustainability Strategy; South Taranaki Business Park; and
the five Town Centre Master Plans.

Waid Crockett

Tumu Whakahaere / Chief Executive
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APPENDIX 1
Submis First Name
sion
Numbe
r

Last Name

Organisation

Subject/Issue

001

Darryl

Gaudin

Taranaki Trails Trust

1. Recommendation on continuing to support walkway and cycleway development. They attached a 30 year
regional trails vision.

002

Paulo Scalia

do Vale

Proposal 1: Do you support Proposal 1: Comments
Council's proposal to budget
on average $213,000 each
year over the next ten years
to fund the Environment and
Sustainability Strategy?

Proposal 2: Comments
Proposal 2: Do you
support Council's
proposal to develop a
District Business Park in 3
stages?

Proposal 3: Do you support the Council's
proposal to budget $10.5 million (spread
over 10 years) which will be used to
undertake town centre upgrade projects in
Patea, Waverley, Manaia, Opunake and
Eltham.

Proposal 3: Comments

Also supports the Council's
Sustainability Strategy, particularly
"Green Transport".

Management Response

P1. Our Environment and Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve our carbon reduction and environmental sustainability each year.
Active, safe and green transport alternatives are crucial if we are to meet our national climate change commitments.
1 Pathways are a key project identified as a priority for development by the Council and funding is included for specific pathways in the Town Centre Master Plan budgets.

Hāwera Observatory - Request for upgrade; drinking water and lighting.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Proposal 1 - Environment and Sustainability Strategy. We received 144 responses on the Environment and Sustainability Strategy and proposed budgets, with 122 supporting option 1 to fully fund the
Strategy and 22 supporting option 2 to partially fund the Strategy. The deliberations report recommends the adoption of the Strategy along with the proposed budgets.
Proposal 2 - South Taranaki Business Park. We received 136 responses on the proposal to complete all three stages of the South Taranaki Business Park with 107 supporting option 1 to complete all three
stages, 17 supporting option 2 to complete stages one and two only, and 12 to not progress beyond stage one. The deliberations report recommends the approval of the budgets within the 2021-2031
LTP to complete all three stages.
Some maintenance work is required around the Observatory and this will be programmed.
It is considered impractical to alter all the lighting around the observatory to remove light pollution.
There is drinking water in the observatory and a drinking water fountain nearby at the toilet block beside the playground.

003

Noah

Hunt

1 - Hāwera Observatory - Request for maintenance; 2 - wall outside the Cinema is being used as a urinal; 3 light pollution in town.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Schools to be involved in projects like
at Nowells Lake.

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Work is needed around Manaia especially.

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
P1. Our Environment and Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve our carbon reduction and environmental sustainability each year.
A number of schools are already involved in restoration efforts at Nowell's Lakes, from kindergartens to high school level, and this has been happening for many years. The Council supports the Nowell's
Lake Trust in its work. The Nowell's Lake Trustees who manage the Lake area are very supportive of working with schools to continue to re-establish native species in the area.
P3. Manaia is one of five towns which includes the Council's proposed budget to assist with the Town Centre Master Plans.
1. Some maintenance work is required around the Observatory and this will be programmed.
2. This is a maintenance item and is being dealt with - new grass has been sown in front of the wall to tidy it up and cleaning of the wall is programmed.
3. It is considered impractical to alter all the lighting around the town to remove light pollution.

004

Andy

Thomas

Supports investing in residential and business development such as increasing the number of walkways or
BBQ picnic areas in the District.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages Supports the business park and knows of many
(Council's preference).
people in South Taranaki that also very much
support it! If anything please speed up the
development.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
Pathways are a key project identified as a priority for development by the Council and funding is included for specific pathways in the Town Centre Master Plan budgets.
P2. The support for the South Taranaki Business Park has become evident recently with significant demand coming from businesses wanting to establish themselves on Kerry Lane and Fitzgerald Lane.
The Council is working with developers and the aim is to design and install infrastructure that meets current and future needs and fits with developer timeframes as closely as possible.

005

006

Ron Scott and Viv DaScott

Dillon

Creative Taranaki

Verbal submission - Creative Taranaki were seeking a funding amount of $25,000, depending on a
contribution by the Taranaki Regional Council.
Queries the proposal for increasing staff wages, does not support an increase anymore than inflation.

O'Sullivan

007

Danny

McGowan

008

Rhys

Hurley

Creative Taranaki asks that Council funds an organisation to leverage investment in arts and creativity,
creates a strong and vibrant regional creative economy, enables collaboration between arts and culture
groups. Activate strategies to and programs to upgrade and empower local artists.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
Arts are already well supported by the Council and an additional role is not warranted given other priorities across Council. We would be happy to be part of an Arts Trail if it was part of a multi-Council
multi-agency venture across the District. We are happy to support Creative Taranaki in the same ways that we currently support other arts-related groups within the District.

Option 2: I support Council's proposed
Environment and Sustainability strategy
with changes (please say what changes
you would like to see in the
comments).

Supports the biodiversity restoration
project, queries the purpose for the
significant and natural areas and
considers the rest to have zero effect
and be a waste of funds.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

The environment is important and all Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages Supports at the very least the first two stages but Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).
proposals should be followed through. (Council's preference).
the option to have extra to allow for growth is
important.

1 - Supports a laneway between Napier car park and Union Street but the car parks need to be tidied. 2 - Tiles Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)
required fixing on Campbell Lane.

Does not support, considers there to be need for Option 2: Yes, but reduce the budget to $1 million per town Suggests landowners look after their buildings and upgrade them
a business park out of town.
and undertake the work over the next five years.
and rates relief for one year, following the upgrade.

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
P1. Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve on our climate change, waste reduction and environmental
sustainability targets each year, and meet new legislative targets that have been set by Central Government. We have secured One Billion Trees co-funding for our reforestation project, which will ensure
that rates are impacted as little as possible. We are awaiting further advice from Central Government on the final National Policy Statement for Indigenous Biodiversity (NPSIB) - only when the finalised
NPSIB is available will we know what is required of us in terms of implementation in the SNA space. However, we will continue to liaise directly with Federated Farmers and affected landowners once the
NPSIB is published and once we know what we are required to implement. We would like to do significantly more around environmental sustainability, but we have to balance project costs and the
operational feasibility of large-scale projects against our finite staffing and financial resources. We continually watch for additional co-funding opportunities that could allow us to scale up our
environment and sustainability work programmes. We will also continue to deliver a number of sustainability and resilience workshops for residents and communities every year, to help educate people
on how to make more sustainable choices in their lifestyles and purchasing.

Option 2: Yes, but just complete
stages 1 and 2.

Upgrades are important to attract people to the area.

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
P1. Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve our carbon reduction and environmental sustainability each year.

Option 2: Yes, but reduce the budget to $1 million per town
and undertake the work over the next five years.

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
1. The Council has purchased a Union Street property that will enable access from Napier Street carpark to Union Street, once the building is demolished and site developed. Funding for this is proposed
in the LTP.
If residents notice maintenance issues such as loose tiles in Campbell Lane, we encourage them to contact the Council at the time and lodge a customer request so these issues can be addressed.

009

Leah

Henare

010

Maria

Brewerton

011

Kareena

Udy

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)
Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)
Footpath/cycle way needs to go from Turuturu Road railway crossing to Austin Road.

Option 2: I support Council's proposed Leave out actions 3 and 4
Environment and Sustainability strategy
with changes (please say what changes
you would like to see in the
comments).

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).
Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).
Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).
Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
Upgrades are essential to small town survival.

Option 2: Yes, but reduce the budget to $1 million per town No direct benefit to them.
and undertake the work over the next five years.

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
P1. There is strong community support to implement all the projects in the Environment & Sustainability Strategy. As a community leader, we will ensure we continually improve our environmental
sustainability actions each year, in line with national and international targets. Active, safe and green transport alternatives are crucial if we are to meet our national climate change commitments.
There is no budget for developing new footpaths in the LTP. This request is for a rural area and could be considered as a part of the pathways programme, however the only pathways budget is for
specific pathways identified in the Town Centre Masterplans.

012

Clayton

Thomas

1. Supports the investment in a walkway like New Plymouth foreshore. 2 invest more in industrial areas. 3.
invest in facilities like Hollard Gardens. 4. Suggests shifting the costs of roads to the state.

Option 2: I support Council's proposed
Environment and Sustainability strategy
with changes (please say what changes
you would like to see in the
comments).

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Option 2: Yes, but reduce the budget to $1 million per town Shift this investment to Hāwera.
and undertake the work over the next five years.

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
1. Pathways are a key project identified as a priority for development by the Council and funding is included for specific pathways in the Town Centre Master Plan budgets. 2. The Council's preferred
option for the South Taranaki Business Park proposal would allow for future industrial and commercial businesses to establish in the District. 3. Hollard's Garden is managed by the Taranaki Regional
Council, however the Council will continue to maintain and enhance the parks, reserves and community facilities located with the South Taranaki District. 4. Local authorities are responsible for the
upgrade and maintenance of roads within their District except for state highways. The New Zealand Transport Authority is responsible for the upgrade and maintenance of all state highways across New
Zealand. Central Government determines what local authorities are responsible to deliver.
P3. Hāwera has received investment from the Council through the Hāwera Town Centre Strategy with Campbell and Korimako Lanes developed and work to start shortly on Te Ramanui O Ruapūtahunga.
The Council's aim with the Town Centre Upgrade Plans is to add vibrancy to these smaller towns and create safer environments.

013

Lynda

Corkill

1 - Requests additional toilets in the township because the toilet at Middleton's Bay is inadequate and very
smelly; 2 - Develop the Ōpunakē Lake into a wetlands area; 3 - Develop points of interest in the area like
indicators of marine life on the walkway.

Option 2: I support Council's proposed Consider non rate paying properties to Option 2: Yes, but just complete
Environment and Sustainability strategy be evolved into carbon reducing areas. stages 1 and 2.
with changes (please say what changes
you would like to see in the
comments).

Support, however questions the cost to the
Council.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
Ōpunakē has 2 derelict buildings on Tasman Street. Suggests
introducing a CAPEX project to help attract visitors to the area examples of this are in the submissions. Supports the development P1. Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve our carbon reduction and environmental sustainability each year.
We would like to do significantly more tree planting, but we have to balance project costs and the operational feasibility of large-scale planting projects against our finite staffing and financial resources.
of small industry.
We continually watch for additional co-funding opportunities that could allow us to scale up our environment and sustainability work programmes. Once the first 3 years of the reforestation planting
project are complete, we will aim to expand the project and include wetland restoration.
P2. The cost to design and build all three stages of the Business Park over nine years is $15 million. Stage 1, which is already underway is $3 million, Stage 2 (2022-24) would be $6.3 million and Stage 3
(2025-27) $5.8 million. The Business Park will initially be funded by taking out a loan. Over time, the Council will receive financial contributions from businesses establishing in the park to help repay the
loan. This means the impact on rates to fund the business park will be minimal (Stage 2 would be an extra 13 cents a week for the average urban residential ratepayer).
1. Ōpunakē township is well serviced with public toilets, including the toilets at the Ōpunakē Events Centre being replaced in 2021. A plan to install a toilet ablution pod at the top of Middelton's Bay to
accommodate the number of freedom campers in the area will not proceed as indications are that a Resource Consent application would not be supported by hapū.
3. Developing marine signage for the walkway could be a project considered by the Taranaki Coastal Community Board working with the Department of Conservation and the Taranaki Regional Council.

014

Hayden

Baylis

`

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Would like to see more done around
carbon reduction and environmental
sustainability.

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages Suggests undertaking a viability review prior to
(Council's preference).
committing to Stage 3.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
P1. Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve our carbon reduction and environmental sustainability each year.
P2. There is currently considerable demand from businesses planning to establish themselves within the stage 1 and stage 2 areas of the South Taranaki Business Park. As we complete the infrastructure
for stages 1 and 2 over the next three years we will assess the viability of committing to stage 3. All of the land in the Business Park is privately owned so it is possible that businesses will be attracted
anywhere within the area at any time. The Council will need to provide quality infrastructure to all businesses operating within the Business Park but will not provide infrastructure for stage 3 if there is
no demand at that time.

015

Jonathan

Brophy

016

Nicola

Quarrie

Corkills Systems Limited

Submitter asks that installation of heatpumps and solar hot water devices in new homes are mandated to
reduce Region’s carbon footprint.
Would also like to see funding loans/grants or rates’ based loans to help install these devices.

Option 2: I support Council's proposed Would like to see funding for
Environment and Sustainability strategy sustainable and renewal energies and
with changes (please say what changes heating for home owners.
you would like to see in the
comments)
Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

017

Julie-Ann

Mowat

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

018

Maryanne

Hooper

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

019

Anonymous

020

Diane

Weir

Would like the Ōpunakē water supply to be fixed, i.e. clean and drinkable.

021

Holmes

Margaret

Submitter would like to see 1. the road to the lookout improved 2. water problems fixed 3. and the lake
cleaned.

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

P1. Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve our carbon reduction and environmental sustainability each year.
We already run a Warmer Homes Scheme to support the installation of clean heating and insulation. The Energy Efficiency & Conservation Authority (EECA) offers funding through the Warmer Kiwi
Homes programme for insulation and heater grants to low-income home owners. Central Government agencies are working on policies and legislation to further incentivise renewable energy uptake for
residential and commercial buildings, which we hope to see rolled out in the next 1-2 years.

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).
Option 3: Just complete stage 1.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).
Option 3: Just complete stage 1. Submitter questions why Hāwera, what about
other towns?

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.

Option 2: Yes, but reduce the budget to $1 million per town
and undertake the work over the next five years.

P2. in 2019 the Council commissioned a feasibility study into a South Taranaki Business Park. Suitable land for industrial purposes was identified and profiled in Ōpunakē, Manaia, Pātea, Waverley,
Eltham, Normanby and Hāwera. The Waihi Road mixed use area in Hāwera was deemed to be the most suitable location for a commercially viable industrial area but the study provides a valuable
summary of limitations and opportunities throughout the District. Although there isn't currently another business park underway, a number of significant commercial and residential projects are
happening with individual developers.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.

Suggests adding green waste bins to rates.

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
Standard response for Proposals 1 and 2 required here.

1. We are currently investigating the cost and feasibility of adding greenwaste and food waste collections to our kerbside waste and recycling service. We anticipate this will be rolled out in the next 3-5
years.

Some work is proposed for the Ōpunakē water treatment plant to improve water clarity and quality in 2026-28.

P1. Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve our carbon reduction and environmental sustainability each year.
1. Roading do not maintain the access to the lookout and there are currently no plans to improve this access. Additional funding would need to be approved by Council.
2. Some work is proposed for the Ōpunakē water treatment plant to improve water clarity and quality in 2026-28.
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022

Barnes

Lynette

Organisation

Subject/Issue

Proposal 1: Do you support Proposal 1: Comments
Council's proposal to budget
on average $213,000 each
year over the next ten years
to fund the Environment and
Sustainability Strategy?

Submitter would like to see:
1. Upgrading of Kerry Lane (Kept as a lane with lighting, footpaths etc)
2. The stormwater maintained to good standard throughout construction.
3. Landscaping when complete.
4. Upgrade to Fibre internet.

Proposal 2: Do you
Proposal 2: Comments
support Council's
proposal to develop a
District Business Park in 3
stages?

Proposal 3: Do you support the Council's
proposal to budget $10.5 million (spread
over 10 years) which will be used to
undertake town centre upgrade projects in
Patea, Waverley, Manaia, Opunake and
Eltham.

Proposal 3: Comments

Management Response

P1. Owners of existing businesses will not have to contribute to the infrastructure upgrades at the South Taranaki Business Park. The Council will receive financial contributions from businesses
establishing in the park to help repay the loan. This means the impact on rates to fund the business park will be minimal (Stage 2 would be an extra 13 cents a week for the average urban residential
ratepayer).

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages Submitter asks if the current owners of
(Council's preference).
businesses have to pay a contribution to
upgrade.

1. Feedback from residents and business owners has emphasised the need for improved roading infrastructure for traffic flow and safety and this is a key consideration in the design of South Taranaki
Business Park infrastructure. A traffic impact assessment will measure current traffic volumes and provide advice for the best treatment and enhancement options. Council has engaged with Waka Kotahi
NZTA and while the exact nature of upgrades are yet to be finalised, they are likely to include speed reductions, turning bays, slip lanes, the widening of Kerry Lane and Fitzgerald Lane and new roads
within the business park.
2. Because the Business Park is located within a relatively high water table the project team is focussed on installing stormwater infrastructure that will address potential stormwater issues.
3. Although all the land in the South Taranaki Business Park is privately owned, STDC can work with developers to ensure that visual impacts are considered, which may include landscaping. Council are
encouraged by the efforts being made in this regard by active developers.
4. STDC also recognise the importance of high speed internet to the success of the Business Park. At the end of 2020 a high speed internet distribution hub was installed on Kerry Lane and cabling will be
laid in tandem with the rest of the underground infrastructure to provide high speed connections throughout the area.

023
024

Mike and Shelley
Rob

Blackstock
Henry

Submitter would like to see 1. the Council focus on boosting our population by promoting Taranaki 2.
Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)
facilitating and coordinating recycling for items such as milk bottles tops, can tear tabs, wine bottle tops etc.

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

1. One of the Council's key focus areas for the 2021-2031 LTP is encouraging sustainable growth. The proposed South Taranaki Business Park and five Town Centre Master Plans support the Council's
focus. The Council also works in partnership with Venture Taranaki Trust to provide support to new and growing businesses and to promote South Taranaki.
2. Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve our waste reduction and environmental sustainability targets each
year. It will be difficult for us to significantly decrease residential waste to landfill until we have new infrastructure built locally that can divert that waste. Central Government will be implementing largescale transformational changes to waste management in the next 2 years, including standardisation of Council-run kerbside collections, mandatory inclusion of green- and food-waste in Council-run
kerbside collections, container return deposit schemes and banning single-use plastics, among other initiatives. However, we believe that we need to embrace and move towards a zero waste approach,
and build a regenerative, circular economy to design out waste from the entire lifecycle of the products we use. Council has already made the STDC Rubbish & Recycling App available to all residents free
of charge. This app can be downloaded from the Apple & Android Play Store and you can search through the items to see where, how, and if they can be recycled. Bottle lids and ringpull tops from
aluminium cans are included in the app, among many other items.
025

Neda

Zdravkovic

026

Peter

Copeland

027

Barry

Ralston

Option 2: I support Council's proposed Submitter considers the strengthening Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
Environment and Sustainability strategy of the Patea wharf to be urgent.
(Council's preference).
with changes (please say what changes
you would like to see in the
comments).

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Submitter requests the toilets in the central carpark in Hāwera be replaced or upgraded.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

1 - Suggestion to put EV charging points outside for Te Ramanui o Ruapūtahanga. 2 - Suggestion to remove
the old Pharmacy building as it is an eyesore.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
P1. Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve our carbon reduction and environmental sustainability each year.
$57,800 is budgeted in the 2024-25 financial year for wharf stabilisation and removal of debris.

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
The central carpark toilets ("Cornishes Carpark") are scheduled to be demolished and replaced with the toilets included in the Te Ramanui o Ruapūtahanga facility.

Suggestion to put solar panels, wind
turbines on roofs in town to reduce
operating costs and give them carbon
credits.

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages Submitter prefers the name Industrial Park and Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).
(Council's preference).
the industry attracted be “New Age” industry and
businesses along the likes of robotics, AI,
automation, vehicle conversion to fuel cell and
electric, maintenance and production of green
energy systems amongst others. Suggestion that
buildings built in this area be only consented if
they place solar / wind power on site to subsidise
power costs.

Submitter would like to see a commercial centre of the District in
Hāwera (covered mall above current shop fronts). Suggestion for
the roof to be covered in solar panels, wind turbines to defray
costs.

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
P1 and P3. Central Government agencies are currently working on policies and legislation to further incentivise renewable energy uptake for residential and commercial buildings, we hope to see these
initiatives rolled out in the next 1-2 years and will fully support this when it occurs.
P2. This project is being referred to as South Taranaki Business Park rather than an industrial park for a couple of reasons. Council received feedback from some stakeholders that the use of the word
industrial could indicate that the project would not be good for the environment. Although the majority of land is zoned industrial, there is a considerable area within the Business Park that is
commercially zoned. The term 'business' is used to capture the broad range of industry that will take place.
1 - Provision for the installation of EV charging points will be made as part of Te Ramanui o Ruapūtahanga development and could be added to in the future as demand increases. EV charging points are
available in the Hāwera CBD.
2 - The "old pharmacy" building has been sold to a private owner, who we understand has plans to earthquake strengthen and refurbish it.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.

028

Neil

Taylor

Submitter would like to see the additional funding for the Parks Team to be moved into Year 1.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

029

J

Brennan

Submitter considers excluding bio methane is problematic when talking about the Council becoming carbon Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)
neutral by 2035. Would like to see more information around the business park and who might utilise it.

030

Heinz

Broomhall

Submitter supports the Council capitalising on the financial position it is in to make the District a more
attractive district. Submitter encourages the Council to be less risk averse moving forward. Well done for
being proactive and progressive here and making ST a viable option for regional business.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

031

Helen

Muller

Suggestion to have a sauna and steam room at the Hawera Aquatic Centre.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Option 3: Just complete stage 1.

Option 3: No I don't support this proposal.

Submitter supported increasing Hawera's facilities.

032

Trish

Adams

Submitter would like to see:
Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)
1. Confirmation of the plan and programme to begin the reinstatement of the walls (Pātea Moles).
2. Pātea river dredged regularly to continue safety of boat owners and their crews.
3. Need money set aside to stabilise the Pātea wharf. Submitter's preference would be the wharf and cool
store area are demolished and use the area for casual recreation. Beautify the area at nearby spot that would
be good for teaching fishing.
4. Consideration to be given to the purchase of the hospital and nurses home building and land and develop
the area into either sections or put homes on them and sell them developed. Another option to approach
rest home companies to build a rest home on the site.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Submitter would like to see:
1. More support for owners of building so a painting plan can be
put in place.
2. The building at the north end of the Hunter Shaw Building
converted into upmarket toilet blocks with tables and chairs on
front lawn.

If the Council were to bring the proposed increase in budget for the Parks team forward from Year 4 to Year 1, the additional costs will be in the vicinity of $300,000 per year.
Option 3: Just complete stage 1.
Submitter is disappointed that the
waste reduction target is so low. Would
like to know what kind of trees would
be used for the carbon sink.

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.

Option 2: Yes, but reduce the budget to $1 million per town
and undertake the work over the next five years.

Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve our waste reduction and environmental sustainability targets each
year. It will be difficult for us to significantly decrease residential waste to landfill until we have new infrastructure built locally that can divert that waste. The proposed regional commercial composting
facility could divert up to 40% of our landfill waste. Once we have better infrastructure within the district/region, within the next 3 years, our waste reduction targets will be much more aspirational. For
our planting projects, we are only using eco-sourced native plant species that are suitable for the ecosystem type and habitat.
Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
The Council reviews the risks at different stages of planning and carefully evaluates risks, debt limits, debt levels, interest rates, LTIF returns, before planning strategic documents such as the Long Term
Plan and Annual Plan.

Submitter suggests:
Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
1. Plan for getting
(Council's preference).
greenwaste/compostable to a central
site or will there be a collection site in
each town.
2. Greenwaste disposal should be free mulched and used for spreading over
playground areas or for sale to the
ratepayers.

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
1. Three areas have been identified for rehabilitation of the Pātea Moles. They are block filling on the northern mole, block filling on the southern outer mole and stabilisation of the foundation of the
southern mole. A hydrographic survey of the river bed around the Pātea Moles is required to confirm the designs for these works and this is underway.
2. STDC is not responsible for river bed dredging.
3. $57,800 is budgeted in the 2024-25 financial year for wharf stabilisation and removal of debris.
4. Additional land for residential purposes will be a consideration of the District Plan change process expected to be undertaken in 2022.
P1. Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve our waste reduction and environmental sustainability targets each
year. It will be difficult for us to significantly decrease residential waste to landfill until we have new infrastructure built locally that can divert that waste. Central Government will be implementing largescale transformational changes to waste management in the next 2 years, including standardisation of Council-run kerbside collections, mandatory inclusion of green- and food-waste in Council-run
kerbside collections, container return deposit schemes and banning single-use plastics, among other initiatives. Our transfer stations already currently accept greenwaste. The proposed regional
commercial composting facility will divert up to 40% of District-wide waste from landfill. It will be built within the next 3 years, and will accept greenwaste, food waste and other organic waste streams,
and will produce compost that can be sold locally. We are currently investigating the cost and feasibility of adding greenwaste and food waste collections to our kerbside waste and recycling service, but
we need to wait until the commercial composting facility is operational, as otherwise this waste will have to be transported out of the region, which has cost and emissions implications. Once the
composting facility is operational, the Council will consider implementing a kerbside food-, green- and organic waste collection across the District. We will also continue to deliver a number of
sustainability and resilience workshops for residents and communities every year, to help educate people on how to make more sustainable choices in their lifestyles.
P3. 1. The Council has a painting incentive fund available for private building owners to apply for to improve the appearance of their buildings.2. The suggestion to convert the northern end of the
Hunter Shaw building into public toilets could be considered as part of Pātea's Town Centre Upgrade. There will be further consultation with the communities to refine the priorities for this funding.

033

Rosemary

Joyce

1. Submitter suggests the Manaia Libraryplus has a late night during the week or weekend allowing more
opportunities for people to go there.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Council to lead the way in protection
Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages Good forward thinking for future investment in
and enhancement of the environment. (Council's preference).
business enterprise.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Will provide a facelift to the town and suggests youth do the
artwork for each town.

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve our carbon reduction and environmental sustainability each year. We
would like to do significantly more tree planting, but we have to balance project costs and the operational feasibility of large-scale planting projects against our finite staffing and financial resources. We
continually watch for additional co-funding opportunities that could allow us to scale up our environment and sustainability work. Once the first 3 years of the reforestation planting project are
complete, we will aim to expand the project and include wetland restoration. For our planting projects, we use only eco-sourced native plant species that are suitable for the ecosystem type and habitat,
to help to create habitat and bird corridors.

They like the efforts in the environmental and sustainability strategy, however would like to see more money
spent on the development of wetlands and converting more farmland into native ecosystems and bird
corridors.

1. There is insufficient demand for library services in Manaia to justify increased hours. A late night would mean cutting back hours at another time of day and would be dependent on staff availability.

034

Matthew

Levings

1. Submitter would like to see more events in conjunction with other events to keep people in town.
Suggests running Elektra for 10-14 days with more bands/entertainment and run the event at Naumai Park.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Supported provided the carbon sinks
are only native species, even in a
forestry application.

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages Growth is good.
(Council's preference).

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
1. More events of a larger scale as suggested by the submitter would require considerable additional funding from the Council. The bulk of events run by the Council are free to attend and, for the
majority of those events where there is a charge, this offsets the cost but does not cover the entire cost.

2. Submitter suggests building a mountain bike track.

2. The suggestion of a mountain bike track is noted. This has not been a Council priority in the past as the focus has been on pathways for biking and walking.
P1. Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve our carbon reduction and environmental sustainability each year.
We would like to do significantly more tree planting, but we have to balance project costs and the operational feasibility of large-scale planting projects against our finite staffing and financial resources.
We continually watch for additional co-funding opportunities that would allow us to scale up our environment and sustainability programmes in the future. Once the first 3 years of the reforestation
planting project have been successfully completed, we aim to expand this project and will include wetland restoration. All the areas planted will be on land that is already publicly accessible.

035

Noel

Pryce

1. Would like to see action to instil pride and respect and a sense of belonging in the towns.
2. Queries what will happen to the land when the 2 secondary schools merge and suggests it could be used
for housing.

Option 2: I support Council's proposed
Environment and Sustainability strategy
with changes (please say what changes
you would like to see in the
comments).

Submitter does not believe ten years is Option 3: Just complete stage 1.
achievable and suggests undertaking 15 in 5 years and 6 in 1 year. Educating
people about recycling and conserving
water.

Submitter suggests using vacant lots first.

Option 2: Yes, but reduce the budget to $1 million per town Submitter suggests using the words Most Desirable not Most
and undertake the work over the next five years.
Liveable.

P2. The support for the South Taranaki Business Park has become evident recently with significant demand coming from businesses wanting to establish on Kerry Lane and Fitzgerald Lane. STDC is
Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
P1. Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve our carbon reduction and environmental sustainability each year.
We would like to do significantly more tree planting, but we have to balance project costs and the operational feasibility of large-scale planting projects against our finite staffing and financial resources.
We continually watch for additional co-funding opportunities that could allow us to scale up our environment and sustainability work. Once the first 3 years of the reforestation planting project are
complete, we will aim to expand the project and include wetland restoration.

3. Supports enhancing the existing facilities and upgrading the towns.

P2. With all of the land in the South Taranaki Business Park privately owned, the Council does not have control over which lots are developed first. However, there is considerable demand from
businesses planning to establish themselves within the stage 1 area and also the commercial, mixed use zone that is part of stage 2. All of these businesses will be positioned on lots that are currently
vacant.

4. Strongly opposes Government taking control of our water.
5. Asks that names of places are no longer changed - words that people are unable to pronounce.

P3. It is the decision of the Council if it wishes to change their vision from Most Liveable to Most Desirable.
1 & 3. The aim of the Town Centre Master Plans that have been developed for Pātea, Waverley, Eltham, Manaia and Pātea is to help build vibrancy in these towns.
2. The area where the Hawera Intermediate and Hawera High School are located belongs to the Ministry of Education and the future of this area will be decided by the Ministry of Education.
4. Based on information from Central Government, the Council will be consulting with the community and then making a decision on its further participation in the 3 waters reform programme later this
year.
5. The Council are developing a Road Naming Policy and prior to Council adopting the Policy the community will be consulted.
036

Leah

Coplestone

037

Anonymous

038

Julie Ann

Hoeta

Submitter asks if the speeding traffic could be addressed.

039

Gwyneth

Barker

Note: Submitter did not specify where but lives on Collingwood Street Eltham
Submitter supports investing in projects in our region to help create jobs, support business and improve our Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)
local economy.

040

Mike

Ballantine

1. There is no budget for developing new footpaths in the LTP. This request is for a rural area and could be considered as a part of the pathways programme, however the only pathways budget is for
specific pathways identified in the town centre master plans.

Submitter would like to see the pavement/walking path extended along Turuturu Road to the top of the hill
past the Christmas tree place.

Submitter would like to see a sauna and steam pools at the Hāwera Aquatic Centre.

Option 3: No I don't support this proposal.

The Council has not considered including these services at the Aquatic Centre in the past as it has a high capital cost and high maintenance costs and would require a building extension to achieve.

Police enforcement is required to control speeding traffic. Council can consider reducing the speed limit in town areas to 40km/hr and 30km/hr outside schools. Installing traffic calming devices
(platform, chicanes, traffic islands) are expensive options and not budgeted in this Long Term Plan. The Council has limited options other than signage and further education .
Is good to see how much the Council is Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages Benefit to Hāwera and surrounding areas.
planning, including going beyond what (Council's preference).
was mandated.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
The support for the South Taranaki Business Park has become evident recently with significant demand coming from businesses wanting to establish themselves on Kerry Lane and Fitzgerald Lane. STDC
is working with developers and the aim is to design and install infrastructure that meets current and future needs and fits with developer timeframes as closely as possible.
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041

Cedric

Charles

Verbal submission - verbal submission supported the proposal to complete all 3 stages of the South Taranaki
Business Park.

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages To submit that in the South Taranaki Business
(Council's preference).
Park STDC does all 3 stages of the Business Park
infrastructure now, so no business to or in town
is lost ( because they decide to choose another
town) as STDC does not have the infrastructure
available when it is needed.

042

Viv

Davy

1. Submitter would like to see a bigger commitment on the part of the Council to support the creative life of Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)
the residents of South Taranaki. Acknowledges the work done by Michaela Stoneman. Supports a second
person to supplement an overworked existing role or funding that enters the community especially for
creative activities.

Option 3: Just complete stage 1.

Proposal 3: Do you support the Council's
proposal to budget $10.5 million (spread
over 10 years) which will be used to
undertake town centre upgrade projects in
Patea, Waverley, Manaia, Opunake and
Eltham.

Proposal 3: Comments

Management Response

The support for the South Taranaki Business Park has become evident recently with significant demand coming from businesses wanting to establish themselves on Kerry Lane and Fitzgerald Lane. STDC
is working with developers and the aim is to design and install infrastructure that meets current and future needs and fits with developer timeframes as closely as possible.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
Arts are already well supported by the Council and an additional role is not warranted given other priorities across Council. We would be happy to be part of an Arts Trail if it was part of a multi-Council
multi-agency venture across the District. We are happy to support Creative Taranaki in the same ways that we currently support other arts-related groups within the District.

2. Submitter supports the development of a robust Arts Trail that runs the length of South Taranaki
supported by special branding signage.
3. Support for Creative Taranaki as a newly formed organisation is also an important - a new opportunity for
the Council to embrace and contribute to.
043

Diane

Pentz

044

Kaye

Lally

Te Ara Pae Trust

045

Gareth

Boyd

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

046

Jasmine

Jones

Option 2: I support Council's proposed
Environment and Sustainability strategy
with changes (please say what changes
you would like to see in the
comments).

047

Margery

O'Connell

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

048

Beverley

Prankerd

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).
Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).
(Council's preference).
Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages Submitter would like to see a breakdown of the Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).
(Council's preference).
tasks/work and infrastructure to be completed in
each stages.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)
Hire Smart

Standard response for Proposals 1 and 2 required here.
Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
In addition to the anchor tenant on Kerry Lane, a developer at Fitzgerald Lane has created significant new demand at that end of the South Taranaki Business Park. The initial Business Park infrastructure
plans are being modified to ensure that infrastructure meets the needs of current and future development in the area. The South Taranaki Business Park structure plan, although showing indicative and
some hypothetical infrastructure options, is a useful reference document. Information from this structure plan has been distributed to key stakeholders living and doing business in the area. Regular
contact will be had with stakeholders throughout the design and installation of infrastructure, giving businesses the opportunity to provide feedback.

Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve our carbon reduction and environmental sustainability each year.

Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve our carbon reduction and environmental sustainability each year.

Submitter thinks this funding will be
well used to create a more vibrant and
culturally interesting South Taranaki
Area.
Option 3: Just complete stage 1.

Option 2: Yes, but reduce the budget to $1 million per town
Submitter suggests that before any option is
and undertake the work over the next five years.
considered SH3 needs upgrading with turning
bays in both Kerry Lane and Fitzgerald Lane need
to be completed as it is already dangerous as
there is no room to get past a truck turning into
those streets.

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
P2. Feedback from residents and business owners in the South Taranaki Business Park area has highlighted the need for improved roading infrastructure. Traffic safety and improved access are key
considerations of the project and work is underway on this as part of stage 1. A traffic impact assessment is underway that will measure current traffic volumes and provide advice for the best treatment
and enhancement options. The Council has engaged with Waka Kotahi NZTA and while the exact nature of upgrades are yet to be finalised, they are likely to include speed reductions on SH3, turning
bays, slip lanes, the widening of Kerry Lane and Fitzgerald Lane and new roads within the business park to improve connectivity and traffic flow.
Council is working with Waka Kotahi on improving the intersection safety for the Fitzgerald Lane-Waihi Road and Kerry Lane-Waihi Road intersections.

049

Tim

Prestidge

Submitter encourages the Council to look at the investment fund and suggests investing in development of
residential and business parks as the developer. The best time to do this is now.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Submitter supports this as long as it's
not taken out of context, climate
change is a build up on unsubstantiated information.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).
Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages Submitter would like to see stage 2 moved
(Council's preference).
further away from Glover Rd to ensure residential
is not compromised. Supports getting
infrastructure in place asap to avoid further
impacts.

Submitter suggested looking into
Incineration facilities for waste
disposal.

Submitter would like to see Fitzgerald and Kerry
Lanes connected through the back, install full
capacity stormwater to take future development
and widen the roads.

Submitter supports the development of works that will improve for Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
long term. Suggests green spaces, playgrounds, social hubs,
P1. Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve our waste reduction and environmental sustainability targets each
making it a place that attracts retail business but ensure it's
year. A key project is the proposed regional commercial composting facility that could divert up to 40% of our waste from landfill. It will be built within the next 3 years and will accept all greenwaste,
maintained to highest level.
food waste and other organic waste streams, and will produce compost that can be sold. Studies of pyrolysis and gasification not only suggest that waste-to-energy technologies are underdeveloped and
expensive, but their developers' claims for efficient energy generation often violate the fundamental laws of thermodynamics. The World Energy Council has found that not only is waste-to-energy
incineration an expensive means of generating energy, but burning waste can produce as little as 10% of the energy of coal and 7% of the energy of natural gas while producing many times the pollution
of those fossil fuels. We need to embrace a zero waste approach and build a regenerative, circular economy to design out waste from the entire lifecycle of the products we use. We should follow the
waste hierarchy to prevent and reduce waste in the first place, and prioritise strategies to reuse, recycle, and compost resources over strategies that destroy resources instead (e.g. incinerators and
landfills). The more resources we can preserve in this way, the less we need to mine and extract new raw materials for new products, the most environmentally damaging part of the production phase.
P3. The Town Centre Master Plans are high level documents and further consultation will be undertaken with the communities to confirm their priorities.
P2. Support for the South Taranaki Business Park has become evident recently with significant demand coming from businesses wanting to establish themselves on Kerry Lane and Fitzgerald Lane. STDC
is working with developers and the aim is to design and install infrastructure that meets current and future needs and fits with developer timeframes as closely as possible. Although outside the scope of
the LTP consultation, there will be an opportunity to provide feedback on zoning in the area later this year as part of the plan change process. A traffic impact assessment is underway that will measure
current traffic volumes and provide advice for the best treatment and enhancement options. The Council has engaged with Waka Kotahi NZTA and while the exact nature of upgrades are yet to be
finalised, they are likely to include speed reductions on SH3, turning bays, slip lanes, the widening of Kerry Lane and Fitzgerald Lane and new roads within the business park to improve connectivity and
traffic flow. Joining Kerry Lane and Fitzgerald through the back appears to be the most efficient way to connect the northern and southern ends of the development.

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
Submitter agrees that all of our towns need and deserve these
upgrades and would like to see the million dollars spent on
rebuilding a new town hall (Manaia) on the current site to brighten P3. The Town Centre Master Plans are high level documents and further consultation will be undertaken with the communities to confirm their priorities, including the suggestions made by the
up and enhance the main street. If there is money available from submitter. The Council is currently obtaining costs for earthquake strengthening and upgrading both the Manaia Town Hall and Manaia Sports Complex. Once these costs are known, further input from
the community will be sought.
the Town Upgrade it can be used to earthquake proof the Sports
Complex.
1. Traffic and pedestrian safety will be considered as specific projects within the Town Centre Master Plans are implemented.

050

Jim

Ngere

1. Submitter would like to see traffic controls to slow traffic through town if the rotunda is made more
pedestrian friendly. The tree planting must be strategically placed to ensure it does not affect the ability for
pedestrians to see traffic.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages Great idea.
(Council's preference).

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

051

Brian

Allison

1. Submitter would like to propose that the walkway from Egmont St, Kaponga to Hollard Gardens be added
and work commenced as soon as possible as part of the plan.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

052

Gerard

Karalus

Submitter emphasises his concerns about the Kāpuni Stream and the water extraction pressures it is under
and supports the construction of a second bore.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Submitter emphasises that the
Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
construction of the second Kāpuni bore (Council's preference).
is imperative.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

053
054

Bayley
Mary

King
Moore

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.

055

Mike

O'Keeffe

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Debbie

Campbell

Option 2: Yes, but reduce the budget to $1 million per town
and undertake the work over the next five years.
Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.

056

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).
Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).
Option 3: Just complete stage 1.

057

Allen

Stancliff

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
1. The proposal to install a pathway from Hollard Gardens to Kaponga would need to be prioritised by the Council following consideration of other requests for pathways across the District. Currently
there is no additional funding outside of the pathways specifically identified in the Town Centre Master Plan budgets.

Opunake Community
Emergency Group
Fish and Games NZ

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)
1. Submitter supports the Council continuing to focus on reducing water losses from the District's water
supply networks and exploring groundwater as a source of additional water supply at Kāpuni and Eltham.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

2. Submitter also supports the implementation of universal water metering to drive an increase in water use
efficiency in the District but this to be brought forward into the current LTP in line with the water metering
proposals in the Stratford and NP Districts.

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
1. Concerns about the Kāpuni Stream and the water extraction pressure it is under have been noted. Water restrictions will likely form part of water abstraction consents in the future.

Submitter commends the Council for
the actions proposed in the Strategy
including the Biodiversity Restoration
Project and SNAs.

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve our carbon reduction and environmental sustainability each year.
1. We will continue to focus on reducing water losses from our water supply networks and exploring groundwater as a source of additional supply at Kāpuni and Eltham.
2. Bringing water metering forward to be in line with SDC and NPDC's metering proposals would have cost implications that would have to be considered by the Council.
3. It is expected that water restrictions will form part of water abstraction consents in the future.
4. We will continue to be committed towards reducing stormwater and groundwater infiltration to the wastewater network, to upgrade wastewater networks and have budgeted for tertiary treatment at
the treatment plants, including Waverley.

3. Submitter supports the introduction of summer restrictions on water use in Hāwera when the Kāpuni
Stream falls below the Mean Annual Low Flow.
4. Submitter supports the commitments to reduce stormwater and groundwater infiltration to the District's
wastewater network, to upgrade wastewater networks and budget for tertiary treatment at the District's
WTP including Waverley.
058

Esther

Ward-Campbell

Ōpunakē Loop Trail Trust

1. Trust supports Normanby to Hāwera pathway.

1. The Council notes the submitter's support for the pathway between Hāwera and Normanby.

2. Trust requests mulch, ecological weed mat and native plants to be provided to Trust for planting etc.

2. Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains a number of new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve on our carbon reduction and environmental
sustainability each year. We will continue to support the work of the Ōpunakē Loop Trail Trust, and recommend that the Trust considers a funding application for its planting restoration work to the Wild
for Taranaki "Restore Taranaki Community Environmental Grants", as these grants are specifically designed to support community restoration planting and trapping efforts. STDC is a signatory and
supporter of the Wild for Taranaki Trust. Active, safe and green alternatives for transport are crucial if we are to meet our national and international climate change commitments.

3. Trust requests that the pathway adjacent to the Ōpunakē Headland by the old wharf be moved further
away from eroding cliffs.

3. Council staff have met with Taranaki Iwi and the Ōpunakē Loop Trail Trust representatives to look at re-routing sections of the pathway away from the cliffs.
059

Guy

Lennox

060

Stan

Barnett

Following a meeting with the Border Rugby Club representatives, Council staff agreed to investigate options for toilet facilities under the grandstand and arrange for some concepts to be drawn up.
External funding could be sought or the Council could decide to add an amount to the budget, however detailed costings are not currently available.

Border Rugby and Sports Club The Club asks that the toilet facilities at Dallison Park Waverley be upgraded.

1 - Submitter believes that Kaponga is poorly represented in the LTP.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
2. The proposal to install a pathway from Hollard Gardens to Kaponga would need to be prioritised by the Council following consideration of other requests for pathways across the District. Currently
there is no additional funding outside of the pathways identified in the Town Centre Master Plan budgets.

2 - Requests that the Kaponga to Hollard Gardens pathway is brought forward in the LTP.
3 - Add a 50km/hr warning sign to the entrance of Kaponga.

2. There are 50km/hr warning signs painted on the road as you enter Kaponga, further signage could be added.
4 - Heat the Kaponga swimming pool.
4 - The Kaponga Pool has a small solar heating system installed along similar lines to the other rural community pools. These solar systems are not intended to "heat" the pools but rather to take the chill
off the water that feeds into the small toddlers' pool for the benefit of the younger users. There is no funding currently allocated to increase the size or capacity of the solar system at Kaponga.
061

Jeff

Lagan

062

Becky

Jenkins

Submitter suggests to take over credit card debts at 6% and finance builders and home renovators doing new
restorations/renovations at 6%.
Taranaki District Health Board Submitter supports 1 - Infrastructure Strategy for its water systems; 2 - Upgrades for playgrounds and public Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)
toilets, particularly around health and safety; 3 - The Manaia Hall and Sports Complex; 4 - Upgrades and
investment in library facilities; 5 - The development of a district business innovation and enterprise hub; 6 The proposal for water metering, with consideration for those suffering economic hardship; 7 - The
completion of the District Pathways Programme; 8 - Investment to improve safety of transport system; 9 development of Iwi-Council partnership strategy; 10 - Recommends the development of land for residential
housing and develop regional housing policy; 11 - Recommends NO increase in entry fees to swimming
pools.

This proposal is outside the Council's core business. The submitter also comments regarding the return on LTIF being below 6%, however the actual returns are in excess of 7%. Our debt levels must also
be considered when considering such proposals.
Asks that Council considers including
strategies for compostable waste,
implementing kerbside collection of
food scraps and green waste.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1 and 3 required here.
P1. Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve our waste reduction and environmental sustainability targets each
year. A key project is the proposed regional commercial composting facility that could divert up to 40% of our waste from landfill. It will be built within the next 3 years and will accept all greenwaste,
food waste and other organic waste streams, and will create compost that can be sold. We are investigating the cost and feasibility of adding greenwaste and food waste collections to our kerbside waste
and recycling service. Once the commercial composting facility is operational, the Council will consider implementing a kerbside food and organic waste collection across the District.
1. Support for Infrastructure Strategy for water systems is acknowledged.
2. The Council is developing asset management plans for playgrounds and public toilets that will enable staff to plan cyclic upgrades as and when required.
3. The cost of earthquake strengthening and refurbishing the Manaia Town Hall and Manaia Sports Complex facilities is being investigated. Once all costs are known, further feedback from the
community will be sought before a report is presented to the Council for a decision. This is expected to be undertaken in year 1 of the Long Term Plan.
4. There is annual investment in, and upgrade of the libraries. In the last year the interior of Eltham LibraryPlus has been painted, the Ōpunakē LibraryPlus veranda roof is being replaced, Pātea
LibraryPlus has new signage and signs are currently being installed at all other LibraryPlus facilities. All sites have new glass counter screens for safety of customers and staff.
5. STDC acknowledges the support of the Taranaki PHU towards the establishment of an Enterprise for South Taranaki. Recent work has focussed on validating the demand for such a venue in Hāwera
and the response from the community has been very encouraging. Progressing this project is a key focus for STDC and key stakeholders for the second half of 2021.
6. Water metering is proposed outside of this 10-year plan. It is proposed from the 2032/33 financial year onwards. In the current rating regime, high-demand residential water users are subsidised by
low-demand residential water users.
6. Consistent water charges would be considered across all supplies and customers when universal metering is introduced. Customers could be able to apply for hardship grants and/or payment
options/terms.
7. Pathways are a key project identified as a priority for development by the Council and funding is included for specific pathways in the Town Centre Master Plan budgets. The Hāwera to Normanby
pathway is committed and will be completed this year. However, there is no further budget allocated for pathways in the LTP.
8. STDC and NZTA are working on the joint "Pipeline to Zero" programme that involves safety improvements to reduce death and serious injury in key "blackspots" on the roading network.
9. The Council are working closely with Iwi to develop a Iwi-Council Partnership Strategy.
10. Land for additional housing is already a consideration in the Town Centre Master Plans, as well as the structure plan areas in the operative District Plan.
11. The rural pools are free for recreational swimming and this will continue. Small fees for group sessions outside normal open hours contribute to the additional staff costs.
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063

Krutz

064

Rachael

Carol

Organisation

Subject/Issue

Proposal 1: Do you support Proposal 1: Comments
Council's proposal to budget
on average $213,000 each
year over the next ten years
to fund the Environment and
Sustainability Strategy?

1 - Submitter requests heating of the Kaponga swimming pool; 2 - additional lighting at the Victoria Park
Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)
Kaponga; 3 - upgrade of Victoria Park playground; 4 - road sign improvements as you come into Kaponga and
around the school; 5 - asks for a local artist exhibition at the Kaponga Town Hall; 6 - Maintenance of the
upstairs area at the Kaponga Town Hall; 7 - review street lighting in Kaponga; 8 - fibre expansion.

van Kerkhoff

Submitter requests 1. bridge on Victoria Street, Kaponga be repainted; 2. sports grounds fencing needs
addressing; 3. outside of the sports grounds needs concreting; 4. grandstand needs attention; 5. road
marking on the entrances to Kaponga need upgrading; 6. the upstairs area of the Kaponga town hall needs
upgrading; 7. Kaponga should be included in the town centre master plan upgrades.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Proposal 2: Do you
Proposal 2: Comments
support Council's
proposal to develop a
District Business Park in 3
stages?

Proposal 3: Do you support the Council's
proposal to budget $10.5 million (spread
over 10 years) which will be used to
undertake town centre upgrade projects in
Patea, Waverley, Manaia, Opunake and
Eltham.

Proposal 3: Comments

Management Response

Option 2: Yes, but just complete
stages 1 and 2.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Yes - but should also include town upgrade for Kaponga

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
1. The Kaponga Pool has a small solar heating system similar to the other rural community pools. These systems are not intended to "heat" the pools but rather to take the chill off the water that feeds
into the small toddlers' pool for the benefit of the younger users. No funding has been allocated to increase the size or capacity of the solar system and therefore the water temperature at Kaponga.
2. Initial discussions have been held with Council staff and Sport Taranaki to assist with investigations for possible future lighting at Victoria Park, Kaponga. A lighting design and costings would need to
be prepared before presenting to the Council for funding consideration. The Council is a member of the Taranaki Regional Facility Group, whose role includes assessing funding applications for facility
upgrades and renewals. The Council may be one source of funding for projects, and there are other possibilities. Sport Taranaki have resources to assist sports groups and communities to assess future
direction and funding applications.
3. A Town Centre Master Plan for Kaponga could be considered by the Council during the development of the next Long Term Plan, where projects such as upgrading the Victoria Park playground could
be considered.
4. Provision of red marking/painting of 50km/hr at the speed change boundary is not budgeted for in the LTP. The estimated cost to carry out red marking across the District is $80,000 and this would
need to be redone every 4-5 years (estimated cost for Kaponga is $16,000).
5. An exhibition in the Kaponga Town Hall would have only very limited viewing time for the public as this is generally a closed facility except when functions are on. It may be possible to hold a small
exhibition in Kaponga LibraryPlus similar to the art wall in Waverley LibraryPlus.
6. The Council would need to consider additional funding towards any upgrades or major renovations to the upstairs area at the Kaponga Memorial Hall.
7. Existing streetlighting is provided as per the agreed level of service, at least one streetlight at every second power pole. All streetlight lamps have been converted to LED to provide better lighting,
therefore, it is unlikely additional streetlights will be provided unless Council decide to increase the level of service.
8. A Town Centre Master Plan for Kaponga could be considered by the Council during the development of the next Long Term Plan in three years time. The Council advocates to the Government for
additional expenditure on improved telecommunications across the District.

With consultation and in partnership
with Iwi

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Option 3: No I don't support this proposal.

No - because Kaponga is not included in the proposal.

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
P3. A Town Centre Master Plan for Kaponga could be considered by the Council during the development of the next Long Term Plan in three years time.
1. In June 2020 a bridge management consultant was appointed and a programme of condition assessment and renewals is underway to identify priorities for maintenance and replacement. Waka
Kotahi's threshold for “low cost, low risk” projects (which covers bridges) has increased and going forward the plan increases bridge funding by 24%, from $1.13 million to $1.37 million. Painting of
bridges is considered maintenance and the bridge on Victoria Street, Kaponga will be assessed to see whether it is required to be repainted and the work programmed accordingly.
2,3 and 4. Some maintenance work on the Victoria Park, Kaponga fencing is being undertaken to tidy up and replace rotten timbers and iron on the perimeter fence. Long term upgrades would need to
be assessed and costed before being included in future budgets. Staff do not believe the seating around Victoria Park is a Council asset.
5. Provision of red marking/painting of 50km/hr at the speed change boundary is not budgeted for in the LTP. The estimated cost to carry out red marking across the District is $80,000 and this would
need to be redone every 4-5 years (estimated cost for Kaponga is $16,000).
6. The Council would need to consider additional funding towards any upgrades or major renovations to the upstairs area at the Kaponga Memorial Hall.

065

Graeme

Sole

066

Julie

Gargan

067

Julie-Ann

Mowat

068

Richard

van der Fits

GJ Sole Transport Ltd

Submitter plus 37 signatures - requests that the three one lane bridges along Ōpunakē Road from Auroa
Road to the Stratford boundary are upgraded and the road is widened.

Bridges are replaced when replacement is justified as per Waka Kotahi's criteria for investment. Currently we prioritise bridge upgrades based on condition assessment. Bridge no 128 on Ōpunakē Road is
currently programmed for replacement while the other two one lane bridges are not high on the priority list, therefore not considered for replacement in this LTP.
Roads are considered for widening when it is justifiable as per Waka Kotahi criteria for investment. It is also considered when a road is programmed for pavement rehabilitation.

Submitter requests that the three one lane bridges along Ōpunakē Road from Auroa Road to the Stratford
boundary are upgraded and the road is widened.

Bridges are replaced when replacement is justified as per Waka Kotahi's criteria for investment. Currently we prioritise bridge upgrades based on condition assessment. Bridge no 128 on Ōpunakē Road
is programmed for replacement while the other two one lane bridges are not high on the priority list, therefore not considered for replacement in this LTP.
Roads are considered for widening when it is justifiable as per Waka Kotahi criteria for investment. It is also considered when a road is programmed for pavement rehabilitation.

Bach Address

Submitter requests that bins are emptied from outside the properties on Anglers Avenue rather than taking
them to Bayly Road - bins are damaged and stolen from Bayly Road

1 - Submitter requests that Bayly Road is widened and the culverts are repaired.

We would normally request our contractors to investigate options as it might not be cost effective/viable to provide the service requested by collecting at the roadside in rural areas. After receiving
numerous applications for roadside collections for Anglers Avenue we have requested our contractor to consider collecting bins. If a service is able to proceed the commencement date will be
communicated to residents.
Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.

2 - Requests that rubbish bins are collected from Anglers Avenue.

We would normally request our contractors to investigate options as it might not be cost effective/viable to provide the service requested by collecting at the roadside in rural areas. After receiving
numerous applications for roadside collections for Anglers Avenue we have requested our contractor to consider collecting bins. If a service is able to proceed the commencement date will be
communicated to residents.
1. STDC and NZTA are working on the joint "Pipeline to Zero" programme that involves safety improvements to reduce death and serious injury in key "blackspots" on the rural roading network. We use
crash history statistics to prioritise road safety improvements on rural roads across the District. (Steve)
2. Roads are considered for widening when it is justifiable as per Waka Kotahi criteria for investment. It is also considered when road is due for pavement rehabilitation.

069

Tom

Goodin

070

Craig

Hartley-Smith

071

Robert

Larsen

072

Debbie

Thomas

Submitter requests Bayly Road is widened and Wiremu Road has maintenance work.

Wonder Minerals

Submitter requests that the three one lane bridges along Ōpunakē Road from Auroa Road to the Stratford
boundary are upgraded and the road is widened.
Submitter requests inclusion of a roundabout on the intersection of Turuturu and Glover Roads.

1. STDC and NZTA are working on the joint "Pipeline to Zero" programme that involves safety improvements to reduce death and serious injury in key "blackspots" on the rural roading network. We use
crash history statistics to prioritise road safety improvements in rural roads across the District.
2. Roads are considered for widening when it is justifiable as per Waka Kotahi criteria for investment. It is also considered when the road is programmed for pavement rehabilitation.
3. All roads are inspected regularly and Wiremu Road will be inspected and any maintenance identified will be programmed for repair.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

1 - Councils need to help with the housing crisis - rezone land for housing - approach Government for funding Option 2: I support Council's proposed Funding needs to be spent on roads
of new subdivisions.
Environment and Sustainability strategy and infrastructure first
with changes (please say what changes
2 - Keep marketing South Taranaki as the most liveable District
you would like to see in the
comments).

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).
Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages Yes and further investigations into another
(Council's preference).
business park beside this one

Bridges are replaced when replacement is justified as per Waka Kotahi's criteria for investment. Currently we prioritise bridge upgrades based on condition assessment. Bridge no 128 on Ōpunakē Road is
currently being programmed for replacement while the other two one lane bridges are not high on the priority list, therefore not considered for replacement in this LTP.
Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).
Option 3: No I don't support this proposal.

Funding needs to be spent on roads and infrastructure first - get
the priorities right first

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
1. Additional land for residential purposes will be a consideration of the District Plan change process planned to be undertaken in 2022.
2. The submitter's support for the Council's Vision is acknowledged.
P2. In 2019 the Council commissioned a feasibility study into a South Taranaki Business Park. Suitable land for industrial purposes was identified and profiled in Ōpunakē, Manaia, Pātea, Waverley,
Eltham, Normanby and Hāwera. The Waihi Road mixed use area in Hāwera was deemed to be the most suitable location for a commercially viable industrial area but the study provides a valuable
summary of limitations and opportunities throughout the District. Although there isn't currently another business park underway, a number of significant commercial and residential projects are
happening with individual developers.

073
074

Maria
Amy

Poutu

Submitter is suggesting alternative farming methods.
Submitter does not support rates going up.

075

Lee Freedom

Martina Schwarz

Submitters do not support rates increasing - We live in Ōpunakē and here is what we have for our current
rates: a volunteer fire department, a half time police officer (no night duty),
a rising crime rate (our car and 18 others were broken into at night over the last months) and a volunteer
ambulance service (St. John's). I'd say, we get very little bang for our buck, wouldn't you?

Not supported by submitters - rates
already too high

076

Tim

Johnson

Submitter believes it is essential that water metering is brought forward to conserve water and reduce costs Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Water metering should be brought
forward as a way to conserve water.

Option 3: Just complete stage 1.

Option 3: No I don't support this proposal.

1. The submitter's suggestion for alternative farming processes is acknowledged.
Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
Affordability is a key issue in this LTP, and Council is aware of the impact of rates on fixed incomes. Before proposing rate increases the Council always considers affordability as part of the process. Rate
rebates are also available through the Department of Internal Affairs each year for qualifying ratepayers. The Council also has discounts on various user pays services for residents with gold cards.

Option 3: No I don't support this proposal.

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
Affordability is a key issue in this LTP, and Council is aware of the impact of rates on fixed incomes. Before proposing rate increases the Council always considers affordability as part of the process. Rate
rebates are also available through the Department of Internal Affairs each year for qualifying ratepayers. The Council also has discounts on various user pays services for residents with gold cards.

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
P1. Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve our carbon reduction and environmental sustainability each year.
1. Bringing universal water metering forward should assist in conserving water but would have an impact on costs and charges. This would have to be considered by Council. High water users are already
metered.

077

Margaret

Springett

078

Colleen

Smith

1 - Submitter is concerned about the amount of rubbish around the CBD of Hāwera

1. It is considered that there are sufficient rubbish bins around the Hāwera CBD, however phased bin upgrades are planned in the coming 3-5 years so that street bins in town centres will have options for
recycling and glass alongside general waste.
2. Parking the Dominos bikes in a corner of the Town Square was a better option than the bikes being parked outside their building and blocking the footpath. These are operational matters that are
addressed by the relevant monitoring and compliance staff.

2 - Submitter raised concerns about the Domino's delivery bikes parked in the town square

Daphne

Sinclair-Holley

080

BC and MR

Mullin

081

Jaydee and Kearah

Submitter would like Lower Ōkōtuku Road, Waverley tarsealed as it is a bog hole and full of potholes in
winter and dusty with corrugations in the summer.
Submitter would like maintenance and money spent on Ōpunakē Road from Auroa Road to the Stratford
boundary as it is highly used but very narrow and has some one way bridges.
Submitter would like maintenance and money spent on Ōpunakē Road from Auroa Road to the Stratford
boundary as it is highly used but very narrow and has some one way bridges.
Children from the Kaponga area would like to see the following: Kmart, Park bigger, bridges fixed, Pool Party,
make more shops, more pools, more take away shops, gas station, more parks, singing club for kids, art club,
zip line and more buses for a big day out.

082

079

Roger

Cruickshank

Claire Symes has been a wonderful asset to the district.

083

Ross

Chisnall

084

Pauline

Wineera

085

Samantha

Allison

Submitter would like maintenance and money spent on Ōpunakē Road from Auroa Road to the Stratford
boundary as it is highly used but very narrow and has some one way bridges.
Clear feedback from customers and Bunnings team members that a roundabout should replace the
Glover/Turuturu Roads intersection to make the traffic flow.
Submitter would like to see 1. a walkway to Hollard Gardens from Kaponga, 2. signage on roads and 3.
upkeep and heating of the Kaponga Pool.

All roads are inspected regularly and Lower Ōkōtuku Road will be inspected and any maintenance work identified will be programmed for repair. There is no budget allocated for seal extension in the
LTP.
Bridges are replaced when replacement is justified as per Waka Kotahi's criteria for investment. Currently we prioritise bridge upgrades based on condition assessment. Bridge no 128 on Ōpunakē Road is
currently being programmed for replacement while the other two one lane bridges are not high on the priority list, therefore not considered for replacement in this LTP.
Bridges are replaced when replacement is justified as per Waka Kotahi's criteria for investment. Currently we prioritise bridge upgrades based on condition assessment. Bridge no 128 on Ōpunakē Road is
currently programmed for replacement while the other two one lane bridges are not high on the priority list, therefore not considered for replacement in this LTP.
A Town Centre Master Plan for Kaponga could be considered by the Council during the development of the next Long Term Plan, where projects such as upgrading parks and playgrounds could be
considered. The desire for singing and art clubs will be passed onto the Eltham-Kaponga Community Board and Kaponga Progressive Society for their consideration.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).
Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Bridges are replaced when replacement is justified as per Waka Kotahi's criteria for investment. Currently we prioritise bridge upgrades based on condition assessment. Bridge no 128 on Ōpunakē Road is
currently programmed for replacement while the other two one lane bridges are not high on the priority list, therefore not considered for replacement in this LTP.
Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

1. The proposal to install a pathway from Hollard Gardens to Kaponga would need to be prioritised by the Council following consideration of other requests for pathways across the District. Currently
there is no additional funding outside of the specific pathways identified in the Town Centre Plan budgets. The request for a Town Centre Masterplan for Kaponga could be considered by the Council
during the next LTP.
2. Provision of red marking/painting of 50km/hr at the speed change boundary is not budgeted for in the LTP. The estimated cost to carry out red marking across the District is $80,000 and this would
need to be redone every 4-5 years (estimated cost for Kaponga is $16,000).
3. The Kaponga Pool has a small solar heating system similar to the other rural community pools. These systems are not intended to "heat" the pools but rather to take the chill off the water that feeds
into the small toddlers' pool for the benefit of the younger users. No funding has been allocated to increase the size or capacity of the solar system and therefore the water temperature at Kaponga.

086

James and Cherie

Thomas

1 - Make the entrance to town more appealing; 2 - Make the buildings down the main street more appealing; Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)
3 - Fix up roads into town and along the main street opposite King Edward Park.

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
1. The Community Development Unit could work with the Te Hāwera Community Board to look at options for improving the entrance to Hāwera.
2. The Council has a painting incentive fund available for private building owners to apply for to improve the appearance of their buildings.
3. High Street, Hāwera has been identified as requiring rehabilitation and is programmed for upgrade in the LTP.

087

Daniel

Summerfield

1. The increase of rates is 50% over the next ten years - in ten years rates will increase 50%. This system of
rating is inefficient, unsustainable & just wrong. Rates should be kept at rate of inflation and no more.
2. $95 million on water treatment can be spent instead on giving every household two water tanks
connected to the roof for garden and car watering, and inside household supply, can also be used for
emergency use, reducing massive expense and load on the water collection system.
The Council's job should be to change the system to modern & efficient practice.
3. The weekly waste collection is far too large. Red lidded bins collected full weekly, some with one full bag
on top of a full bin. It is also the biggest source of litter pollution, windy day and rubbish is spread
contaminating environment every week. The public bins do not separate valuable resources such as
aluminium.

Option 2: I support Council's proposed
Environment and Sustainability strategy
with changes (please say what changes
you would like to see in the
comments).

Reduce the size of waste bins collected Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
weekly immediately by 50% or collect (Council's preference).
them fortnightly. Develop a composting
facility at the new landfill as soon as
possible, accepting only 100% organic
material clearing confusion around
compostable packaging. Encourage
genuine compostable (ie 100% plant
material like corn or sugar cane)
packaging made purchase with
businesses throughout the district,
such as cafes, supermarkets. Have
recycling receptacles where every
public rubbish bin is for aluminium &
glass. Have home compost
development workshops, education &
resources.

Option 2: Yes, but reduce the budget to $1 million per town Some of these towns look good already such as Waverley. Spend
and undertake the work over the next five years.
the money on the worst ones only.

P1. Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve on our climate change, waste reduction and environmental
sustainability targets each year. Central Government will implement transformational changes to waste management in the next 2 years, including standardisation of Council-run kerbside collections,
mandatory inclusion of green and food waste, container return deposits and banning single-use plastics. When these standards are mandated, we will change our kerbside collection bins to meet the
new standards, which may include reduced general waste bin sizes and alternate collection weeks. We cannot enforce the use of compostable packaging and containers until the legislation changes. The
proposed regional commercial composting facility will divert up to 40% of District-wide waste from landfill. It will be built within the next 3 years, and will accept greenwaste, food waste and other
organic waste streams, and will produce compost that can be sold. We are investigating the cost and feasibility of adding greenwaste and food waste collections to our kerbside waste and recycling
service, but, we need to wait until the commercial composting facility is operational to avoid transporting this waste out of the region, which has cost and emissions implications. We will then consider a
kerbside food, green and organic waste collection. Phased bin upgrades are planned in the coming 3-5 years so that street bins in town centres will have options for recycling and glass alongside general
waste. We would like to do significantly more work in the environmental sustainability work programmes, but we have to balance project costs and the operational feasibility of large-scale projects
against our finite staffing and financial resources. We continually watch for additional co-funding opportunities that could allow us to scale up our environment and sustainability work programmes. We
will also continue to deliver a number of sustainability and resilience workshops for residents and communities every year, to help educate people on how to make more sustainable choices in their
lifestyles.
1. Affordability is a key issue in this LTP, and Council is aware of the impact of rates on fixed incomes. Before proposing rate increases the Council always considers affordability as part of the process.
Rate rebates are also available through the Department of Internal Affairs each year for qualifying ratepayers. We also have discounts on various user pays services for residents with gold cards.
2. The $95 million capital expenditure over 10 years of the LTP includes a range of projects (including water intakes, treatment plants, storage and reticulation upgrades and renewals) to ensure that the
Council continues to comply with the drinking water standards and meets the new freshwater regulations. Any reduction to this budget has the potential to seriously affect our ability to deliver the levels
of service we are required to supply to the public. The supply or possible subsidy of water tanks could be considered by Council as an option but a cost versus benefits analysis would have to be
investigated first.
3. Providing separate public bins for glass and aluminium/tin cans alongside all public litter bins is possible but would be costly and would require more resources to empty. This would not prevent
contamination of recycling, which has been a major problem across the district and region.
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Accept

Reject

Request
more info

Extraordinary Council - Reports
Proposal 1: Do you support Proposal 1: Comments
Council's proposal to budget
on average $213,000 each
year over the next ten years
to fund the Environment and
Sustainability Strategy?

Submis First Name
sion
Numbe
r

Last Name

Organisation

Subject/Issue

088

Perez

Eltham Business and
Professionals Association

1 - Submitters ask that the budget increase for gardens is brought forward from year 4 to year 1 of the LTP; 2 - Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)
Would like Council to build a stronger relationship with the Rotokare Scenic Reserve Trust; 3 - Would like the
maintenance for cameras in Eltham to be budgeted and paid for by the Council; Would like Council to
subsidise housing developments in Eltham.

Fi

Would like more funding allocated to
projects such as Soldiers Park in
Eltham.

Proposal 2: Do you
Proposal 2: Comments
support Council's
proposal to develop a
District Business Park in 3
stages?

Proposal 3: Do you support the Council's
proposal to budget $10.5 million (spread
over 10 years) which will be used to
undertake town centre upgrade projects in
Patea, Waverley, Manaia, Opunake and
Eltham.

Proposal 3: Comments

Management Response

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages Submitters support the support of businesses in
(Council's preference).
South Taranaki.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Submitters would like assurance that community consultation is
undertaken before Eltham upgrade commences; want community
and Council to agree on the definition of the area defined as the
heart; solutions must be practical and sustainable.

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
P1. Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve our carbon reduction and environmental sustainability each year.
As well as seeking funding from STDC, the Eltham Soldiers Park restoration group could apply for funding from the Wild for Taranaki "Restore Taranaki Community Environmental Grants", as these grants
are specifically designed to support community groups with their restoration planting and trapping efforts. STDC is a signatory and supporter of the Wild for Taranaki Trust.
P3. The Town Centre Plans are high level documents and further consultation will be undertaken with the communities to confirm their priorities. The submitter's comments about the Eltham upgrade
are noted.
1. Bringing forward the increase in the Horticultural budget to year 1 would add an additional $300,000 to budgets and increase the amount of rate funding required.
2. The Council has a good partnership with the Rotokare Scenic Reserve Trust but are always open to discussing how the Council and the Trust can continue building on that relationship.
3. The Council administers a Community Surveillance System Fund. Any increase in funding budget or changes to the criteria for this Fund needs to be considered by Council and resolved.
4. The submitter's request for the Council to subsidise housing developments is acknowledged. Additional land for residential purposes will be a consideration of the District Plan change process to be
undertaken in 2022.

089

090

Darryl

Glenys

Smith

Clark

1 - Page 55 not enough money set aside for bridge replacements and upgrades; 2 - page 57 maintain Eltham Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)
(Central Landfill) in a ready state; 3 - page 58 no money set aside for the Ōpunakē Reef sand bags; 4 - page 60
encourage to keep or improve expenditure on toilets, pools, cemeteries and campgrounds; 5 - page 62
earthquake resilience for water scheme; 6 - page 107-109 roads should be resurfaced more often especially
high volume roads such as Palmer Road; 7 - page 113 amalgamate two facilities on one Manaia site; 8 - page
114-117 maintain all pools, toilets, camp grounds and cemeteries to present or better levels; 9 - page 128
maintain libraries to existing or better levels; 10 - page 170 - encourage Māori to engage with STDC through
existing structure; 11 - reduce or stop spraying the rural road reserves - this creates a bed for undesirable
weeds such as yellow bristle grass; 12 - stop contractors mowing sprayed roadsides.

Option 3: Just complete stage 1.

1 - Remediation of Ōpunakē Lake is urgent; 2 - Information centre for Ōpunakē

Option 2: Yes, but just complete
stages 1 and 2.

Have too little information

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.

Option 2: Yes, but reduce the budget to $1 million per town
and undertake the work over the next five years.

1. In June 2020 a bridge management consultant was appointed and a programme of condition assessment and renewals is underway to identify priorities for maintenance and replacement. The Waka
Kotahi threshold for “low cost, low risk” projects (which covers bridges) has increased and going forward the plan increases bridge funding by 24%, from $1.13 million to $1.37 million.
2. We intend to maintain the Central Landfill consent/s to enable future landfill development if it is required.
3. The Ōpunakē artificial reef and its potential removal are the responsibility of the Taranaki Regional Council.
4. The Council has ongoing programmes for maintenance, upgrading and replacement of facilities as required. The development of asset management plans is one of the tools used to manage and
monitor Council facilities and their life cycles.
5. We are building resilience into water pipes as they come up for renewal and duplicating pipelines for critical infrastructure as practicable.
6. We monitor road smoothness and plan resurfacing according to various factors including traffic levels, age, condition and criticality.
7. The cost of earthquake strengthening and refurbishing the two facilities is being investigated. Once all costs are known, further feedback will be sought from the community before a report is
presented to the Council for a decision - expected to be completed in year 1 of the Long Term Plan.
8. It is always the Council's intention to maintain community facilities to current or better standards.
9. There is annual investment in and upgrade of the District's libraries. In the last year the interior of Eltham LibraryPlus has been painted, Ōpunakē LibraryPlus veranda roof is being replaced, Pātea
LibraryPlus has new signage and signs are currently being installed at all other LibraryPlus, all sites have new glass counter screens for the safety of both customers and staff. The annual resident
satisfaction survey shows there are already very high levels of satisfaction with the services, programmes etc provided by our libraries.
11 and 12. The spraying of rural roads is required to maintain drainage and weeds. Specific management is in place where there is yellow bristle grass. Mowing of rural road side berms are required for
safety reasons (visibility).

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
1. The Council has no plans or budget included in the LTP to undertake work on the Ōpunakē Lake.
2. If the Council supports the proposal to include an information centre at the Opunake LibraryPlus investigations would need to be undertaken in relation to extending opening hours and staffing.
P2. There is currently considerable demand from businesses planning to establish themselves within the stage 1 and stage 2 areas of the South Taranaki Business Park. The land in the Business Park is
privately owned so businesses could be attracted anywhere within the park at any time and it's likely that demand will increase further as the infrastructure improves and new businesses get established.

091

Heather

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)
1 - Plan is a complete waste of money - the world is too unstable; 2 - Maintain roading in Ōpunakē; 3 Maintain Ōpunakē water and pipes; 4 - Maintain Ōpunakē bike pathway; 5 - Maintain paths to the beach; 6 You do a great job mowing all lawns and making the town so green.

Cormack

Plant natives on suitable areas

Option 3: Just complete stage 1.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Do the things the towns ask for

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
P3. The Town Centre Plans are high level documents and further consultation will be undertaken with the communities to confirm their priorities.
2. All roads are inspected regularly and any maintenance work identified is prioritised and programmed for repair.
3. We do regular maintenance of the water reticulation system in Ōpunakē and have plans for some reticulation upgrades in the next 10 years. Work is also proposed for the Ōpunakē water treatment
plant to improve water clarity and quality in 2026-28.
4 and 5. The proposed Ōpunakē Master Plan has funding allocated to improve beach connections.
6. The Council thanks to the submitter for their positive feedback.

092

Brian

Sinclair

093

James

Prestidge

Ōpunakē and District Business The Submitter would like to see the following issues addressed in order of importance:
Association
1. Water discolouration
2. Town Upgrade - focusing on a clear and accessible link between the town and the beach. More signage to
Middleton Bay, Ōpunakē Main Beach, Artist Galleries and Studios.
3. improvement in the public toilets behind Coastal Care.
4. Additional rubbish bins/services around Freedom Camping sites.
5. Gardens in the main street regularly done.
6. Plan to sort the quality of the Ōpunakē Lake.

Good, positive plan.

1. We do regular maintenance of the water reticulation system in Ōpunakē and have plans for some reticulation upgrades in the next 10 years. Work is also proposed for the Ōpunakē water treatment
plant to improve water clarity and quality in 2026-28.
2. The Town Centre Master Plans are high level documents and further consultation will be undertaken with the communities to confirm their priorities.
3. Submitter is non specific about what improvements they expect at the Coastal Care toilets. Officers are generally satisfied with condition of toilet. However, officers will undertake an inspection to
determine if there is anything that requires attention. The toilet is subject to occasional vandalism.
4. Additional operational funding would be required to add rubbish bins together with the additional costs of emptying. The preference is to maintain the existing numbers of rubbish bins and encourage
campers to take their rubbish with them.
5. Maintenance of the main street gardens is contracted to a local resident and maintained regularly. If the submitter has concerns, concerns can be reported to the Council on our 24 hour number or
Antenno at the time issues are observed.
6. The Council has no plans or budget to undertake work on the Ōpunakē Lake.
Option 2: I support Council's proposed
Environment and Sustainability strategy
with changes (please say what changes
you would like to see in the
comments).

Submitter supports this, however
suggests that the tree planting
programme be used to open up more
of this land for the public at the same
time.

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages Submitter supports this in terms of expanding the Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).
(Council's preference).
region.
Submitter would like to ensure that residential
developments were also being completed to a
high standard and with sufficient services to
support growth.

Submitter supports tidying up each town and giving it an identity. It Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
is important that the residents are in support of the plan and
suggests giving priority to the town with the most local support.
P1. Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve our carbon reduction and environmental sustainability each year.
We would like to do significantly more tree planting, but we have to balance project costs and the operational feasibility of large-scale planting projects against our finite staffing and financial resources.
We continually watch for additional co-funding opportunities that would allow us to scale up our environment and sustainability programmes in the future. Once the first 3 years of the reforestation
planting project have been successfully completed, we aim to expand this project and will include wetland restoration. All the areas planted will be on land that is already publicly accessible.
P2. Several large residential developments are underway in South Taranaki at the moment. Council teams are working alongside developers to ensure that growth is well managed and infrastructure
requirements are understood and met. A key consideration of infrastructure design is future proofing of infrastructure to ensure further growth is catered for.
P3. The Town Centre Master Plans are high level documents and further consultation will be undertaken with the communities to confirm their priorities.

094

Wendy

Armstrong

Hāwera Memorial Theatre
Trust

095

Claire

Jensen

096
097

Judy
Karen

Dey

Ōpunakē Open Studios and
Galleries

098

Stephen

Prestidge

Presco Ltd

Trust requests that funding be made available in the Plan for an air conditioning system for the Hāwera
Memorial Theatre complex.

Incorporate signage for community groups who bring visitors to the region.

1. The good work the Hāwera Theatre Trust undertakes on behalf of the community is appreciated. While the Council has not included any additional capital expenditure in the current LTP, there are
ongoing operational costs that the Council funds to maintain the facility and it needs to balance the continued upgrade of the Theatre facility alongside a large number of other community facilities. The
Trust might consider looking at how much funding it could contribute towards an air conditioning system in the theatre, with the Council then considering how it might support the Trust to have a
system installed.
Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
Wayfinding signage is a key action in the Ōpunakē Town Centre Master Plan.
The Town Centre Master Plans include a wayfinding budget. Further consultation will be undertaken with the communities to confirm their priorities and this could include directional signage to the
galleries.

The Ōpunakē Open Studios and Galleries was established by likeminded artists to collaborate in the
promotion of our work. Although we advertise through a number of media outlets we struggle to attract
people off the main road. Ōpunakē is still seen by many as a place to pass through rather than stop and
spend time looking around at all it has to offer.
The general feeling amongst the group is that signage on Tasman Street directing people to the individual
artists would significantly increase patronage and encourage people to stop and take a look around our
town.
Keep it up TEAM. Be known as The Council Team that elevated Hāwera as a town that provides, builds and
cares for its community.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Do what needs to be done prudently
and make a sustainable area for New
Zealanders to want to make an
enjoyable and prosperous living in.

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages Option 1 and 2 are too short sighted. This has
(Council's preference).
been a crying need for the last 30 years, places
for people to play, live and work are needed to
make a sustainable town. These need to be
driven and supported by the Council.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Submitter supports money being spent in each, however does not Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
want the Council to lose focus on Hāwera as the Central Hub of
P1. Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains a number of new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve our carbon reduction and environmental sustainability
South Taranaki.
each year.
P2. There is currently considerable demand from businesses planning to establish in the stage 1 and stage 2 areas of the South Taranaki Business Park. All of the land in the Business Park is privately
owned so businesses could be attracted anywhere within the park at any time and it is likely that demand will increase further as the infrastructure improves and new businesses get established. The
Council will need to provide quality infrastructure to all businesses operating anywhere within the Business Park.
P3. We are continuing to implement the Hāwera Town Centre Strategy with work to begin shortly on the demolition of buildings in High Street to make way for Te Ramanui o Ruapūtahanga.

099

Melanie

McBain

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Option 2: Yes, but just complete
stages 1 and 2.

Submitter supports this development but would Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).
like to see how well Stages 1 and 2 work before
moving to Stage 3. This way there was the
potential to spend $5.8 million on projects in
other smaller areas within South Taranaki.

Submitter would like the Council to consider a Town Centre
Upgrade for Kaponga in the next LTP.

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
P2. There is currently considerable demand from businesses planning to establish in the stage 1 and stage 2 areas of the South Taranaki Business Park. All of the land in the Business Park is privately
owned so businesses could be attracted anywhere within the park at any time and it is likely that demand will increase further as the infrastructure improves and new businesses get established. The
Council will need to provide quality infrastructure to all businesses operating anywhere within the Business Park.
P3. The request for a Town Centre Master Plan for Kaponga could be considered by the Council during the next LTP in three years.

100

101

Phillip

Mike

Cox

Doyle

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Submitter would like to see:
1. Major road improvements on Bayly Road before someone gets hurt.
2. Coast Road needs corrective work on some of the blind corners as well as sealing.
3. Rubbish pickup needs to include Anglers Avenue.

Option 2: Yes, but just complete
stages 1 and 2.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Option 3: Just complete stage 1.

Option 3: No I don't support this proposal.

Option 3: No I don't support this proposal.

Submitter would like to see work done in Kaponga on the
following:
1. Repairs to seating and fence at Victoria Park
2. Concrete at memorial gates is broken and cracked
3. Better toilet set up at park and enough rubbish bin to
accommodate for freedom campers.

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
P1. Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains a number of new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve our carbon reduction and environmental sustainability
each year.
P3. A Town Centre Master Plan for Kaponga could be considered by the Council during the development of the next Long Term Plan, where projects such as upgrading parks and playgrounds could be
considered.
1. Repairs to the Victoria Park, Kaponga boundary fencing will be undertaken and the concrete at the gate will be programmed for replacement.
2. Ownership of the tiered seating at Victoria Park, Kaponga is unknown and there are currently no plans or budget allowed for repairs or replacement.
3. Additional toilets and rubbish bins are not currently budgeted for.
Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
P1. Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains a number of new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve our carbon reduction and environmental sustainability
each year.
1. STDC and NZTA are working on the joint "Pipeline to Zero" programme that involves safety improvements to reduce death and serious injury in key "blackspots" on the rural roading network. We use
crash history statistics to prioritise road safety improvements in rural roads across the District. We monitor road smoothness and plan resurfacing according to various factors including traffic levels, age,
condition and criticality.
2. There is no budget allocation for seal extension in the LTP.
3. We would normally request our contractors to investigate options as it might not be cost effective/viable to provide the service requested by collecting at the roadside in rural areas. After receiving
numerous applications for roadside collections for Anglers Avenue we have requested our contractor to consider collecting bins. If a service is able to proceed the commencement date will be
communicated to residents.

102

Dianne

Lance

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

103

Fiona

Ritson

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).
Submitter supports money being spent
in this area. In particular doing more to
reduce wasting resources such as
water, energy and green 'waste'.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
P1. Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve our waste reduction and environmental sustainability targets each
year. A key project is the proposed regional commercial composting facility that could divert up to 40% of our waste from landfill. It will be built within the next 3 years, and will accept all greenwaste,
food waste and other organic waste streams, and will produce compost that can be sold. We are investigating the cost and feasibility of adding greenwaste and food waste collections to our kerbside
waste and recycling service. Once the commercial composting facility is operational, the Council will consider implementing a kerbside food and organic waste collection across the District. We will also
continue to deliver sustainability and resilience workshops for residents and communities every year.

Submitter requests consideration of
Council run programmes to
educate/facilitate residential on
property changes, e.g. rainwater tanks
for non-potable purposes.
Submitter supports investigating a
regional composting facility.
104

Seddon

Sims

1 Submitter would like to see some development of the area adjacent to Ōhawe Hall and along Karora Street Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)
such as picnic tables similar to those by the playground.

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
1. The Community Development Unit could work with the Te Hāwera Community Board and the Ōhawe Community Hall Committee to look at improving the area around the Ōhawe Hall.

2 Submitter would like to see the continuation of kerb and channelling around Ōhawe streets.
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105

Sinclair

Liz

Organisation

Subject/Issue

Proposal 1: Do you support Proposal 1: Comments
Council's proposal to budget
on average $213,000 each
year over the next ten years
to fund the Environment and
Sustainability Strategy?

Proposal 2: Do you
Proposal 2: Comments
support Council's
proposal to develop a
District Business Park in 3
stages?

Proposal 3: Do you support the Council's
proposal to budget $10.5 million (spread
over 10 years) which will be used to
undertake town centre upgrade projects in
Patea, Waverley, Manaia, Opunake and
Eltham.

Proposal 3: Comments

Submitter would like to see:
1. Better signage to businesses along the SH45.
2. Setting up of a historical trail.
3. Development of a centralised map pointing out toilets etc.
4. Information sites for each town that suits them .
5. Better banking facilities in all towns.
6. Improvement in telecommunications.
7. More money spent on entertaining youth.
8. This is an opportunity to be a showcase for recycling and waste reduction.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Option 2: Yes, but just complete
stages 1 and 2.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Submitter would like to know if the money can be used for projects Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
that are currently in limbo because of funding, or not.
P1. Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve our carbon reduction and environmental sustainability each year.
We would like to do significantly more tree planting, but we have to balance project costs and the operational feasibility of large-scale planting projects against our finite staffing and financial resources.
We continually watch for additional co-funding opportunities that would allow us to scale up our environment and sustainability programmes in the future. Once the first 3 years of the reforestation
planting project have been successfully completed, we aim to expand this project and will include wetland restoration. All the areas planted will be on land that is already publicly accessible.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

106

Kevin

Thomas

Include infrastructure (three waters) for any new proposed residential areas.

107

Leonie

West

Submitter would like to see the widening and improving Ōpunakē Rd between Auroa Rd and Stratford
boundary.

108

Sarah

Roberts

Submitter would like to know more about what happens to the waste collected from the voluntary green
waste bins.

Supports more native trees being
planted in the District.

Management Response

1 2 3 4 The Town Centre Master Plans are high level documents and further consultation will be undertaken with the communities to confirm their priorities. Wayfinding signage is one of the key actions
identified in the Plans. The Council has advocated to the Government about improving the District's telecommunications with some work currently underway by the Rural Connectivity Group.
5 The submitter's comments on banking services is noted, however this is outside of the Council's decision-making abilities.
6 Phased bin upgrades are planned in the coming 3-5 years so that street bins in town centres will have options for recycling and glass alongside general waste. We would like to do significantly more
work in the environmental sustainability work programmes, but we have to balance project costs and the operational feasibility of large-scale projects. We continually watch for additional co-funding
opportunities that could allow us to scale up our environment and sustainability work programmes. We will also continue to deliver a number of sustainability and resilience workshops for residents and
communities every year, to help educate people on how to make more sustainable choices in their lifestyles.

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages Supports all three stages. Glad to see it finally
(Council's preference).
being done.

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

1. We have developed structure plans for key growth areas in Hāwera so we can plan infrastructure in a co-ordinated manner, to avoid "ad-hoc" infrastructure additions. Across the District, where land is
zoned as urban, we aim to provide services where practicable.
Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
Bridges are replaced when replacement is justified as per Waka Kotahi's criteria for investment. Currently we prioritise bridge upgrades based on condition assessment. Bridge no 128 on Ōpunakē Road is
currently programmed for replacement while the other two one lane bridges are not high on the priority list, therefore not considered for replacement in this LTP.
Greenwaste collected from the Council's opt-in greenwaste residential kerbside collections goes to Paranui Organics in Foxton for composting. There is no set percentage or amount of food or organic
waste that can be mixed with greenwaste, but it should be proportionally less than the amount of greenwaste in the bin. EnviroWaste is the Council's contractor for kerbside collections and transfer
station management and two other private commercial operators in the South Taranaki District service residents and businesses that do not qualify for the Council's kerbside service. The total value of
the kerbside collection contract for the South Taranaki District is approximately $2.3m per year. The three district councils are working collaboratively on a feasibility study and business case to build a
Council-run composting facility somewhere in the region within the next 2-3 years. There are a number of possible options for setting up a composting facility that would accept residential and
commercial organic waste. This includes the possibility of working with private operators who are looking to establish such a facility here.

Submitter would like to know who the three kerb side collectors are, where it is taken, how much it costs and
information on how much they collect.
Submitter would like to know how the Council will cost out the investigation of its own composting facility.
109

Miranda

Cullen

110

Alan

Liddington

111

Maree

Liddington

Friends of the Hāwera Parks
Inc

Submitter would like the increased spending on parks and gardens to be brought forward to Year 2 and
continued for the remaining eight years. The staff and the parks deserve more money and resources now,
not in four years.
Develop housing subdivisions in Eltham and Ōpunakē.

Please note that this response was prepared prior to hearing the submitter speak on 26 May.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages Supports completing all stages to attract more
Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).
(Council's preference).
businesses and rezone areas that have
commercial and light industrial, e.g. Glover Road.

All towns needs a major upgrade.

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages Submitter supports the full development of the
(Council's preference).
Business Park in Hāwera however at the same
time would like to see a subdivision in Eltham.

Well overdue as safety issues, parking and attractive features are
needed in all towns.

Bringing forward the increase in the Horticultural budget to year 2 would add $300,000 to budgets and increase the amount of rate funding required.
Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
Additional land for residential purposes will be a consideration of the District Plan change process to be undertaken in 2022.
P3. The Town Centre Master Plans are high level documents and further consultation will be undertaken with the communities to confirm their priorities.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Submitter supports a composting
facility in South Taranaki.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
P1. Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve our waste reduction and environmental sustainability targets each
year. A key project is the proposed regional commercial composting facility that could divert up to 40% of our waste from landfill. It will be built within the next 3 years, and will accept all greenwaste,
food waste and other organic waste streams, and will produce compost that can be sold. We are investigating the cost and feasibility of adding greenwaste and food waste collections to our kerbside
waste and recycling service. Once the commercial composting facility is operational, the Council will consider implementing a kerbside food and organic waste collection across the District. We will also
continue to deliver sustainability and resilience workshops for residents and communities every year.
P2 There is currently considerable demand from businesses planning to establish in the stage 1 and stage 2 areas of the South Taranaki Business Park. All of the land in the Business Park is privately
owned so businesses could be attracted anywhere within the Business Park at any time. The Council needs to provide quality infrastructure to all businesses operating within the Business Park. Several
large residential developments are underway in South Taranaki at the moment and Council teams are working alongside developers to ensure that growth is well managed and infrastructure
requirements are understood and met. If a residential subdivision developer emerges in Eltham, the Council will provide the same level of support.
P3. The Town Centre Master Plans are high level documents and further consultation will be undertaken with the communities to confirm their priorities.

112

Keith

Pigott

Submitter is concerned that the Council and Councillors do not understand the financial constraints that
people experience if they are relying on superannuation.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Suggests printing a page in the Star on Option 2: Yes, but just complete
what can and can't be put in the red
stages 1 and 2.
and yellow refuse bins. Suggests having
a 'extras' like cutting out 'windows' of
envelopes before yellow binning.

It appears in the diagram that Stage 3 is a
separate area that could be in development if
stages 1 and 2 fill up.

Option 2: Yes, but reduce the budget to $1 million per town If well planned a lot could be done with $1 million .
and undertake the work over the next five years.

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
P1. Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve our waste reduction and environmental sustainability targets each
year. We will follow up the suggestion to put educational recycling information in the South Taranaki Star.
P2 There is currently considerable demand from businesses planning to establish in the stage 1 and stage 2 areas of the South Taranaki Business Park. All of the land in the Business Park is privately
owned so businesses could be attracted anywhere within the Business Park at any time. The Council needs to provide quality infrastructure to all businesses operating within the Business Park. Several
large residential developments are underway in South Taranaki at the moment and Council teams are working alongside developers to ensure that growth is well managed and infrastructure
requirements are understood and met. If a residential subdivision developer emerges in Eltham, the Council will provide the same level of support.
P3. The Town Centre Master Plans are high level documents and further consultation will be undertaken with the communities to confirm their priorities.
1. Before proposing rate increases the Council always considers affordability as part of the process. Rate rebates are also available through the Department of Internal Affairs each year for qualifying
ratepayers. The Council also has discounts on various user pays through gold cards.

113

Donna

Adams

Submitter would like to see:
1. A new playground at the Bowen Crescent playground, one for little children and a big climbing one for
older children
2. Fitness stations
3. Bike Stations

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Option 2: I support Council's proposed
Environment and Sustainability strategy
with changes (please say what changes
you would like to see in the
comments).

114

Sharyn

Hurley

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

115

Leeanne

Morrison

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Standard response for Proposals 1 and 3 required here.
1. The Council has set aside $50,000 to replace the playground at Bowen Crescent. A community member has requested an opportunity to fundraise for enhanced and additional equipment. The Bowen
Crescent playground is intended to be for younger children, with the nearby beach playground for the older age group.
2 Fitness stations are not currently budgeted for.
3. Bike stations can be considered as part of the Ōpunakē Town Centre Master Plan.

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).
Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1 and 2 required here.
Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Submitter notes that none of the projects identified in the
The Town Centre Plans are high level documents and further consultation will be undertaken with the communities to confirm their priorities.
Waverley Town Centre Master Plan have been costed out. Because
of this submitter does not believe that the $2m budget will be
enough to cover the projects listed. Submitter feels that
insufficient consultation has been undertaken with the community.
Submitter says that a low ranking should be given to the Town to
Beach pathway as it will not be used. The Waverley Town Belt
should be developed into a recreation reserve and vagueness
around plans for the Belt need to be addressed.
Budget allocated to the Town Belt should be brought forward
ahead of the Town to Beach pathway.
Waverly groups need to be brought together to discuss the
development of the Town Belt.
No more than 50% of the costs of the Kiwi statue should be used
from the town centre master plan budget.
Ways of displaying and telling the equestrian history of Waverley
should be explored.

116
117

Maureen
Ida

O'Keeffe
Staunstrup Moore

118

Leeanne

Morrison

119

Cassandra

Wilkinson-Hart

Please supply a regular weekly rubbish collection on Anglers Avenue, Warea

Waverley A & P Association

We would normally request our contractors to investigate options as it might not be cost effective/viable to provide the service requested by collecting at the roadside in rural areas. After receiving
numerous applications for roadside collections for Anglers Avenue we have requested our contractor to consider collecting bins on Anglers Avenue. If a service is able to proceed the commencement
date will be communicated to residents.

Submitters raise issues regarding the use of Dallison Park for the A&P Show and the difficulties around
agricultural and equestrian use.

1 - Please consider all Hāwera intersections, i.e. roundabouts as Hāwera is growing.

Submitters request that the Council organise a meeting of
community groups to discuss the proposed Town Centre Master
Plan - particularly around the development of the Town Belt.
Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

2 - Footpath / cycleway down to Ōhawe Road linking to the beach.

Submitter would like to see a more
robust recycling centre similar to New
Plymouth.

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages As long as Hāwera facilities are looked at as more Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).
(Council's preference).
pressure will be placed on housing / schools /
traffic / doctors.

As long as the businesses support the upgrade.

P3. The Town Centre Master Plans are high level documents and further consultation will be undertaken with the communities to confirm their priorities.
The Waverley community will have an opportunity to put input into the activities that take place within the recreation reserve (Dallison Park/Waverley Town Belt) as part of the development of the
reserve management plan.
Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
P1. Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve our carbon reduction and environmental sustainability each year.
We would like to have significantly more recycling infrastructure in South Taranaki. However, recycling facilities such as that in New Plymouth cost millions of dollars per year and we have to balance
project costs and the operational feasibility of large-scale projects against our finite staffing and financial resources, based on the total rates funding available. We continually watch for additional cofunding opportunities that would allow us to scale up our environment and sustainability work programmes in the future.

3 - Sewerage system installed at Ōhawe Beach.

P2. We have developed structure plans for key growth areas in Hāwera so we can plan infrastructure in a co-ordinated manner, to avoid "ad-hoc" infrastructure additions. Across the District, where land
is zoned as urban, we aim to provide services where practicable.
1. A roundabout at the Glover Road / Turuturu Road intersection is included in the safety improvement programme budget.
2. The proposal to install a pathway at Ōhawe Beach would need to be prioritised by the Council following consideration of other requests for pathways across the District. Currently there is no additional
funding outside of the Pathways identified in the Town Centre Master Plan budgets.
3. We have reviewed the options for reticulated wastewater for Ōhawe. This requires a reticulation network and a transfer pump to the Hāwera Wastewater Treatment Plant. The costs to install
reticulation and a transfer pump are prohibitively expensive, as we would need to pass these costs on to the Ōhawe users. We also have the difficulty of significantly stricter consenting conditions for the
treatment and discharge of wastewater from the Hāwera Wastewater Treatment Plant.
120

Richard

Wallis

Please supply a regular weekly rubbish collection on Anglers Avenue, Warea

121

Mahara

Okeroa

Please supply a regular weekly rubbish collection on Anglers Avenue, Warea

122

Kelly

Watkins

Submitter made the following comments about the Kaponga Pools:
1. Solar heating be investigated for the heating and filtration.
2. Inflatable days at the pools
3. Changing rooms upgraded.
4. Address the lack of lighting.
5. Additional shelter and seating around the pool.
6. Shop that sells ice blocks, lollipops etc

We would normally request our contractors to investigate options as it might not be cost effective/viable to provide the service requested by collecting at the roadside in rural areas. After receiving
numerous applications for roadside collections for Anglers Avenue we have requested our contractor to consider collecting bins on Anglers Avenue. If a service is able to proceed the commencement
date will be communicated to residents.
We would normally request our contractors to investigate options as it might not be cost effective/viable to provide the service requested by collecting at the roadside in rural areas. After receiving
numerous applications for roadside collections for Anglers Avenue we have requested our contractor to consider collecting bins on Anglers Avenue. If a service is able to proceed the commencement
date will be communicated to residents.
Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Option 2: Yes, but just complete
stages 1 and 2.

Option 3: No I don't support this proposal.

Kaponga needs to be included in the Town Centre Upgrades.

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
P3. The request for a Town Centre Master Plan for Kaponga could be considered by the Council during the next LTP. The fibre network is a Government initiative and there have been no announcements
of further programme expansion at this stage.
Kaponga Pool:
1. We have a small solar heating system at the Kaponga Swimming Pool that feeds warmed water into the toddlers' pool. The cost of installing a system to heat the pools for a short season would be
high. If the Council considered this for Kaponga, it would need to consider the same for all rural pools.
2. Staff will look to programme some inflatable sessions at the Pool for the upcoming 2021/2022 season.
3 & 4. There are no plans for any further upgrade of the changing rooms or the lighting at the Pool. This would require additional funding to be approved by the Council.
5. No budget has been allowed for additional shelter and seating. This would require additional funding to be approved by the Council.
6. It would not be cost effective to run a shop at the rural pools and additional equipment would be required.
Having lifeguards on site provides qualified supervision. The Primary School could provide qualified lifeguards if teachers or parents have the required qualifications to reduce the cost of using the pool
outside of normal operating hours.
Kaponga Hall matters:
1 & 2. A budget has been allocated for some carpet and vinyl at the Kaponga Memorial Hall. Additional funding is required if the upstairs area and kitchen are to be upgraded.
3. The Council owns many facilities and these are promoted through its website.
4. Fees and charges are a contribution towards the running costs of the Hall. A discounted rate is available for community groups (including schools) and individuals. Some charge for use is fair to
contribute towards the costs of having and maintaining a hall.

Submitter made the following comments about the Town Hall:
1. Investigate and repair the upstairs area.
2. Upgrade the kitchen and appliances
3. More promotion for use.
4. Free use for local schools.
Submitter commented that 1. street lighting needs to be improved, 2. red painted 50km/hr on the road at
town entrances, 3. facilities for freedom campers, 4. playground upgraded.
5. Submitter asks when the fibre network is being extended to surrounding areas.

1. Existing streetlighting is provided as per the agreed level of service, at least one streetlight at every second power pole. All streetlight lamps have been converted to LED to provide better lighting,
therefore, it is unlikely additional streetlights will be provided unless the Council decides to increase the level of service.
2. Provision of red marking/painting of 50km/hr at speed change boundary is not budgeted for in the LTP. The estimated cost to carry out red marking across the District is $80,000 and this would need
to be redone every 4-5 years (estimated cost for Kaponga is $16,000).
3. The Freedom Camping sites around the District are permitted for campers based on the amenities available at each site and meet the agreed Freedom Camping Bylaw rules. In the case of Kaponga, selfcontained and non-self contained vehicles are permissible at the Victoria Park site as there is a toilet facility within 100 metres of the site.
4. The playground at Victoria Park, Kaponga is not currently scheduled for replacement or upgrade. When the equipment is due for replacement, community feedback will be sought on the play
equipment proposed for that site.
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Proposal 1: Do you support Proposal 1: Comments
Council's proposal to budget
on average $213,000 each
year over the next ten years
to fund the Environment and
Sustainability Strategy?

Proposal 2: Do you
Proposal 2: Comments
support Council's
proposal to develop a
District Business Park in 3
stages?

Proposal 3: Do you support the Council's
proposal to budget $10.5 million (spread
over 10 years) which will be used to
undertake town centre upgrade projects in
Patea, Waverley, Manaia, Opunake and
Eltham.

Proposal 3: Comments

Mildenhall

Submitter would like the Council to consider funding for towns that require road closures for Christmas and
ANZAC parades including public liability insurance.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Submitter would like to see the Pātea public amenities in the same Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
areas as currently and a coastal walkway from the beach to Victoria
P3. A Pātea Loop Track is being developed with a new stage in the process of being opened up through the Pātea Golf Club. Club members have concerns about the safety of walkers too near the cliffs
Street along cliff face area.
and signage will be installed warning walkers to keep clear.

Thomas

1 The Council should support residential property expansion at a rate faster than at present to support
growth of businesses.

Option 2: I support Council's proposed Submitter thinks the Council should go Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages Supports Option 1 and is pleased to see this
Environment and Sustainability strategy only as far as required by law and
(Council's preference).
happening. This will be self funding in the end.
with changes (please say what changes undertake actions 1, 2 and 5.
you would like to see in the
comments).

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

The Town Centres should be places people want to go and visitors Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
be attracted to.
P1. There is strong community support to implement all the projects in the Environment & Sustainability Strategy. As a community leader, we will ensure we continually improve our environmental
sustainability actions each year, in line with national and international targets.

Submis First Name
sion
Numbe
r

Last Name

123

Lawrence

124

Des

Organisation

Management Response

The Council already funds the temporary traffic management for the Christmas parade for the major towns across the District. The cost of a Traffic Management Plan is approximately $2,000 per site and
road closure advert is $150 per advert. Additional funding will be required if Council would like to include funding ANZAC parades.

2 Submitter suggest the Council do their own subdivisions. There are several blocks that could be
considered.

P2. Support for the South Taranaki Business Park has become evident recently with significant demand coming from businesses wanting to establish on Kerry Lane and Fitzgerald Lane. STDC is working
with developers and the aim is to design and install infrastructure that meets current and future needs and fits with developer timeframes as closely as possible. The Business Park will initially be funded
by taking out a loan. Over time, Council will receive financial contributions from businesses establishing in the park to help repay the loan. This means the impact on rates to fund the business park will
be minimal (For example, stage 2 would be an extra 13 cents a week for the average urban residential ratepayer).
P3. The aim of the Town Centre Master Plans for Pātea, Waverley, Eltham, Manaia and Pātea is to help build vibrancy in these towns.
1 and 2 Land for additional housing is already a consideration in the Town Centre Master Plans, as well as the structure plan areas in the operative District Plan. Additional land for residential purposes
will also be a consideration of the District Plan change process to be undertaken in 2022.
125

Steve

Francis

126

Bernice

Mills

127

Sharyn and Danny

Hurley

Sustainable Taranaki

Sustainable Taranaki submitted on the following:
1. Climate Change Adaptation Actions and Climate Action Plan.
2. Infrastructure Investments
3. Zero Waste - Composting/Generic
4. Town Centre Upgrades
5. Environment and Sustainability Strategy

Ōhawe Progressive Association Submitted the idea of having a walkway on Ōhawe Road

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.

Option 2: I support Council's proposed Much more should be done.
Environment and Sustainability strategy
with changes (please say what changes
you would like to see in the
comments).

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Much more environment and sustainability work is needed, but we have to balance project costs and the operational feasibility of large-scale projects against our finite staffing and financial resources,
based on the total rates funding available in our small, predominantly rural District. Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we
continually improve our carbon reduction, climate action and environmental sustainability each year. Once the first 3 years of this programme are bedded in, we aim to grow these work programmes
significantly. We continually watch for co-funding opportunities that would allow us to scale up our environment and sustainability work programmes in the future.
Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

In addition to the comments regarding the town centre upgrades the Submitter had the following feedback: Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)
1. Cemetery Shelter
2. Street Light review
3. Victoria Park main road fence upgrade
4. Swimming Pools - heating/extension of season for the school and community. Free for school during
school hours - should not have to pay for the lifeguards.
5. Upgrade and improvements for the Town Hall (upstairs, toilets, wheelchair access, kitchen. Would like it
cheaper to hire.
6. 50km zones entering into the town painted red.

Option 2: Yes, but just complete
stages 1 and 2.

Option 3: No I don't support this proposal.

Submitter would like to see money spent on the roads in Nolantown (uneven pavements, verges and
potholes). Suggests removing the grass verges and replacing them with bitumen especially on Tannahill
Street.

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
The proposal to install a pathway from Ōhawe Beach to Ketemarae Road would need to be prioritised by the Council following consideration of other requests for pathways across the District. No
additional funding has been allowed for outside of the pathways identified in the Town Centre Master Plan budgets.
Does not support the town centre upgrades until Kaponga is
included.

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
1. Tree stump removal within the Kaponga Cemetery is operational and will be tidied up. Some replanting was undertaken after the trees were removed and further planting can be considered.
2. Existing streetlighting is provided as per the agreed level of service, at least one streetlight at every second power pole. All streetlight lamps have been converted to LED to provide better lighting,
therefore, it is unlikely additional streetlights will be provided unless the Council decides to increase the level of service.
3. Some maintenance work on the Victoria Park, Kaponga fencing is being undertaken to tidy up and replace rotten timbers and iron on the perimeter fence. Long term upgrades would need to be
assessed and costed before being included in future budgets.
4. Extending the summer community pool season would require additional funding for the cost of running the facility and the availability of qualified lifeguards to provide supervision. Lifeguard retention
through February and March is challenging when a lot of the lifeguards return to University. Having lifeguards on site provides qualified supervision and the school could provide qualified lifeguards if
teachers or parents have the required qualification, to reduce the cost of using the pool outside of normal operating hours.
5. We have allocated a budget for some carpet and vinyl at Kaponga Hall. Additional funding is required if the upstairs area, toilets and kitchen are to be upgraded. Fees and charges are a contribution
towards the running costs of the hall. A discounted community hire rate is available for community groups and individuals.
6. Provision of red marking/painting of 50km/hr at the speed change boundary is not budgeted for in the LTP. The estimated cost to carry out red marking across the District is $80,000 and this would
need to be redone every 4-5 years (estimated cost for Kaponga is $16,000).
P3. The request for a Town Centre Master Plan for Kaponga could be considered by the Council during the next LTP, in three years' time.

128

Anna

Boffey

129

Christine

Bercich

130

Alan

Murray

131

Heather

Smith

132

Frances

Stockman

133

Shane and Keely

Howe

Murray Bros Ltd

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
1. There is no budget allocated to seal roadside berms in Nolantown. Council would need to approve additional funding for this work to be done. Footpath quality is monitored and residents can report
issues to the Council at any time for maintenance to be actioned.

Submitter requests that the three one lane bridges along Ōpunakē Road from Auroa Road to the Stratford
boundary are upgraded and the road is widened.
Submitter requests that the three one lane bridges along Ōpunakē Road from Auroa Road to the Stratford
boundary are upgraded and the road is widened.
1. Submitter suggests different funding mechanisms for funding infrastructure.

Bridges are replaced when replacement is justified as per Waka Kotahi's criteria for investment. Currently we prioritise bridge upgrades based on condition assessment. Bridge no 128 on Ōpunakē Road is
currently being programmed for replacement while the other two one lane bridges are not high on the priority list, therefore not considered for replacement in this LTP.
Bridges are replaced when replacement is justified as per Waka Kotahi's criteria for investment. Currently we are prioritising bridge upgrades based on condition assessment. Bridge no 128 on Opunake
Road is currently being programmed for replacement while the other two one lane bridges are not high on the priority list, therefore not considered for replacement in this LTP.
1. The Council reviews the risks at different stages of planning and carefully evaluates risks, debt limits, debt levels, interest rates, LTIF returns, before planning strategic documents such as the Long
Term Plan (including the Infrastructure Strategy) and Annual Plan.

2. Opposes Council's support of Three Waters Reform.
2. Based on information from Central Government, the Council will be consulting with the community and then making a decision on its further participation in the 3 waters reform programme later this
year.
Frances Stockman and Users of The submission was signed by 119 people who have concerns with there being no lighting along the Denby
Denby Road
Road pathway, need for railings on corners where it is close to the road and the need for a speed limit
reduction.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1 and 3 required here.
The Denby Road Pathway is in a rural area where streetlights are not routinely provided and was not intended for night use, therefore no lighting was provided. Additional funding would be required if
lighting is to be provided. Denby Road will be included in our next speed management review.

The submitter considered the Waverley Town Belt development proposal a higher priority over the Town to Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)
Beach Pathway. Submitter would like to see the Waverley Town Belt development undertaken first.

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
The Town Centre Plans are high level documents and further consultation will be undertaken with the communities to confirm their priorities. The Waverley Town Belt, including the park and public
spaces, the areas used by various sporting groups and the leased land, is all designated as Recreation Reserve. The use of the reserve is covered by the Reserves Act and decisions on the use of any parts
of the reserve should be considered through the process of developing a Reserve Management Plan. A Reserve Management Plan is being developed, which will include Waverley Town Belt and will be
consulted on with the Waverley community.

Submitter asked how the Council evaluated the likely uses of each project.
Submitter did not believe $2 million was enough to undertake the concepts in the plan for the Town Centre
Upgrade.
134
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136

Helen
Vicki
Bonnie

Braithwaite
Monk
McIntee

Kerb ramps are too high for scooters and people on foot to negotiate.
Submitter would like a community space in Ōpunakē for Kaumatua for meeting and weaving.
Submitter would like:
1. Water to remain in local Council control.
2. The District pathways programme to incorporate pathways in smaller towns.
3. A pathway from Manaia to Kaūpokonui beach with native planting on the sides.
4. Statues to include pre-colonist figures.
5. Longer daytime pool hours at the Manaia pools.
6. Light fixed at the rotunda.
7. Murals by local artists in the town centre.
8. Town hall upgrade to start this year.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Upgrade for Manaia is a must.
Standard response for Proposals 3 required here.
The Taranaki Coastal Community Development Advisor could meet with Vicki to try and find a suitable space for them to use.
Submitter would like the money evenly distributed between
Standard response for Proposals 1 and 3 required here.
townships and the Manaia money spent on a mural for around the
outside of the pools painted by a local artist.
P1. Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve our waste reduction and environmental sustainability targets each
year. A key project is the proposed regional commercial composting facility that could divert up to 40% of our waste from landfill. It will be built within the next 3 years, and will accept all greenwaste,
Submitter would like a crossing from the pools to the Libraryplus. food waste and other organic waste streams, and will produce compost that can be sold. We are investigating the cost and feasibility of adding greenwaste and food waste collections to our kerbside
waste and recycling service. Once the commercial composting facility is operational, the Council will consider implementing a kerbside food-, green- and organic waste collection across the District. We
Submitter would like to see murals at the skatepark.
will also continue to deliver sustainability and resilience workshops for residents and communities every year.

Submitter would like a greenwaste
pickup in all towns.
Submitter likes that more trees are
being planted but suggest smaller trees
as well like native flowers and flaxes.
Submitter would like fruit trees on
berms.

P1: We frequently have buried services in our berms so in some areas we prefer to keep berms grassed because tree roots can damage underground pipes and we may need to remove the tree if we
have to do work on the pipework.
1.Based on information from Central Government, the Council will consult with the community and then make a decision on its further participation in the 3 waters reform programme later this year.
2 and 3. There is no budget for developing new footpaths in the LTP. This request is for a rural area and could be considered as a part of the pathways programme, however the only pathways budget is
for specific pathways identified in the town centre master plans.
4. The Town Centre Master Plans are high level documents and further consultation will be undertaken with the communities to confirm their priorities, including the potential to include statues of precolonist figures.
5. Extending the summer community pool season would require additional funding for the cost of running the facility and the availability of qualified lifeguards to provide supervision. Lifeguard
retention through February and March is challenging when a lot of the lifeguards return to University.
6. Council officers and contractors are working to get the light (star) reinstated.
7. The Town Centre Master Plans are high level documents and further consultation will be undertaken with the communities to confirm their priorities, including the potential for murals.
8. The cost of earthquake strengthening and refurbishing the two facilities is being investigated. Once all costs are known, further feedback from the community will be sought before a report is
presented to the Council for a decision before any work can commence.
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138

Anonymous
Christtelle Malon

Centenno

139

Danielle

Bell

Ōpunakē High School

140

Kate

Lindsay

QEII National Trust
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Karen

Increase the gym space and equipment.

Cave

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Eltham-Kaponga Community
Board

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).
Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).
Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Submitter would like to see the following:
Eltham
1. Fencing at the front of Taylor Park.
2. Further footpaths on North Street.
3. Subdivision in Eltham.
4. Concrete path outside the Libraryplus to the carpark.
5. Bridger Park bridge needs attention.
6. Lighting for Taumata Park.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

The Town Centre Master Plans are high level documents and further consultation will be undertaken with the communities to confirm their priorities, including the potential for increased gym space and
Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.

Submitter strongly supports the proposed Environment and Sustainability Strategy and hopes to see the
Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)
Council endorse it and commit significant funding towards its implementation. They look forward to growing
their collaboration with the Council to deliver aspects of the Strategy and achieve positive outcomes for
biodiversity on private land.

Standard response for Proposals 1.
Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve on our biodiversity and wider environmental sustainability targets each
year. We will continue to work proactively and successfully with QEII to help landowners legally protect and restore areas of indigenous biodiversity on their land throughout our District. We are awaiting
further advice from central Government on the final National Policy Statement for Indigenous Biodiversity (NPSIB) - only when the finalised NPSIB is available will we know what is required of us in terms
of implementation in the SNA space. However, we will continue to liaise directly with QEII and their representatives to work collaboratively with affected landowners once the NPSIB is published and
once we know exactly what provisions we are required to implement.
Council can and do provide a leading
example.

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages Right thing to do.
(Council's preference).

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Submitter supports the Carbon
Reduction Plan and is in favour of the
development of a commercial
composting facility and addressing
some of the 40% green waste that
could be diverted.

Fabulous spend of the Fluctuation Fund. Supports the inclusion of
the smaller towns like Kaponga in this plan and suggests the
Council reconsider the downlisting of the Kaponga to Hollard
Gardens walkway and return it to the top of the list.
Submitter congratulates the Council on things well done, things
they appreciate and things that should be continued, which are
listed in the submission.

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
P1. Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve our waste reduction and environmental sustainability targets each
year. A key project is the proposed regional commercial composting facility that could divert up to 40% of our waste from landfill. It will be built within the next 3 years, and will accept all greenwaste,
food waste and other organic waste streams, and will produce compost that can be sold. We are investigating the cost and feasibility of adding greenwaste and food waste collections to our kerbside
waste and recycling service. Once the commercial composting facility is operational, the Council will consider implementing a kerbside food-, green- and organic waste collection across the District. We
will also continue to deliver sustainability and resilience workshops for residents and communities every year.
ELTHAM
1. Front fencing and mobility scooter access is underway at Tayler Park. Funding is included in year 1 to pay Council's share for any remaining property owners who wish to improve boundary fencing.
2. There is no budget to develop new footpaths in the LTP. New footpaths are funded by NZTA, any additional footpaths identified will need to be fully funded by rates.
3. Additional land for residential purposes will be a consideration of the District Plan change process expected to be undertaken in 2022.
4. There is no budget for developing new footpaths in the LTP. This request is for a rural area and could be considered as a part of the pathways programme, however the only pathways budget is for
specific pathways identified in the town centre master plans.
5. Funding is proposed in Years 1 and 2 of the LTP to assess the bridge at Bridger Park and then undertake necessary work to upgrade. A budget is proposed in year 1 of the LTP to upgrade the existing
lights in Bridger Park to LED. Installing more lighting around the park would require additional funding to be approved.
6. No budget has been allocated for additional lighting at Taumata Park. Installing a couple of motion sensor lights could help with this issue.

Submitter would like to see the green
waste fees addressed to make that
service more attractive and further
education programmes.

KAPONGA
1. Existing streetlighting is provided as per the agreed level of service, at least one streetlight at every second power pole. All streetlight lamps have been converted to LED to provide better lighting,
therefore, it is unlikely additional streetlights will be provided unless Council decide to increase the level of service.
2. This building does not have any use for Council activities and is in very poor condition. Its location by the Kaponga Hall means it cannot be sold. The building has been vacant for 20 years. Some repairs
were completed around 2003 however no maintenance has been completed since then. Work would be extensive and include a new roof and associated timber repairs, exterior cladding and interior
upgrade. Piles and subfloor strengthening may also be required. The building has a Category II Heritage rating and so would likely require a resource consent to demolish.
3. Antenno feedback regarding the stormwater outlet at Thoumine Park has been received and this is being investigated. The river bank would require substantial work to tidy and clearance to make the
river more accessible and this is not currently budgeted to be done. Further discussion with the Community Board will help determine the extent of what is being requested and how this can be
progressed.
4. Additional land for residential purposes will be a consideration of the District Plan change process expected to be undertaken in 2022.
5. One lane bridges are periodically being replaced with two lane bridges. However, any such project has to meet Waka Kotahi investment criteria. We have included Bridge 128 (Ōpunakē Stratford Road first bridge north of Ōeo Rd) for replacement in the LTP.

Kaponga
1. Lighting on Egmont Street.
2. Decision on Municipal Building.
3. Thoumine Park needs some TLC.
4. Kaponga needs space to grow in terms of available sections.
5. One lane bridges upgraded to two lane bridges.
Community Wide
1. Increase security camera maintenance budget.
2. Bring forward the increased budget for parks and reserves.

COMMUNITY WIDE
1. The Council administers a Community Surveillance System Fund. Any increase in funding budget or changes to the criteria for this Fund needs to be considered by Council and resolved.
2. If the Council were to bring this proposal forward from Year 4 to Year 1, the additional cost is in the vicinity of $300,000 per year.
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Bryan and Kaye

Smith

Please supply a regular weekly rubbish collection on Anglers Avenue, Warea

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1 and 3 required here.
P1. Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve our waste reduction and environmental sustainability targets each
year. A key project is the proposed regional commercial composting facility that could divert up to 40% of our waste from landfill. It will be built within the next 3 years, and will accept all greenwaste,
food waste and other organic waste streams, and will produce compost that can be sold. We are investigating the cost and feasibility of adding greenwaste and food waste collections to our kerbside
waste and recycling service. Once the commercial composting facility is operational, the Council will consider implementing a kerbside food-, green- and organic waste collection across the District. We
will also continue to deliver sustainability and resilience workshops for residents and communities every year.
We would normally request our contractors to investigate options as it might not be cost effective/viable to provide the service requested by collecting at the roadside in rural areas. After receiving
numerous applications for roadside collections for Anglers Avenue we have requested our contractor to consider collecting bins on Anglers Avenue. If a service is able to proceed the commencement
date will be communicated to residents.
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Kristen

Price

Toimata Foundation

Submitter made the following comments:
1. Thanks the Council for their contributions.
2. Requests the Council explore ways to increase its investment (annual grant of $25,000).
3. Requests the Council works with TRC.
4. Requests the Council notes that the proven and holistic approach of Enviroschools supports various
Council priorities.
5. Requests the Council note the information about the current situation with Enviroschools locally,
regionally and nationally.

144

Alison

Cole

Proposal 1: Do you support Proposal 1: Comments
Council's proposal to budget
on average $213,000 each
year over the next ten years
to fund the Environment and
Sustainability Strategy?

Proposal 2: Do you
Proposal 2: Comments
support Council's
proposal to develop a
District Business Park in 3
stages?

Proposal 3: Do you support the Council's
proposal to budget $10.5 million (spread
over 10 years) which will be used to
undertake town centre upgrade projects in
Patea, Waverley, Manaia, Opunake and
Eltham.

Proposal 3: Comments

Management Response

This submission has been referred to the Funding Co-ordinator - Christina Wells.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Submitter would like the Council to
Option 3: Just complete stage 1.
include EV charging stations and
helping our farmers switch to EV heavy
vehicles and include support on sea
level rise in Ōhawe and a mapping of
the risks around the cliff erosion.

Not enough information about the expected
Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).
returns on investment and on existing businesses
and projections of future businesses and any
conflict of interest within the Council.

Essential to include EV charging mapping including inter-regional
and intra-regional.

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
P1. Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve on our climate change, waste reduction and environmental
sustainability targets each year. There are already a number of EV charging stations throughout South Taranaki. We will continue to work with central Government on renewable and clean energy
solutions for heavy vehicles. In late 2021, we will undertake a comprehensive mapping and modelling project on the potential future impacts of climate change across the District; this will include looking
at cliff erosion and sea level rise along the coastline.
P2. In 2019 the Council commissioned a feasibility study into the South Taranaki Business Park. The Waihi Road mixed use area in Hāwera was deemed to be the most suitable location for a commercially
viable industrial area, due in part to significant existing demand in the area and the potential for many new businesses to establish. The Business Park will initially be funded by taking out a loan. Over
time, Council will receive financial contributions from businesses establishing in the park to help repay the loan. This means the impact on rates to fund the business park will be minimal (For example,
stage 2 would be an extra 13 cents a week for the average urban residential ratepayer). All of the land within the South Taranaki Business Park is privately owned so the Council's role is to enable the
development of the area and promote economic growth through the provision of the required zoning, services and infrastructure.
P3. The Council has previously been successful in securing funding for EV chargers in Waverley and Ōpunakē. Other external funding options will be explored as they become available.
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146

Jacq

Lorraine and Greg

Dwyer

Brunton

Pātea Community Board

Bayleys

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)
Their vision for their towns is for the Council's leadership in the areas of the environment and wellbeing of
the people which would align with the environmental projects the Council has already started in Pātea with
the restoration of the riverside at York Street.
Submitter would like to see
1. A jetty/platform installed in the area of the old Town Wharf serving two purposes - retaining the bank and
providing a safe recreational area for people to fish.
2: New Clubrooms that incorporates several sports clubs in town. Tennis Courts need an upgrade and put
back to the original competition size. Youth want various sports courts that could be marked out on a new
indoor facility. Building to host events.
3. Installation of the Kiwi Statue in Waverley
4. Māori art incorporated into our town upgrades.
5. A review of the Council owned sections in Pātea and Waverley to see if they are viable as residential
sections to sell to alleviate the shortage.
Support Council's continued progress with walkways and cycleways.

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Fix what's not working before spending money on new projects:
1. Rubbish - too small suggested ones like Taupō's.
2. Signage - that points people in direction of things in town.
3. Shops frontages - Give owners of shops a rate incentive to keep the front of their shops tidy or penalty if
not up to standard.
4. Cycle and walking tracks for mobile scooters to use.
5. Trees planted should always be evergreen and ones that don't shed too many leaves.
6. Encourage a taxi stand for people to come into town at night.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
P1. Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed on an ongoing basis to ensure we continually improve on our climate change, waste reduction and
environmental sustainability targets each year.
1. Phased bin upgrades are planned in the coming 3-5 years so that street bins in town centres will have options for recycling and glass alongside general waste.
2. Wayfinding signage is one of the key actions identified in the Town Centre Master Plans.
3. The Council has a painting incentive fund available for private building owners to apply for to improve the appearance of their buildings.
4. Pathways are a key project identified as a priority for development by the Council. No additional funding has been budgeted outside of the pathways identified in the Town Centre Plan budgets.
5. We note the submitter's comment around evergreen trees. For our planting projects, we are only using eco-sourced native plant species that are suitable for the ecosystem type and habitat.
6.

Monika

Warszawska

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

148

John

Baker

Option 2: I support Council's proposed Leave out Option 4.
Environment and Sustainability strategy
with changes (please say what changes
you would like to see in the
comments).

149

Megan

Dymond

Request for financial support and guidance with several issues so that their team can provide and meet the
needs of the community in a civil defence event.

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
2.
1., 3 and 4. The Town Centre Master Plans are high level documents and further consultation will be undertaken with the communities to confirm their priorities. The Community Development Unit will
work with the Pātea Community Board on the projects they have identified as priorities for their Ward.
4. The Arts Coordinator works with South Taranaki artists where possible and links to Iwi where appropriate, when considering public art. If public art is part of what communities want from the town
centre upgrades, we can certainly investigate Māori art.
5. Additional land for residential purposes will be a consideration of the District Plan change process expected to be undertaken in 2022.
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Ōpunakē Community
Emergency Trust

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).
Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.

Option 2: Yes, but reduce the budget to $1 million per town
and undertake the work over the next five years.

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

P1. Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed on an ongoing basis to ensure we continually improve on our climate change, waste reduction and
environmental sustainability targets each year.

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
P1. Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve on our climate change, waste reduction and environmental
sustainability targets each year. We will continue to work alongside the Ōpunakē Community Emergency Group on their support and development needs.

Verbal submission - noted cost for generator plug for the Sandfords Event Centre.
Verbal submission also noted that permission to install the plug was required.

Submitters will be advised that funding requests will be considered through the Community Initiatives Fund in July 2021.
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Simon and Sarah

Harper

Please supply a regular weekly rubbish collection on Anglers Avenue, Warea

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, and 2 required here.
We would normally request our contractors to investigate options as it might not be cost effective/viable to provide the service requested by collecting at the roadside in rural areas. After receiving
numerous applications for roadside collections for Anglers Avenue we have requested our contractor to consider collecting bins on Anglers Avenue. If a service is able to proceed the commencement
date will be communicated to residents.

151

Kate

Murdoch

152

Annaleeza

West

153

Mike

Weren

154
155

Len
Carol

Pentelow
Curtis

156

Kath

Thomson

157

Michael

Carr

Pātea Rugby and Sports Club

Weekly rubbish bin collection for Anglers Avenue, Warea.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Option 2: Yes, but reduce the budget to $1 million per town This is needed however the organisation feels that the additional Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
and undertake the work over the next five years.
budgeted money should be invested in community assets for the
long term betterment of these communities. Specifically for Pātea The Town Centre Master Plans are high level documents and further consultation will be undertaken with the communities to confirm their priorities.
they would like the Council to invest in the club's proposed sports
hub and community space.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
We would normally request our contractors to investigate options as it might not be cost effective/viable to provide the service requested by collecting at the roadside in rural areas. After receiving
numerous applications for roadside collections for Anglers Avenue we have requested our contractor to consider collecting bins on Anglers Avenue. If a service is able to proceed the commencement
date will be communicated to residents.

Rotokare Scenic Reserve Trust Verbal submission - highlighted the Trust's struggle to have a large enough pool of volunteers.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Standard response for Proposal 1 required here.
Submitters will be advised that funding requests will be considered through the Community Initiatives Fund in July 2021.
Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

South Taranaki Neighbourhood
Support

Sport Taranaki

Standard response for Proposal 3 required here.
Standard response for Proposal 1 required here.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Submitter would like to see:
1. Another speed bump along Hira Street, Ōhawe.
2. Upgrade to public toilets in Ōhawe.
3. Continue the kerbing and channelling in Ōhawe.
Submitter supports the two submissions put forward by the Ōhawe Residents Association.
Submitter supports the following:
1. Ongoing maintenance and renewals to Community Facilities and Services. Sport Taranaki supports the
retention of Community Rates along with Green Prescription and Gold Card aquatic rates.
2. Continuation of the pathways programme as well as the consideration of safe and connected active
transport routes within roading projects and urban design planning including the Town Centre Upgrades.
3. Endorses the measures proposed to protect the environment, minimise waste and begin to respond to
climate change. Actions that retain the quality of water sources and the public's access to beaches etc are
supported.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Option 3: Just complete stage 1.

Submitters will be advised that funding requests will be considered through the Community Initiatives Fund in July 2021.
Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.

Option 3: No I don't support this proposal.

1. An additional speed hump could be considered and assessed against other maintenance priorities.
2. An upgrade of public toilets at Ōhawe is budgeted for in year 3 of the Long Term Plan.
3. There is no plan to install kerb and channel in Ōhawe and this could not be done without also installing an underground stormwater system.
1. The Town Centre Master Plans are high level documents and further consultation will be undertaken with the communities, Iwi and hapū to confirm their priorities.
2. Pathways are a key project identified as a priority for development by the Council and there is funding included for specific pathways in the Town Centre Master Plan budgets.
3. Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve on our climate change, waste reduction and environmental
sustainability targets each year. Active, safe and green transport alternatives are crucial if we are to meet our national climate change commitments.
Recommendations
1 & 2. The Council continues to support the Regional Strategic Approach to Sport and Recreation as a contributing member of the Regional Facilities group and the main provider of sport and recreation
facilities across the District and this includes consideration of local solutions for local sporting needs.
3. We will follow up and consider whether the Council would support a Community Services cardholder rate for Aquatic Centre users.
4. The Council currently has a policy of free use of outdoor fields. The Council would need to re-consider this policy if field user charges are to be brought into line with court-based sporting codes. Given
open access to sports grounds, there are challenges determining the fair use of grounds (casual vs organised usage) in comparison to the restricted access to courts (must be booked).
5. The cost of earthquake strengthening and refurbishing the two facilities is being investigated. Once all costs are known, further feedback from the community will be sought before a report is
presented to the Council for a decision. Advice and assistance from Sport Taranaki will be sought as part of the development of this report.

Submitter also recommends the following:
1. Continue the commitment to the Regional Strategic Approach.
2. Consider how the Council can support local solutions to sport and recreation challenges or needs that
emerge.
3. Consider introducing a Community Services Cardholder rate for aquatic facilities.
4. Consider equitable fees and charges across sports codes.
5. Consider working collaboratively with Sport Taranaki and other key stakeholders to develop a community
facility solution for Manaia that is both acceptable to the community and aligned to the Regional Facilities
Framework.
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Trevor and Julie

Cox

159

Dion

Luke

160

Clive

Submitter requests that the three one lane bridges along Ōpunakē Road from Auroa Road to the Stratford
boundary are upgraded and the road is widened.
Te Korowai o Ngāruahine Trust 1 - Waste produced within the Ngāruahine Kaitiaki Area is disposed of within that area - no waste from
outside Ngāruahine Kaitiaki Area transported into or disposed of within that area. 2 - Dispute the use and
development of Tapuae Roa Road Map and suspect it has been designed to capture regional spending
objectives. 3 - Submitters seek that Council makes it clear how it intends to reconcile its commitment to
International agreements with its Treaty of Waitangi obligations under the LGA and RMA. 4 - Papakainga eager to investigate opportunities for partnerships to support housing accessibility, improvements and
ownership. 5 - Three waters - would like to see the following statements included in the significant negative
effects - over-extraction of water and reducing flows can impact negatively on the cultural values and
interests of mana whenua - key capital projects considered for wastewater includes the feasibility of
connecting marae to the network. 6 - Environmental management - key projects are co-developed and
collaboratively implemented by communities and Iwi/Hapū, especially where biodiversity restoration and
ecosystem protection are involved. Cultural monitoring to be undertaken by the relevant Iwi or Hapū using
indicators they have designed and agreed to. 7 - Significance and Engagement Policy - Council's engagement
focus is on meeting statutory obligations, suggest that policies and strategies are co-developed with the four
iwi of the District. 8 - Roading / Footpaths - work with Council and landowners to identify the most
appropriate unformed legal roads that might facilitate the ongoing reconnection of our kaitiaki to special
places.

Cullen

Option 2: I support Council's proposed
Environment and Sustainability strategy
with changes (please say what changes
you would like to see in the
comments).

More research is needed in Section 3 - Option 3: Just complete stage 1.
Our Principles - the active protection of
Māori interests by the Crown partnership. TKONT needs to be
treated as a partner.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Plans to be co-designed with communities and Iwi/Hapū of those
towns - include a community garden maara kai.

Bridges are replaced when replacement is justified as per Waka Kotahi's criteria for investment. Currently we are prioritising bridge upgrades based on condition assessment. Bridge no 128 on Ōpunakē
Road is currently being programmed for replacement while the other two one lane bridges are not high on the priority list, therefore not considered for replacement in this LTP.
Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
P1. Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy has new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve our climate change, waste reduction and environmental sustainability
targets each year. The Environment & Sustainability Team will continue to work alongside TKoNT to further develop our goals, actions and the definitions of sustainability and partnership within the
Strategy.
P3. The Town Centre Master Plans are high level documents and further consultation will be undertaken with Iwi and the communities to confirm their priorities.
1. The Council made the decision not to proceed with the development of the Central Landfill in Eltham and all general and special waste generated throughout the District is transported to Bonny Glen
for disposal. This has generated considerable savings and therefore a reduction in the Solid Waste targeted rate.
2.
3 and 6. The Environment & Sustainability Team will continue to work alongside TKoNT to further develop our goals, actions and the definitions of sustainability and partnership within the Strategy.
4. In terms of papakainga, it has been agreed to investigate whether the District Plan needs amendment to deliver these aspirations.
5. Water abstraction, over-extraction and impacts are monitored and administered by the TRC and included in water abstraction consents. We provide wastewater connections to properties where
wastewater infrastructure exists and if capacity allows. This is the case in urban areas but not rural areas where wastewater infrastructure does not exist.
7. Iwi and Council are developing a Iwi-Council Partnership Strategy. Significance and engagement can be considered and included as part of these discussions.
8. Acknowledge feedback regarding connections to locations of significance, to gain a better understanding of the scope of the work the submitters are requesting, Council will work with the TKoNT. For
the deliberation discussions it is difficult to indicate whether there is capacity within existing Council resources to undertake this.

Please note that this response was prepared prior to hearing the submitter speak on 26 May.

1 - Planning rules should be adjusted to reduce the amount of land used for life-style blocks. 2 - Policies
should be developed around sustainable and environmentally friendly ways of dealing with solid waste, e.g.
use of paper bags - recycle rubbish locally rather than sending away - water collection storage and usage solar power generation.

Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve on our climate change, waste reduction and environmental
sustainability targets each year. A key project is the proposed regional commercial composting facility that could divert up to 40% of our waste from landfill. It will be built within the next 3 years, and
will accept all greenwaste, food waste and other organic waste streams, and will produce compost that can be sold. We are investigating the cost and feasibility of adding greenwaste and food waste
collections to our kerbside waste and recycling service. Once the commercial composting facility is operational, we will consider implementing a kerbside food-, green- and organic waste collection across
the District. We will also continue to deliver sustainability and resilience workshops for residents and communities every year, to help educate people on how to make more sustainable choices in their
lifestyles.
1. These matters are best addressed in the upcoming repeal of the Resource Management Act.
2. There are limited cost effective sustainable and environmentally friendly options for dealing with certain waste streams (e.g. general waste, special wastes, etc.). We encourage and support more
sustainable ways of treating and dealing with waste and propose some of these in the LTP (e.g. food waste collection and composting). There will soon be some standardisation of recycling nationally
that will assist in consistency of acceptable products and markets for these as well as recycling options. This is driven nationally though. We continue to look for innovative and more cost effective ways
to increase sustainability and sustainable practices as well as reducing waste.

161

Marie

Dwyer

Kakaramea Hall

Funding for rural halls should be increased to $80,000 per annum.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

162

Marcia Francis

Hales

32 Heaphy Road

Requests new footpath on the north side of Heaphy Road by the Ōpunakē High School.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
Community Hall groups can apply for funding through the Council's Community Initiatives Fund if they have projects they want to undertake. The amount in the Rural Hall Fund was doubled from
$20,000 to $40,000 in the last LTP. Council could again review the amount of funding available through the Rural Halls Grant but this will have a direct impact on rates.

8
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Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
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163

Harrison

Pip

Organisation

Subject/Issue

Proposal 1: Do you support Proposal 1: Comments
Council's proposal to budget
on average $213,000 each
year over the next ten years
to fund the Environment and
Sustainability Strategy?

Submitter asks if there is anything the Council can do to support housing and the lack of affordable housing. Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Submitter requests fruit trees be part
of the trees that are planted.

Proposal 2: Do you
Proposal 2: Comments
support Council's
proposal to develop a
District Business Park in 3
stages?

Proposal 3: Do you support the Council's
proposal to budget $10.5 million (spread
over 10 years) which will be used to
undertake town centre upgrade projects in
Patea, Waverley, Manaia, Opunake and
Eltham.

Proposal 3: Comments

Management Response

P1. Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve on our climate change, waste reduction and environmental
sustainability targets each year. For our large-scale planting projects, we will use only eco-sourced native plant species that are suitable for the ecosystem type and habitat, to help to create habitat and
bird corridors. However, we are also investigating the potential establishment of community food gardens in public areas where there are community groups who are willing to drive these projects.

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages Provided that this does not empty out the middle Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).
(Council's preference).
of town.

P2. The support for the South Taranaki Business Park has become evident recently with significant demand coming from businesses wanting to establish themselves on Kerry Lane and Fitzgerald Lane.
STDC is working with developers currently and the aim is to design and install infrastructure that meets current and future needs and also fits with developer timeframes as closely as possible. Being
commercially and industrial zoned, the South Taranaki Business Park will cater to industry that predominantly isn't taking place in the CBD currently. The businesses that currently plan to establish
themselves in the area are either relocating from other regions, or expanding their operations having already found tenants for the premises they will be vacating.
Additional land for residential purposes will be a consideration of the District Plan change process expected to be undertaken in 2022.

164

Terry and Anne

Ingram

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Keep Anne's land as rural

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

P2. The support for the South Taranaki Business Park has become evident recently with significant demand coming from businesses wanting to establish themselves on Kerry Lane and Fitzgerald Lane.
STDC is working with developers currently and the aim is to design and install infrastructure that meets current and future needs and also fits with developer timeframes as closely as possible. Being
commercially and industrial zoned, the South Taranaki Business Park will cater to industry that predominantly isn't taking place in the CBD currently. The businesses that currently plan to establish
themselves in the area are either relocating from other regions, or expanding their operations having already found tenants for the premises they will be vacating.
There will be an opportunity to provide feedback on zoning later this year as part of the plan change process.

165

Jazz

Kerehoma

1- Would like walkway from Ōhawe township to Waihi Road.
2 - Would like something done about Moana Street in Ōhawe as it is eroding badly in some areas.

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 2 and 3 required here.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

1. The proposal to install a pathway from Ōhawe Beach to Waihi Road would need to be prioritised by the Council following consideration of other requests for pathways across the District. Currently
there is no additional funding outside of the pathways identified in the Town Centre Master Plan budgets.
2. An inspection of Moana Street will be undertaken and any identified maintenance work will be programmed for repair.
166

Bernice

Mills

Ōhawe Progressive Society

1 - Coastal erosion is an issue in Ōhawe particularly for Moana Street and Ōhawe Terrace. Asks that Council
investigates options to protect Ōhawe from coastal erosion.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

The Moana Street road structure is close to the eroding cliffs and is prone to coastal erosion, while private properties on Ōhawe Terrace show signs of river erosion. A previous study done by the Hāwera
District Council in the 1980s estimated the cliffs would reach the nearest house on Karora Street in about 80 years from then. STDC could assess the vulnerability of public and private infrastructure to
river and sea erosion in Ōhawe, in conjunction with TRC, and determine management options, however this work is not currently budgeted.
Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.

167

Seddon (Sid)

Sims

1 - Submitter suggests 2 x picnic tables alongside the Ōhawe Beach Hall. 2 - Asks that Council continue with
kerb and channelling around the township.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

168

Marie

McKay

The Trust is asking the Council to provide support and agree to underwrite the project, which is stage two of
the proposed new building to house and display the Museum's collection.

Underwriting this project is considerable financial commitment and there are a number of complex factors to take into account. The terms of the existing 2018 Resolution by Council means the remaining
$150k (not $200k as stated) cannot be uplifted unless sufficient funds have been secured to complete the project. It would be best to explore all options for assisting the Trust and report back to the
Council in more detail at a later date.

169

Richard

Bradley

The School is asking that the speed of traffic is reduced to 30km/hr on Glover Road past the school and
County Drive. Move the 70km sign further along Glover Road towards the residential area so that it is not
visible to motorists until they have passed the school. The pedestrian crossing raised and electronic speed
warning signs placed either side of the school on Glover Road. We would like better signage at the traffic
island to indicate who gives way. With the increased residential and Westmount School traffic using County
Drive as a thoroughfare, we ask that speed humps be placed across County Drive to slow traffic. Place a
barrier down a section of the centre line of County Drive (near the back access to The Furlong) to prevent
cars doing U-turns.

1. Glover Road and County Drive will be included in the speed management review, including the positioning of the 70km/hr sign.
2. The Council has declined previous requests from schools for raised pedestrian crossings and electronic signs due to the cost of these. If Council decides that these should be provided then a District
wide plan and a schedule to carry this out should be developed. The estimated cost for a raised pedestrian crossing is $30,000 and a set of electronic signs is $15,000.

170

Rajen

Gosal

1. The Community Development Unit could work with the Te Hāwera Community Board and the Ōhawe Community Hall Committee to look at improving the area around the Ōhawe Hall.
2. There is no plan to install kerb and channel in Ōhawe and this could not be done without also installing an underground stormwater system.

Turuturu Primary School

1 - Fund community patrols with assistance from Māori wardens. 2 - Smaller recycle bins and larger general
waste bins - not much can be recycled any more

Option 2: I support Council's proposed
Environment and Sustainability strategy
with changes (please say what changes
you would like to see in the
comments).

Provide examples of what households Option 3: Just complete stage 1.
can do to affordably implement
environmentally sustainable options ie
solar panels. Set up urban compost
recycling centre.

Suggests Kaponga or Eltham, closer to rail.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
P1. Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains a range of new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve on our climate change, waste reduction and
environmental sustainability targets each year. A key project is the proposed regional commercial composting facility that could divert up to 40% of our waste from landfill. It will be built within the next
3 years, and will accept all greenwaste, food waste and other organic waste streams, and will produce compost that can be sold. We are investigating the cost and feasibility of adding greenwaste and
food waste collections to our kerbside waste and recycling service. Once the commercial composting facility is operational, the Council will consider implementing a kerbside food-, green- and organic
waste collection across the District. We will also continue to deliver sustainability and resilience workshops for residents and communities every year, to help educate people on how to make more
sustainable choices in their lifestyles.
P2. In 2019 the Council commissioned a feasibility study into a South Taranaki Business Park. Suitable land for industrial purposes was identified and profiled in Ōpunakē, Manaia, Pātea, Waverley,
Eltham, Normanby and Hāwera. The Waihi Road mixed use area in Hāwera was deemed to be the most suitable location for a commercially viable industrial area but the study provides a valuable
summary of limitations and opportunities throughout the District. Although there isn't currently another business park underway, a number of significant commercial and residential projects are
happening with individual developers.
1. The Community Patrols across the District are not funded by the Council but groups can apply to the Council's Community Initiatives Fund to support the delivery of their service.
2. We deliberately have the general waste bin size at 60 litres and increased the recycle bin to 80 litres to encourage more recycling and keep on reducing waste.

171

Roydon

Collingwood

1- Fitzgerald Lane needs stormwater system. 2 - Fitzgerald Lane needs widening. 3 - Roundabout on
Fitzgerald Lane and Waihi Road.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Option 2: Yes, but just complete
stages 1 and 2.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
There is currently considerable demand from businesses planning to establish themselves within the stage 1 and stage 2 areas of the South Taranaki Business Park. All of the land in the Business Park is
privately owned so businesses could be attracted anywhere within the park at any time and it's likely that demand will increase further as the infrastructure improves and new businesses get established.
The Council will need to provide quality infrastructure to all businesses operating anywhere within the Business Park.
Stormwater and roading improvements along Fitzgerald Lane are part of the business park development (Stage 2) which is being consulted on.

172
173

174

175

Andy
Andy

Whitehead
Whitehead

Taranaki Coastal Community
Board

Brian and Maureen Vincent

Nikki

Watson

Bizlink Hāwera

Fully supports and endorses the Ōpunakē Loop Trail Trust's submission to the Council.
1 - TCCB supports continued pathways around South Taranaki to keep rural areas connected. 2 - Supports
Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)
increased opportunities to build partnerships with Iwi. 3 - Commitment from the Council to develop and
implement the Ōpunakē Beach Master Plan. 4 - Supports planned upgrades to Ōpunakē water supply. 5 Encourage more investment into roading in the Taranaki Coastal Ward particularly pedestrian access and tar
sealing of road along Park Place. 6 - Supports planned upgrades to wastewater in the Taranaki Coastal Ward.
7 - TCCB requests that stormwater drains are cleared every six months in Ōpunakē, Manaia and Rāhotu. 8 Requests that funding is provided towards annual maintenance of the Ōpunakē loop trail of $10,000 and
annual maintenance of the Manaia walkway of $5,000 per annum. 9 - Requests the Council investigates more
suitable options for Ōpunakē High School Mountain Bike Group site. 10 - TCCB recommends a pump cycle
track in Ōpunakē. 11 - Long Term planning for cycleway links to New Plymouth via Kaūpokonui - Ōpunakē Parihaka - Hāwera. 12 - TCCB increase funding to allow Manaia swimming pool to open for longer hours funding to extend season at Ōpunakē community baths - funding to support heating upgrades at the
Pungarehu pool. 13 - Seeks that the Council funds better signage in the Ward to identify beaches,
playgrounds, sports fields, artworks, and locations of historical and cultural significance. 14 - Investigate in
consultation with Iwi a pou to identify traditional iwi and marae rohe. 15 - Council extends the footpath from
Napier Street to link with Beach Road which will allow for pushchairs and access for elderly. 16 - Council to
install gravel pathway along Park Place to address safety issues. 17 - Asks that a public toilet pod to be
installed at Middletons Bay. 18 - Softfall installation at all playgrounds. 19 - Council to investigate playground
option at Sandfords Event Centre. 20 - Encourages Council to purchase a building in Ōpunakē to store
historical artefacts. 21 - Investigate options to relocate the Maui Oanui model. 22 - Supports upgrades to
both Manaia Town Hall and Sports Complex. 23 - Engage with community and better support to maintain
berms in Manaia and Ōkaiawa. 24 - Asks the Council to consider funding road closures for annual events in
rural communities such as ANZAC parades and Christmas parades.

Ecosystems must be protected. Native Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages Encourage new businesses that will not
Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).
plants are a priority. Waste
(Council's preference).
negatively impact current businesses. Investigate
minimisation must be encouraged.
similar options in other townships.
Renewable energy options should be
investigated.

Safe access to Manaia band rotunda and aesthetic impacts are
prioritised. Connectivity to the Ōpunakē beach and aesthetic
impacts are prioritised.

Pathways are a key project identified as a priority for development by the Council. Currently there is no additional funding outside of the pathways identified in the Town Centre Master Plan. There is a
Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
P1. We will review our Environment & Sustainability Strategy's new work programmes to ensure we improve on our climate change, waste reduction and environmental sustainability targets each year.
The proposed regional commercial composting facility could divert up to 40% of our waste from landfill. It will be built within the next 3 years, and will accept green, food and other organic waste
streams, and produce compost for sale. We are investigating the cost and feasibility of adding greenwaste and food waste collections to our kerbside waste and recycling service. We will continue to
deliver sustainability and resilience workshops for residents and communities to help educate people on how to make more sustainable choices in their lifestyles.
P2. With all of the land in the South Taranaki Business Park being privately owned, the Council does not control which businesses are attracted to the area. There is considerable demand from businesses
planning to establish in the stage 1 and stage 2 areas. Some are relocating to South Taranaki and others want to expand, having already found tenants for their current premises. in 2019 a feasibility study
into a Business Park identified and profiled suitable land for industrial purposes in Ōpunakē, Manaia, Pātea, Waverley, Eltham, Normanby and Hāwera. The Waihi Road mixed use area in Hāwera was
deemed to be the most suitable location for a commercially viable industrial area but the study provides a valuable summary of limitations and opportunities throughout the District. Although there isn't
another business park underway, a number of significant commercial and residential projects are happening with individual developers District-wide that STDC is supporting.
1., 11, 13, 16. Pathways are a key project identified as a priority for development by the Council. Currently there is no additional funding outside of the pathways identified in the Town Centre Master
Plan budgets. The Town Centre Master Plan funding will assist with some of the priorities identified by the Taranaki Coastal Community Board including links to the beach and wayfinding signage.
3. Ōpunakē Beach masterplan projects are included in Years 1 and 2 in 2021-2031 LTP. These projects should be considered alongside the Ōpunakē Town Centre Master Plan projects to enable
coordination.
4. Some work is proposed for the Ōpunakē water treatment plant to improve water clarity and quality in 2026-28. Support acknowledged for Ōpunakē water supply investment.
5. There is no budget for seal extensions in the LTP. Our safety improvement projects are prioritised across the District based on Waka Kotahi investment criteria and other projects have higher priority.
6. Support for wastewater upgrades in the Taranaki Coastal Ward acknowledged.
7. Maintenance work for stormwater reticulation is scheduled monthly. Veolia check inlets and outlets of culverts and remove any obstructions each month in towns, on a monthly basis for Ōpunakē,
annually for Manaia and in May/November for Rāhotu.
8. Additional operational funding would need to be approved to support the submitter's request to fund Ōpunakē Loop Trail and Manaia Walkway track maintenance. The Ōpunakē Loop Trail Trust are
able to apply to the Community Initiatives Fund in July 2021.
9. Officers have had communication with youth wanting to establish a more suitable mountain bike track. There have also been some early conversation with hapū representatives.
10. The Town Centre Master Plans are high level documents and further consultation will be undertaken with the communities to confirm their priorities, including a pump track in Ōpunakē.
12. Extending the summer community pool season would require additional funding to run the facility and qualified lifeguards to provide supervision. Lifeguard retention through February and March is
challenging when a lot of the lifeguards return to University.
14. The Town Centre Master Plans are high level documents and further consultation will be undertaken with the Iwi, hapū and the community to confirm their priorities, including a pou.
15. Unclear what section of Napier Street is referred to. There is already footpath pedestrian access from South Road along Napier Street (both sides), through Fox Street (one side) to Beach Road.
Further clarification will be required from the submitter.
17. Discussions held with hapū to get agreement on a site for a toilet pod at Middletons Bay have been unsuccessful to date. Staff consider the Council would have difficulty getting a Resource Consent.
18. Playground softfall is a compliance requirement and is monitored with areas topped up or replaced as required.
19. There are three playgrounds in Ōpunakē in close proximity to each other already. The Council would need substantial additional funding to provide an additional playground at the Recreation
Grounds.
20. Aotea Utanganui Museum covers all of South Taranaki and trained staff provide best practice care for the artefacts in the collection. A site in Ōpunakē would need to meet museum standards for
temperature, humidity, fire control etc. It would require staffing hours to maintain the items. Officers do not believe this is a viable option.
21.
22. The cost of earthquake strengthening and refurbishing the two facilities is being investigated. Once all costs are known further feedback from the community will be sought before a report is
presented for a decision. This is expected to be undertaken in year 1 of the LTP.
23.
24. The Council's Roading budget already funds the temporary traffic management for the Christmas parade for the major town in each ward. The cost of a traffic management plan is $2,000 per site and
a road closure advert $150 per advert. Additional funding is required if Council includes funding ANZAC parades.

1 - Three Waters Reform - Responsibility and management of water to remain with STDC. 2 - Need second
reservoir for Ōpunakē now - residents have been asking for better water since 1999 (see submission for more
detail) 3 - A sum of $10,000 be budgeted for a generator to support the town in a civil defence emergency. 4 Request Council puts more effort into kerb and channelling and sumps cleaned out more often. 5 - Monitor
bins at Ōpunakē beach for emptying. 6 - Tractors with trailers need to go more slowly through the middle of
town.

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

1 - Urge the Council to consider any increases in costs and regulations and the impact on smaller businesses. Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)
Bizlink supports the introduction of a Business Development Manager and the proposed business
development forum with the Council. 2 - Supports the focus on Hāwera town centre, however highlights
importance to encourage traffic down from the South Road/Princes Street intersection. 3 - Strongly
advocates for a roundabout on Glover Road / Turuturu Road intersection. 4 - A bike rack to be included close
to or in the middle of the Hāwera CBD. 5 - Council to consider more electric car charging units in town. 6 - If
bins in town are to be replaced, to think about the shape and size and also ask that bins for glass are
provided.

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Option 2: Yes, but reduce the budget to $1 million per town
and undertake the work over the next five years.

Standard response for Proposals 2 and 3 required here.
1. Based on information from central Government, the Council will consult with the community and then make a decision on its further participation in the 3 waters reform programme later this year.
2. It is the treatment plant upgrades that are expected to result in improvements to water discolouration issues. We have budgeted in the 2022-23 and 2023-24 financial years to install a second reservoir
at Ōpunakē for resilience. Bringing the reservoir forward would have an impact on rates and possible resource requirements. We have budgeted $611,500 in 2026-27 for a bicarbonate dosing system to
improve our treatment process and end product. We have also planned $757,200 in 2027-28 to treat discoloration issues in our treatment process.
3. The submitter's support for the Ōpunakē Emergency Management Group is noted.
4. We plan to increase preventative drainage maintenance in the next financial year.
5. Council contracts out the servicing of rubbish bins at the beach front, which are emptied daily.
6. A key project in the Town Centre Master Plan is to look at ways of slowing down traffic through our towns including Ōpunakē.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 2 and 3 required here.
P1. Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed on an ongoing basis to ensure we continually improve on our climate change, waste reduction and
environmental sustainability targets each year. Phased bin upgrades are planned across the District in the coming 3-5 years so that street bins will have options for recycling and glass alongside general
waste. We will also continue to deliver sustainability and resilience workshops for residents and communities every year, to help educate people on how to make more sustainable choices in their
lifestyles.
P2. There is currently considerable demand from businesses planning to establish themselves within the stage 1 and stage 2 areas of the South Taranaki Business Park. All of the land in the Business Park
is privately owned so businesses could be attracted anywhere within the park at any time and it's likely that demand will increase further as the infrastructure improves and new businesses get
established. STDC acknowledges the request of Bizlink Hawera to extend the membership boundary to incorporate existing and future businesses in the Business Park area and welcomes the discussion.
Council thanks Bizlink Hawera for the collaboration and partnership on a number of economic growth initiatives happening in the District.
1.
2. Some early discussions have been held with Waka Kotahi in regard to investigating options for South Road/Princes Street corner, however this is complex given the intersection is on a state highway.
3. A roundabout at the Glover Road Turuturu Road intersection is included in the safety improvement programme budget.
4. Bike racks in the Hāwera CBD will be considered as part of the ongoing Hāwera town centre development plan.
5. Provision is being made to install future EV charging facility in conjunction with Te Ramanui.
6. There are no plans to change the existing rubbish bins in the CBD at this stage, however phased bin upgrades are planned in the coming 3-5 years so that street bins in town centres will have options
for recycling and glass alongside general waste.
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Proposal 1: Do you support Proposal 1: Comments
Council's proposal to budget
on average $213,000 each
year over the next ten years
to fund the Environment and
Sustainability Strategy?

176

Kivell

Manaia Primary School

1 - Funds being put towards priority projects such as the strengthening and refurbishment of the Manaia &
Districts Memorial Town Hall (if extra funds are required for this project). 2 - Council to consider extending
the swimming pool season at the Manaia swimming pool to align with the end of school term 1.

Option 2: I support Council's proposed
Environment and Sustainability strategy
with changes (please say what changes
you would like to see in the
comments).

Laila

Proposal 2: Do you
Proposal 2: Comments
support Council's
proposal to develop a
District Business Park in 3
stages?

Proposal 3: Do you support the Council's
proposal to budget $10.5 million (spread
over 10 years) which will be used to
undertake town centre upgrade projects in
Patea, Waverley, Manaia, Opunake and
Eltham.

Proposal 3: Comments

Management Response

Standard response for Proposals 1 required here.

Hope that the Council is able to
investigate the new research in the
building of a commercial composting
facility such as underground
composting systems.

P1. We will review our Environment & Sustainability Strategy's new work programmes to ensure we improve on our climate change, waste reduction and environmental sustainability targets each year.
The proposed regional commercial composting facility could divert up to 40% of our waste from landfill. It will be built within the next 3 years, and will accept green, food and other organic waste
streams, and produce compost for sale. We are investigating the cost and feasibility of adding greenwaste and food waste collections to our kerbside waste and recycling service. We will continue to
deliver sustainability and resilience workshops for residents and communities to help educate people on how to make more sustainable choices in their lifestyles.
1. The cost of earthquake strengthening and refurbishing two facilities is currently being investigated. Once all costs are known further feedback from the community will be sought before a report is
presented to the Council for a decision. This is expected to be undertaken in year 1 of the LTP.
2. Extending the summer community pool season would require additional funding for the cost of running the facility and the availability of qualified lifeguards to provide supervision. Lifeguard retention
through periods of February and March is challenging when a lot of the lifeguards return to University.

177

178

Ben

Greg

Abbott

Kaponga Rugby Club

Thomas

1 Victoria Park needs lighting upgrade. With rugby, soccer, softball and athletics using these facilities it will
be well supported. 2 - Fences around the Park are in poor shape with rotten wood and loose tin. 3 - Carpark
at Victoria Park needs to be fully tarsealed with upwards of 60 vehicles in the Park on a Saturday. 4 - Toilets
and rubbish facilities need a major upgrade to handle freedom campers - 5 Memorial gates at Victoria Park
are in need of a tidy up with broken concrete needing to be replaced.

Option 2: I support Council's proposed
Environment and Sustainability strategy
with changes (please say what changes
you would like to see in the
comments).

The Council needs to support developers of residential subdivisions by providing the necessary
infrastructure. Council should review the rules for rural subdivisions or at least consider each request
sensibly in areas close to town and re-zone to residential where possible.

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
Option 2: I support Council's proposed Do what the law requires in terms of
Environment and Sustainability strategy the carbon and climate change parts of (Council's preference).
with changes (please say what changes point 3,4 & 5 of the proposal.
you would like to see in the
comments).

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

1 - Look at rubbish bins in the Hāwera town/CBD. The current bins are cute but do not serve purpose- they
are no longer suited to the size and shape of rubbish generated by local businesses and consumers. Council
needs to provide large square bins as well as a couple of recycling bays through town which allow for glass
and plastic bottles.

Option 2: I support Council's proposed
Environment and Sustainability strategy
with changes (please say what changes
you would like to see in the
comments).

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.

Option 2: Yes, but reduce the budget to $1 million per town
and undertake the work over the next five years.

1. Initial discussions have been held with Council staff and Sport Taranaki to assist with investigations for possible future lighting at Victoria Park, Kaponga. A lighting design and costings would need to
be prepared before presenting to the Council for funding consideration. The Council is a member of the Taranaki Regional Facility Group, whose role includes assessing funding applications for facility
upgrades and renewals. The Council may be one source of funding for projects, and there are other possibilities. Sport Taranaki have resources to assist sports groups and communities to assess future
direction and funding applications.
2. Repairs to the Victoria Park, Kaponga boundary fencing will be undertaken.
3. There is no current budget or plan for sealing the carpark. This could be costed and included in future budgeting if supported by the Council.
4. The Freedom Camping sites around the District are permitted for campers based on the amenities available at each site and meet the agreed Freedom Camping Bylaw rules. In the case of Kaponga, selfcontained and non-self contained vehicles are permissible at the Victoria Park site as there is a toilet facility within 100 metres of the site. There are no plans for upgrading the existing facilities.
5. The concrete at the gate will be programmed for replacement in the new financial year.
Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
P1. There is strong community support to implement all the projects in the Environment & Sustainability Strategy. As a community leader, we will ensure we continually improve our environmental
sustainability actions each year, in line with national and international targets. Active, safe and green transport alternatives are crucial if we are to meet our national climate change commitments.
Additional land for residential purposes will be a consideration of the District Plan change process expected to be undertaken in 2022.
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Petra

Finer

Again, supplying appropriate rubbish bins in the town centres.

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
P1. Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed on an ongoing basis to ensure we continually improve on our climate change, waste reduction and
environmental sustainability targets each year. Phased bin upgrades are planned across the District in the coming 3-5 years so that street bins have will options for recycling and glass alongside general
waste. We will also continue to deliver sustainability and resilience workshops for residents and communities every year, to help educate people on how to make more sustainable choices in their
lifestyles.
P3. The Town Centre Plans are high level documents and further consultation will be undertaken with the communities to confirm their priorities for what any available budget will be spent on and this
includes upgrading the rubbish bins and providing recycling ones.
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Graham and Rita

Ellis

181

Conrard

Watt

Venture Taranaki Trust

1 - Supports the submission of Shane Howe and Family. 2 - Supports the development of the Waverley Town
Belt into a recreation reserve with native plantings. 3 - Questions the need for a walkway from the township
to the beach. 4 - Supports bringing forward the Waverley Town Belt walkway. 5 - The whole cost of the Kiwi
sculpture project should not be fully funding from Town Centre Master Plan budget. 6 - Mural art scheme be
investigated especially given the proposed redevelopment of Waverley Four Square and Innovative Streets
1 - Submitters list a range of actions they ask the Council to undertake now, over 3-5 years and over 10 years
in regards to sustainable transport - actions include promote ride share apps, reduce car parks and increase
charges, reduce speed limits, re-educate staff, improve road layouts, on demand public transport, use
alternative fuel sources etc (need to read submission).

The Town Centre Plans are high level documents and further consultation will be undertaken with the communities to confirm their priorities. The Waverley Town Belt, including the park and public
spaces, the areas used by various sporting groups and the leased land, is all designated as Recreation Reserve. The use of the reserve is covered by the Reserves Act and decisions on the use of any parts
of the reserve should be considered through the process of developing a Reserve Management Plan. A Reserve Management Plan is being developed, which will include Waverley Town Belt and will be
consulted on with the Waverley community.
Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed on an ongoing basis to ensure we continually improve on our climate change, waste reduction and
environmental sustainability targets each year. Active, safe and green transport alternatives are crucial if we are to meet our national climate change commitments. We support Venture Taranaki Trust's
vision for sustainable transport, and will continue to work with them, Taranaki Regional Council and other stakeholders to move towards more sustainable future transport systems for our region and
district.
While the Taranaki Regional Council is responsible for providing public transport options across the region the South Taranaki District Council provides input through the Regional Transport Committee
and Roadsafe Taranaki.
Road layout improvements are considered on a safety basis and planned based on priority.
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Katrina

Smith

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages Must be done properly keeping the environment Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).
(Council's preference).
clean, drainage, wastewater etc. Make it
attractive from SH3

Ōpunakē Lake needs serious work

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Common theme for main street in Ōpunakē - invest in Ōpunakē
Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
Lake and surrounding habitat - upgrade toilets next to Ōpunakē
Lake - Improve CCTV footage in Ōpunakē - support businesses and P.3.The Council has no plans or budget to undertake work on the Ōpunakē Lake. The Town Centre Master Plans are high level documents and further consultation will be undertaken with the
help promote them.
communities to confirm their priorities for what any available budget will be spent on.

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages Subsidies provided by rate payers need to be
(Council's preference).
kept at a minimum.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
P2. The support for the South Taranaki Business Park has become evident recently with significant demand coming from businesses wanting to establish themselves on Kerry Lane and Fitzgerald Lane.
STDC is working with developers currently and the aim is to design and install infrastructure that meets current and future needs and also fits with developer timeframes as closely as possible. A Kaitiaki
group has been established which includes STDC, Iwi and each of the Business Park developers. The group meets fortnightly and the quality of infrastructure, environmental and cultural considerations
are key outcomes we are working together on.
P.3. The Council has no plans or budget to undertake work on the Ōpunakē Lake.
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Richard

Hall

184

Ross

Beamish

185

Wayne

Bigham

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

1 - Submitter wishes to discuss Te Ramanui o Ruapūtahanga as he believes there is an option to preserve
existing buildings.
Te Hāwera Community Board

1 - THCB requests that a bike rack be included in town particularly where the Dominos' bikes are being
parked. 2 - Funding should be allocated towards a roundabout on Glover / Turuturu Roads intersection. 3 Investigate options for Glover Road / Princes Street intersection. 4 - Roundabout at Waihi / South Roads
intersection. 5 - Hāwera bike/scooter track upgrade.

1. The Council has already made the decision regarding Te Ramanui o Ruapūtahanga and the demolition of the existing buildings to make way for this facility. At this stage of the project, it would be very
costly and impractical to change the scope to include the use of the existing buildings.
Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Need for electric car charging units to
be more readily available in the
township. Promote eco-friendly and
sustainable alternative transports.
Positive message campaign regarding
rubbish disposal.

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
P1. Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve on our climate change, waste reduction and environmental
sustainability targets each year. Active, safe and green transport alternatives are crucial if we are to meet our national climate change commitments and we will investigate and support the installation of
further EV charging networks being placed in the towns throughout the District. We will also continue to deliver environmental sustainability and resilience workshops for residents and communities
every year, to help educate people on how to make more sustainable choices in their lifestyles and reduce littering and illegal dumping.
1. This suggestion can be considered as part of the Hāwera town centre redevelopment.
2. A roundabout at the Glover Road Turuturu Road intersection is included in the safety improvement programme budget.
3. There is difficulty with installing a roundabout at the Glover Road Princes Street intersection due to the proximity of the railway line and sight/stacking issues along Tawhiti Road at that point
4. NZTA is responsible for the South Road Waihi Road intersection as it is state highway.
5. The Community Development Unit will work with the Te Hāwera Community Board on the projects they have identified as priorities for their Ward.
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Andrea

Hooper

Ōpunakē High School

Submitter requests parkour sports/fitness equipment at Ōpunakē.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Standard response for Proposals 1 required here.

Need public glass recycling bins.

P1. Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed on an ongoing basis to ensure we continually improve on our climate change, waste reduction and
environmental sustainability targets each year. Phased bin upgrades are planned across the District in the coming 3-5 years so that street bins in town centres will have options for recycling and glass
alongside general waste. We will also continue to deliver a number of sustainability and resilience workshops for residents and communities every year, to help educate people on how to make more
sustainable choices in their lifestyles and purchasing.
The Council has been successful in applying for external funding for park sports equipment in Hāwera and Waverley. This could be a project for the Taranaki Coastal Community Board working with the
Community Development Unit.
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Jan

Katene

188

Matt and Lou

Thompson

1 - Submitters request urgent upgrade and widening of Bayly Road. 2 - Rubbish collection to be provided at
Anglers Avenue. 3 - Suggest that i-SITE be opened at the Light House.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Option 3: Just complete stage 1.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.

Option 2: Yes, but reduce the budget to $1 million per town
and undertake the work over the next five years.
Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
1. Roads are considered for widening when it is justifiable as per Waka Kotahi criteria for investment. It is also considered when a road is programmed for pavement rehabilitation.
2. We would normally request our contractors to investigate options as it might not be cost effective/viable to provide the service requested by collecting at the roadside in rural areas. After receiving
numerous applications for roadside collections for Anglers Avenue we have requested our contractor to consider collecting bins on Anglers Avenue. If a service is able to proceed the commencement
date will be communicated to residents.
3. The number of official i-SITES across the country is decreasing, however the lighthouse could have a supply of South Taranaki brochures to help promote local attractions to visitors.
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190

Graham

Young

Tracy

Walker

191

Phil

Sandford

192

Sonia

King

193

Pam

Wharepapa

194

Sonya

Douds

Te Runanga o Ngāti Ruanui
Trust

Sandfords Rural Carriers

1 - Submitters request that the Building Māori Capacity to Contribute to Decision Making Policy is re-named
to show the partnership that is being developed. 2 - Ngāti Ruanui recommends that an additional community
priority be created that specifically reflects the Council and Iwi developing partnership, such an approach
may better reflect and provide better strategic connections to the priorities in the long-term plan including
environmental sustainability and social wellbeing sections. 3 - Ngāti Ruanui recommends that a specific work
programme be committed to the Long-Term Plan for the ‘Awera Wastewater Plant in accordance with the
options reports completed in Best Practicable Options Study commissioned by the Council. 4 - Ngāti Ruanui
recommends a specific work programme for the York Street Wastewater Pumping Station to find a long-term
solution to prevent any further discharge to the Pātea River of wastewater within the next 2-year period of
the long-term plan. 5 - Ngāti Ruanui recommends that a commitment to improve road safety and access to
Pariroa Pa be undertaken as part of the Roading and Footpaths Capital Projects Programme carried out in the
draft Long-Term Plan.

1. The submitters request to acknowledge bring forward the Building Maori Capacity to Contribute to Council Decision Making Policy and the reference to the development of the Iwi-Council Partnership
Strategy can easily be achieved.
2. An additional community outcome recognising the partnership with Iwi will be the decision of the Council.
3. We have budgeted $25.3 million in the 2025-26, 2026-27 and 2027-28 financial years for a tertiary treatment plant at the Hāwera wastewater treatment plant.
4. We have installed a backup electrical power generator and pump upgrades at the York Street, Pātea pump station. We are allocating more resource towards the management of inflow and infiltration
to our wastewater networks.
5. Roads are considered for widening when it is justifiable as per Waka Kotahi criteria for investment. It is also considered when a road is programmed for pavement rehabilitation.

Submitter requests funds be allocated to Ōpunakē Road from Auroa Road as there are 3 one lane bridges
along this stretch.
Submitter requests funds be allocated to Ōpunakē Road from Auroa Road as there are 3 one lane bridges
along this stretch.
Submitter requests funds be allocated to Ōpunakē Road from Auroa Road as there are 3 one lane bridges
along this stretch.

1. Bridges are replaced when replacement is justified as per Waka Kotahi's criteria for investment. Currently we prioritise bridge upgrades based on condition assessment. Bridge no 128 on Ōpunakē
Road is programmed for replacement while the other two one lane bridges are not high on the priority list, therefore not considered for replacement in this LTP.
1. Bridges are replaced when replacement is justified as per Waka Kotahi's criteria for investment. Currently we prioritise bridge upgrades based on condition assessment. Bridge no 128 on Ōpunakē
Road is programmed for replacement while the other two one lane bridges are not high on the priority list, therefore not considered for replacement in this LTP.
1. Bridges are replaced when replacement is justified as per Waka Kotahi's criteria for investment. Currently we prioritise bridge upgrades based on condition assessment. Bridge no 128 on Ōpunakē
Road is programmed for replacement while the other two one lane bridges are not high on the priority list, therefore not considered for replacement in this LTP.
P3. There is funding for projects in Kaponga identified in the capital budgets in the full draft Long Term Plan including widening the entrance to the Kaponga Cemetery and upgrading the Kaponga Hall
lights to LED. A Town Centre Masterplan for Kaponga could be considered by the Council during the next LTP, in three years' time.

Option 3: No I don't support this proposal.

Kaponga Progressive Group
and Community

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)
1 - Submitters believe Kaponga is poorly represented in the LTP and smaller communities such as Kaponga
be included in years 8 to 10 for town centre upgrades. 2 - The Kaponga to Hollard Gardens walkway be
moved up the priority list. 3 - Municipal Building is an eyesore - can the Council review the status of the
building in consultation with the community. 4 - Remedial work required on the upstairs of the Kaponga Hall.
5 - Wheelchair accessibility to the toilets. 6 - Council to review rates for hire age of Hall. 7 - Kaponga
Cemetery is currently looking untidy and unkept. 8 - Improve access at Thoumine Park to the river. 9 Roadside gardens in Kaponga need tidying up and maintaining. 10 - Ask that sheltered seating areas be
included at Victoria Park, Kaponga. 11 - Would like warning 50km/hr signs and markings on the entrances to
Kaponga. 12 - More street lighting required on Egmont Street. 13 - Budget funding to widen the one-lane
bridge coming into Kaponga. 14 - Request that transport be provided to holiday programmes which are
mainly Hāwera based.

Keenly in favour of the development of Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
commercial composting facilities.
(Council's preference).

Where is Kaponga in this?

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
1. A Town Centre Masterplan for Kaponga could be considered by the Council during the next LTP, in three years' time.
2. The proposal to install a pathway from Hollard Gardens to Kaponga would need to be prioritised by the Council following consideration of other requests for pathways across the District. Currently
there is no additional funding outside of the specific pathways identified in the Town Centre Master Plan budgets.
3. This building does not have any use for Council activities and is in very poor condition. Its location by the Kaponga Hall means it cannot be sold. The building has been vacant for 20 years. Some repairs
were completed around 2003 however no maintenance has been completed since then. Work would be extensive and include a new roof and associated timber repairs, exterior cladding and interior
upgrade. Piles and subfloor strengthening may also be required. The building has a Category II Heritage rating and so would likely require a resource consent to demolish.
4. The Council would need to consider additional funding towards any upgrades or major renovations to the upstairs area at Kaponga Hall. There is currently deferred funding set aside for vinyl
replacement. In year 1 of the LTP it has been budgeted to upgrade the lighting to LED.
5. Additional funding would need to be allocated to provide an accessible toilet that would likely include building alterations to achieve.
6. The Council's schedule of fees and charges includes a lower rate for community users. Fees have been updated to ensure consistency across the District.
7. Budget has been allocated in Year 1 to tidy up the entrance to the Kaponga Cemetery. Regenerative planting has already occurred although not all specimens survived. Replacement planting is
scheduled.
8. The river bank would require substantial work to tidy and clearance to make the river more accessible and this is not currently budgeted to be done. Further discussion with the Community Board will
help determine the extent of what is being requested and how this can be progressed.
9. Roadside gardens are included in the horticultural maintenance schedule and attended to as resources allow. Health and safety of workers and volunteers makes it too challenging and risky to have
community members working on roadside gardens.
10. No provision has been made to build shelters or provide an undercover BBQ at Victoria Park, Kaponga. Additional capital funding would need to be approved for build and operational funding
increased for more maintenance and cleaning of BBQ and shelters. At the pool ongoing work is occurring to identify the source of any leaks. Temperature monitoring of the pool water has not identified
any considerable drops in temperature. A solar system provides some temperature increase to the toddlers pool. Maintenance work on the Victoria Park fencing is being undertaken to tidy up and
replace rotten timbers and iron on the perimeter fence. Long term upgrades would need to be assessed and costed before including in future budgets.
11. Provision of red marking/painting of 50km/hr at the speed change boundary is not budgeted for in the LTP. The estimated cost to carry out red marking across the District is $80,000 and this would
need to be redone every 4-5 years (estimated cost for Kaponga is $16,000).
12. Existing streetlighting is provided as per the level of service, at least one streetlight at every second power pole. All streetlight lamps have been converted to LED to provide better lighting, therefore,
it is unlikely additional streetlights will be provided unless Council decide to increase the level of service.
13. Bridges are replaced when replacement is justified as per Waka Kotahi's criteria for investment. Currently we are prioritising bridge upgrades based on condition assessment.
14. This has been considered in the past but it was not cost effective at that time. If there is enough interest transport could be provided to the Hāwera Holiday programme for some selected events
such as movies.
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Scott

Ferris

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).
10

49

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.

Accept

Reject

Request
more info

Extraordinary Council - Reports
Submis First Name
sion
Numbe
r

Last Name

196

Ferris

Maria

Organisation

Subject/Issue

Proposal 1: Do you support Proposal 1: Comments
Council's proposal to budget
on average $213,000 each
year over the next ten years
to fund the Environment and
Sustainability Strategy?

1 - Waverley campground and facilities are not fit for purpose and require an overhaul. 2 - Pātea campground Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)
facilities also need upgrading.

Proposal 2: Do you
Proposal 2: Comments
support Council's
proposal to develop a
District Business Park in 3
stages?

Proposal 3: Do you support the Council's
proposal to budget $10.5 million (spread
over 10 years) which will be used to
undertake town centre upgrade projects in
Patea, Waverley, Manaia, Opunake and
Eltham.

Proposal 3: Comments

Management Response

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Submitter would like to see further consultation on the priorities of
how the $2.0m will be spent. There is a greater priority on
redeveloping the Waverley Town Belt in partnership with iwi and
including a pathway rather than having a pathway to the beach. A
bike park to be included at Aotea Park, Waverley.

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
1. An amenities upgrade at Waverley Beach Camp is scheduled to be undertaken in Year 2 of the Plan. In the past 3 years the power outlets around the camp have been upgraded and a new playground
installed.
2.
P.3. The Town Centre Plans are high level documents and further consultation will be undertaken with the communities to confirm their priorities. The Waverley Town Belt, including the park and public
spaces, the areas used by various sporting groups and the leased land, is all designated as Recreation Reserve. The use of the reserve is covered by the Reserves Act and decisions on the use of any parts
of the reserve should be considered through the process of developing a Reserve Management Plan. A Reserve Management Plan is being developed, which will include Waverley Town Belt and will be
consulted on with the Waverley community.
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Michelle

Deborah

Dwyer

Smith

1 - The Council should be focused on minimising waste generation rather than recycling. 2 - In the Draft
Environment and Sustainability Strategy the Council has stated “We want to holistically integrate
environmental sustainability and climate change into everything we do.” However in the Draft Long Term
Plan it is difficult to find evidence of the E & S Strategy being integrated into any other aspects of the plan.
For example, in the plan for the new Business Park there is no mention of sustainability or environmental
protections and enhancements.

Option 2: I support Council's proposed
Environment and Sustainability strategy
with changes (please say what changes
you would like to see in the
comments).

1 - Brighten up Hāwera's CBD and the water tower. 2 - Old buildings need to have their exteriors freshened
up, including in Hāwera.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Submitter believes Council should be Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
spending more on environmental and (Council's preference).
sustainability initiatives. The Council
has acknowledged the criticality of
climate change and biodiversity loss.
$213,000 a year will not be enough to
do justice to the priorities set out in the
proposed long term plan.

Option 2: Yes, but just complete
stages 1 and 2.

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve on our climate change, waste reduction and environmental
sustainability targets each year. The Strategy will not become operational until 1 July 2021 and that is why is not yet embedded across all projects in this LTP. However, one of the key actions in the
Strategy is assessing every new project from an environmental sustainability and climate change perspective, and this will be integrated into all decision-making and project management processes from
1 July 2021. Central Government will be implementing large-scale transformational changes to waste management in the next 2 years, including standardisation of Council-run kerbside collections,
mandatory inclusion of green- and food-waste in Council-run kerbside collections, container return deposit schemes and banning single-use plastics, among other initiatives. We cannot ban plastic
packaging and single use containers unless the legislation changes. All Council-run events and facilities have waste reduction policies and we regularly divert over 80% of waste from our buildings and
events. The proposed regional commercial composting facility could divert up to 40% of District-wide waste from landfill. It will be built within the next 3 years, and will accept greenwaste, food waste
and other organic waste streams, and will produce compost that can be sold locally. We are investigating the cost and feasibility of adding greenwaste and food waste collections to our kerbside waste
and recycling service. Once the commercial composting facility is operational, the Council will consider implementing a kerbside food-, green- and organic waste collection across the District. We would
like to do significantly more work in the environmental sustainability work programmes, but we have to balance project costs and the operational feasibility of large-scale projects against our finite
staffing and financial resources. We continually watch for additional co-funding opportunities that could allow us to scale up our environment and sustainability work programmes. We will also continue
to deliver a number of sustainability and resilience workshops for residents and communities every year, to help educate people on how to make more sustainable choices in their lifestyles.
Sustainability performance standards will be considered as part of the changes to the District Plan that are required to enable fit-for-purpose zoning and performance standards for the Business Park.

Please hide all industry away behind tree screens. Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
P2. There is currently considerable demand from businesses planning to establish themselves within the stage one and stage two areas of the South Taranaki Business Park. As the Council completes the
infrastructure for stages 1 and 2 over the next three years we will assess the viability of committing to stage 3. The commercial area in stage two of the development will include tree screens designed to
mitigate any visual impacts for residences in close proximity.
1. It is proposed that the redevelopment of Hāwera continue with a budget of $4 million over the next 6 years.
2. The Council has a painting incentive fund available for private building owners to apply for to improve the appearance of their buildings.
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Russell

Smith

200

Anne

Sattler

201

Angelina Lindsay

Kieran O'Daly

202

Jesse

Gooding

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Option 2: Yes, but just complete
stages 1 and 2.
Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

1 - The time between town upgrades should be halved - the last upgrades were undertaken in 1995 - too
Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)
long. 2 - Town gardens to be planted with more appropriate plants to reflect the gateway to Lake Rotokare. 3
- More pathways developed around Eltham - including a Cemetery circuit walk. 4 - Provide a memorial wall
and garden at Eltham Cemetery. 5 - Provide more water taps within the Eltham Cemetery to support Māori
tikanga.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.

Option 2: Yes, but reduce the budget to $1 million per town
and undertake the work over the next five years.

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
1.
2.
3. There are no plans to include a cemetery circuit pathway, with budgets allocated for specific pathways identified in the town centre masterplans only at this stage.
4. There is no plan to erect a memorial wall at Eltham Cemetery and this would require additional funding.
5. The current water supply is a gravity-fed roof tank, so it would not get sufficient pressure or flow at additional taps around the cemetery. There is one external tap on the outside of toilet building that
supports tikanga.

Please supply a regular weekly rubbish collection on Anglers Avenue, Warea

Federated Farmers

1 - Supports Council's focus on maintain core infrastructure and keeping rate increases to a minimum.
Supports Council's use of targeted rates for water, wastewater, roading and kerbside collection services. 2 Requests that the LTIF be sustained so that its returns continue to benefit rate payers. 3 - Council to be
mindful of rural landowners when identifying SNAs. 4 - Supports funding allocated in the Infrastructure
Strategy on roading. 5 - Suggests the Council introduce a forestry differential to help with the maintenance of
rural forestry roads.

We would normally request our contractors to investigate options as it might not be cost effective/viable to provide the service requested by collecting at the "kerb" in rural areas. After receiving
numerous applications for kerbside collections for Anglers Avenue we have requested our contractor to consider collecting bins on Anglers Avenue. If a service is able to proceed the commencement
date will be communicated to residents.
Option 2: I support Council's proposed
Environment and Sustainability strategy
with changes (please say what changes
you would like to see in the
comments).

Support the planting initiatives
however request Council find
alternative funding rather than the
general rate.
Ensure that Council are internally
meeting carbon reduction objectives
before imposing them on the
community.

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages Supportive of the development provided this is
(Council's preference).
not funded through the general rates. Funding
should be through a targeted rate on commercial
properties.

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 required here.
P1. Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve on our climate change, waste reduction and environmental
sustainability targets each year. We have secured One Billion Trees co-funding for our reforestation project, which will ensure that rates are impacted as little as possible. We are awaiting further advice
from central Government on the final National Policy Statement for Indigenous Biodiversity (NPSIB) - only when the finalised NPSIB is available will we know what is required of us in terms of
implementation in the SNA space. However, we will continue to liaise directly with Federated Farmers and affected landowners once the NPSIB is published and once we know what we are required to
implement. Our Strategy does not impose any carbon reduction measures on anybody in the community and we do not have a mandate to do this - the carbon reduction measures referred to in the
Strategy are either for our own organisational targets or refer to national targets imposed by central Government through the Climate Change Response (Zero Carbon) Amendment Act 2019. Any climate
change adaptation plans that we produce in the future will go through a robust public consultation and co-design phase, and will be informed by other Council's and communities' experiences in this
area from around NZ, the proposed Managed Retreat Act and other environmental legislative reform currently underway at central Government level to replace the RMA.
P2. The cost to design and build all three stages of the Business Park over nine years is $15 million. Stage 1, which is already underway is $3 million, Stage 2 (2022-2024) would be $6.3 million and Stage 3
(2025-27) $5.8 million. The Business Park will initially be funded by taking out a loan. Over time, the Council will receive financial contributions from businesses establishing in the park to help repay the
loan. This means the impact on rates to fund the business park will be minimal (Stage 2 would be an extra 13 cents a week for the average urban residential ratepayer).
1.
2. To manage the LTIF, the Council has Statement of Investments Policy and Objectives (SIPO). One of the priorities of the fund is to maintain real value of the LTIF with regards to inflation and create
investment fluctuation reserves. As of 31 March the LTIF has $32.6 million in inflation fluctuation reserves.
3. See P1 above.
4.
5.
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204

Gemma

Sonya

Rutland

Douds

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Western Institute of
1. Supports Taranaki’s 2050 aspirations and advocates on behalf of WITT to central Government. 2 - Supports
Technology at Taranaki (WITT) the merging of the High School and Intermediate and ask that such a campus become an eco campus. 3 Supports Te Ramanui - 4 - Supports Council's vision for an Innovation Hub. 5 - Supports South Taranaki
Equestrian to develop their infrastructure. 6 - Partner with WITT, the TSB TOPEC charitable trust, DOC, Iwi,
and the Next Foundation in establishing a National Centre of Sustainable Tourism and Biodiversity. 7 Supports investigation in an alternative fuel Connector bus. 8 - WITT invites the South Taranaki District
Council to support its recommendation to the Taranaki Regional Council, to improve the Connector bus
service and schedule - this will enable South Taranaki students to access the different courses at different
sites in New Plymouth which may not be available at the WITT Hāwera campus.

Kaponga Primary School

Standard response for Proposals 2 required here.
1. Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed on an ongoing basis to ensure we continually improve on our climate change, waste reduction and
environmental sustainability targets each year. We are strongly aligned with the Taranaki 2050 vision and aspirations. We would be open to further discussion on the potential for establishing a National
Centre for Sustainable Tourism and Biodiversity, and believe this could put Taranaki in a good position to be the alternative energy and sustainability centre of excellence for NZ.
2. The area where the Hawera Intermediate and Hawera High School are located belongs to the Ministry of Education and the future of this area will be decided by the Ministry of Education.
3. Demolition of the existing buildings will make way for Te Ramanui construction to begin later in this calendar year.
4. The Council acknowledges the considerable support that WITT has provided to date towards the establishment of an Innovation Hub in Hāwera and we look forward to collaborating as the project
moves forward. Recent work has focussed on validating the demand for such a venue in Hāwera and the response from the community has been very encouraging.
5.
6.
7 & 8. While the Taranaki Regional Council is responsible for providing transport options across the region the South Taranaki District Council provides input through the Regional Transport Committee
and Roadsafe Taranaki.
1. We have a small solar heating system at Kaponga Pool similar to other rural community pools, which feeds warmed water into the toddlers pool. The cost of installing a system to heat the pools for the
relatively short summer season would be high. If the Council considered this for Kaponga, it would need to consider the same for all the rural pools.
Kaponga Pool has had solar blankets in the past that were susceptible to vandalism. They are now considered dangerous within the aquatics industry following drownings in other places.
The operational issues raised by the submitter will be addressed with staff.

1 - Seeks that the Council considers increasing the temperature of the Kaponga Swimming Pool - replace the
covers with solar blankets. Also seeking additional toys like a blow up, diving board - more tables and
umbrellas available - toilets also need to be cleaned more regularly during the season.
Also note that the pool was to be opened until 7pm and the pool was closed early several times - if this is to
be the case for future this should be updated on the Facebook page.

205

Sue

Comrie

STDC to play an important role in fostering understanding and education for the Pākeha locals to become
more knowledgeable about matters of co-existence and historical contexts relating to Māori / non-Māori
relations. For many of us, this has been missed in our earlier education leaving many out of the loop in the
progression towards a common understanding of who we are as a bi-cultural country in the modern age.
I encourage the STDC, through its Community Development department, to take the initiative to engage, for
example, workshops and the like, taking a lead role to assist in encouraging positive attudes to this education
by facilitating the local availability of opportunities for this supported learning and growth.

206

Bob

Hayes

1 - Submitter keen to see the Waverley Town Belt converted into native bush, walkways, cycleway, bridle
paths. 2 - We need to be mindful of the limitations of the innovative streets project budget, the need for
priorities and of the hard choices that will have to be made.

207

Neal

Harding

The Council is working closely with Iwi to develop a Iwi-Council Partnership Strategy and addresses some of the points raised by the submitter. For example the Strategy includes goals to actively
promote and participate in Māori activities within the District, we employ an Iwi Liaison Advisor, develop a joint education strategy on Maori representation and have meaningful community
engagement.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Do nothing, this is a Hāwera centric plan - Hāwera Option 3: No I don't support this proposal.
already has the lion's share of Council
expenditure.

Query the useage of a pathway to the beach - would much prefer a Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
walkway around the Waverley Town Belt. Suggests that the Council
facilitates a meeting for all those who currently use the Town Belt. S.1. & P.3. The Town Centre Master Plans are high level documents and further consultation will be undertaken with the communites to confirm their priorities.
Support limited funding towards the Kiwi sculpture project - the
remainder should be raised privately.
Against the proposal as not one piece of input from the community Standard response for Proposals 3 required here.
has been incorporated.
In 2019 the Council commissioned a feasability study into a South Taranaki Business Park. Suitable land for industrial purposes was identified and profiled in Ōpunakē, Manaia, Pātea, Waverley, Eltham,
Normanby and Hāwera. The Waihi Road mixed use area in Hāwera was deemed to be the most suitable location for a commercially viable industrial area but the study provides a valuable summary of
limitations and opportunities throughout the District. Although there isn't currently another business park underway, a number of significant commercial and residential projects are happening with
individual developers District-wide that STDC are supporting.
P.2 & P.3. Input from the community was sought as the Town Centre Master Plans were developed. These are high level documents and further consultation will be undertaken with the communites to
confirm their priorities.
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Anne

Krone

209

Charlotte

Rasmussen

210

Billie

Sculpher

211

Anna and Tom

Dawson

212

Nikki

1 - Can something please be done about the speed limit signage - there is no speed limit reduction signs as Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)
there is in Hāwera.
1- Would like to see old buildings in Eltham painted and restored. 2 - Would like to see self service books out Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)
and returns at Eltham Library.
1 - Walkway to Normanby via Glover Road and Ketemare Road - great this is happening. Concerned about
narrow end of Glover Road between Goodson Road and Ketemare Road - road needs to be widended.
1 - Would like to see a cycleway from Ōhawe to Hāwera.

Watson

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

1 - There is a real need for electric car charging units available in town. 2 - Bike rack to be placed in the
Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)
Hāwera town square to house Dominos' bikes. 3 - Covered shelter for mobility scooters at the Cinema or Te
Ramanui. 4 - Positive messaging about recycling rubbish and respecting the environment. 5 - Permanent
roundabout at the Glover Road / Turuturu Road intersection. 6 - Feasibility study on a roundabout at Glover
Road and Princes Street intersection. 7 - More youth activities suggested at bike track. 8 - Plantings at the
entrances to Hāwera 8 - More scope around the arts.

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).
Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.

More planting around Ōhawe. Set up a Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
community composting site. More
(Council's preference).
rubbish bins available. Plantings along
walkways would make them more
appealing.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

1. The submitter's concern about the 'narrow part' of Glover Road is noted - this could be addressed as part of the upcmoing speed limit review - a lower speed limit could assist with making this section
of road safer.
Make the town centre more cycle friendly for school children and
families. More large murals reflecting the community.

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve on our climate change, waste reduction and environmental
sustainability targets each year. Phased bin upgrades are planned across the District in the coming 3-5 years so that street bins in town centres will have options for recycling and glass alongside general
waste. Another key project in the Strategy is the proposed regional commercial composting facility that could divert up to 40% of all District-wide waste from landfill. This facility will be built within the
next 3 years, and will accept all greenwaste, food waste and other organic waste streams, and will produce compost that can be sold locally. We are currently investigating the cost and feasibility of
adding greenwaste and food waste collections to our kerbside waste and recycling service. Once the commercial composting facility is operational, the Council will consider implementing a kerbside food, green- and organic waste collection across the District. We would like to do significantly more environmental sustainability, but we have to balance project costs and the operational feasiblity of largescale projects against our finite staffing and financial resources. We continually watch for additional co-funding opportunities that could allow us to scale up our environment and sustainability work
programmes. We will also continue to deliver a number of sustainability and resilience workshops for residents and communities every year, to help educate people on how to make more sustainable
choices in their lifestyles and purchasing. Active, safe and green alternatives for transport are crucial if we are to meet our national climate change commitments.

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
P1. Our Environment & Sustainability Strategy contains a range of new work programmes that will be reviewed to ensure we continually improve on our climate change, waste reduction and
environmental sustainability targets each year. Active, safe and green alternatives for transport are crucial if we are to meet our national climate change commitments and we will investigate and
support the installation of further EV charging networks being placed in the towns throughout the District. We will also continue to deliver environmental sustainability and resilience workshops for
residents and communities every year, to help educate people on how to make more sustainable choices in their lifestyles and reduce littering and illegal dumping.
1. There is a EV charging unit at Pak'n Save in Hawera. The Council has successfully applied for funding for EV chargers to be installed in Waverley and Ōpunakē. Other external funding options will be
explored as they become available if further units in Hawera are required in the future.
2. Parking the Dominos bikes in a corner of the Town Square was a better option than the bikes being parked outside their building and blocking the footpath. These are operational matters that are
addressed by the relevant monitoring and compliance staff.
3. 7. & 8 The Community Development Advisor will work with the Te Hāwera Community Board on projects they prioritise which could include enhancing the town entrance and investigating the
possibility of a bike track at the skate park.
4
5. A roundabout at the Glover Road Turuturu Road intersection is included in the safety improvement programme budget.
6. There is difficulty with installing a roundabout at the Glover Road Princes Street intersection due to the proximity of the railway line and sight/stacking issues along Tawhiti Road at that point.
8. The Arts Coordinator or Libraries & Cultural Services Manager would be happy to meet with the submitter to define what is meant by 'more scope' and look at any projects or exhibitions we could
provide support to.
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Tracey

Jury

Pickering Motors Ltd

1 - Submitters request funding allocated towards Ōpunakē and Wiremu Road from Ihaia Road, Auroa Road to
the Stratford boundary.
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50

Bridges are replaced when replacement is justified as per Waka Kotahi's criteria for investment. Currently we prioritise bridge upgrades based on condiiton assessement. Bridge no 128 on Ōpunakē Road
is programmed for replacement while the other two one lane bridges are not high on the priority list, therefore not considered for replacement in this LTP.
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Reject

Request
more info

Extraordinary Council - Reports
Submis First Name
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Numbe
r

Last Name

Organisation

Subject/Issue

Proposal 1: Do you support Proposal 1: Comments
Council's proposal to budget
on average $213,000 each
year over the next ten years
to fund the Environment and
Sustainability Strategy?

Proposal 2: Do you
Proposal 2: Comments
support Council's
proposal to develop a
District Business Park in 3
stages?

Proposal 3: Do you support the Council's
proposal to budget $10.5 million (spread
over 10 years) which will be used to
undertake town centre upgrade projects in
Patea, Waverley, Manaia, Opunake and
Eltham.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

214

Ruth

Mackay

1 - Would not like to see the Pātea public toilets removed from their current location

215

Wayne

Hughson

1 - Please consider the passing traffic and the regularity that the public toilets in Pātea are used. 2 - Add a
second public toilet at the Hunter Shaw building for buses to stop at.

216

Sarah

Roberts

Submitter is interested in understanding what currently happens to the waste collected from the voluntary
green waste bins in South Taranaki District, has read that food waste can be added to green waste since
2015.

Proposal 3: Comments

Management Response

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
The Council is proposing to replace the current toilets on Egmont Street in Year 5 and will consider whether the current location is still suitable when new plans are being developed.
Standard response for Proposals 2 required here.

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

The Council is proposing to replace the current toilets on Egmont Street in Year 5 and will consider whether the current location is still suitable when new plans are being developed.
Greenwaste collected from the Council's opt-in greenwaste residential kerside collections goes to Paranui Organics in Foxton for composting. There is no set percentage or amount of food or organic
waste that can be mixed with greenwaste, but it should be proportionally less than the amount of greenwaste in the bin. EnviroWaste is the Council's contractor for kerbside collections and transfer
station management and two other private commercial operators in the South Taranaki District service residents and businesses that do not qualify for the Council's kerbside service. The total value of
the kerbside collection contract for the South Taranaki District is approximately $2.3m per year. The three district councils are working collaboratively on a feasibility study and business case to build a
Council-run composting facility somewhere in the region within the next 2-3 years. There are a number of possible options for setting up a composting facility that would accept residential and
commercial organic waste. This includes the possibility of working with private operators who are looking to establish such a facility here.

It says there are 3 providers for the kerb side collection. Who are they, where do they take it, and how much
are they paid? Do you have any information on how much they collect?
How will the Council cost out the investigation of its own composting facility as mentioned in the long-term
plan?
Late Submissions
217 - receivVicki and Chris

Koubaridis

218 - receivStephen and GemmaComrie

219 - receivVicki

Koubaridis

220 - receivPeter

Sullivan

1-6. The Town Centre Plans are high level documents and further consultation will be undertaken with the communites to confirm their priorities. The Waverley Town Belt, including the park and public
spaces, the areas used by various sporting groups and the leased land, is all designated as Recreation Reserve. The use of the reserve is covered by the Reserves Act and decisions on the use of any parts
of the reserve should be considered through the process of developing a Reserve Management Plan. A Reserve Management Plan is being developed, which will include Waverley Town Belt and will be
consulted on with the Waverley community.
2. Any large scale mural art would probably need to be a community development project and done as part of the Town Centre Upgrades. The Arts Coordinator can support any artists who run a singlemural project themsleves but significant town art is beyond her scope.
3. There are no current plans for additional equipment at Waverley Pool. The next major expenditure there is to upgrade ageing plant.
5. An amenities upgrade at Waverley Beach Camp is scheduled to be undertaken in year 2 of the LTP.
7. There is no budget allocated for seal extension in the LTP. All roads are inspected regularly and Lower Okotuku Road will be inspected and any maintenance work indentified will be programmed for
repair.
8. The Pātea Community Board has been working with staff to provide for shade areas at Aotea Park Final installation will be subject to getting all the funding secured.

1 - Submitters are not in favour of Council putting $155,000 towards Kiwi Sculpture proposal. Contribution
from Council between $40 - 50k. 2 - Art in Waverley similar to Walls Whanganui Art. 3 - Waverley pool
upgrade to include diving board or equipment for youth. 4 - Development of the Waverley Town Belt would
be more beneficial than a walkway to the beach. 5 - Support an upgrade of the Waverley Beach Campground.
6 - Walkway along the clifftops at the Waipipi beach to Waverley township and the importance of story
telling on the way. 7 - Seal Lower Ōkōtuku Road. 8 - Would like Council to push shade development at Aotea
Park.

Waverley Chamber of
Commerce

1 - Submitters would prefer the Waverley Town Belt walkway project to be a priority over the walkway to the Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)
Beach. 2 - No more than 70% of the cost of the Kiwi sculpture should be paid for from the funds budgeted for
the Waverley Town Centre master plan.

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

1 - Difficult to determine projects within Waverley until the outcome of the innovative streets initiative is
Option 1: Yes (Council's preference)
known. 2 - The Chamber would prioritise a vibrant mural over the Kiwi sculpture. 3 - The chamber supports
part of the cost of the Kiwi sculpture from the master plan budget but no more than $50k. 4 - Chamber is not
persuaded that the town to beach pathway will be well used and would rather see funding for the Waverley
Town Belt walkway. 5 - Chamber suggests that a Waverley Beach walkway would be more utilised from
Waverley Beach to Waipipi Beach to Waitōtara River mouth.

Option 1: Yes complete all 3 stages
(Council's preference).

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
The Town Centre Plans are high level documents and further consultation will be undertaken with the communites to confirm their priorities. The Waverley Town Belt, including the park and public
spaces, the areas used by various sporting groups and the leased land, is all designated as Recreation Reserve. The use of the reserve is covered by the Reserves Act and decisions on the use of any parts
of the reserve should be considered through the process of developing a Reserve Management Plan. A Reserve Management Plan is being developed, which will include Waverley Town Belt and will be
consulted on with the Waverley community.

Option 1: Yes (Council's preference).

Submitter requests that the three one lane bridges along Ōpunakē Road from Auroa Road to the Stratford
boundary are upgraded and the road is widened.

It is difficult to determine estimated costs as there are no detailed Standard response for Proposals 1, 2 and 3 required here.
plans - hard choices will need to be made about projects or the
The Town Centre Plans are high level documents and further consultation will be undertaken with the communites to confirm their priorities. The Waverley Town Belt, including the park and public
budget will need increasing.
spaces, the areas used by various sporting groups and the leased land, is all designated as Recreation Reserve. The use of the reserve is covered by the Reserves Act and decisions on the use of any parts
of the reserve should be considered through the process of developing a Reserve Management Plan. A Reserve Management Plan is being developed, which will include Waverley Town Belt and will be
consulted on with the Waverley community.
Bridges are replaced when replacement is justified as per Waka Kotahi's criteria for investment. Currently we are prioritising bridge upgrades based on condiiton assessement. Bridge no 128 on Ōpunakē
Road is currently being programmed for replacement while the other two one lane bridges are not high on the priority list, therefore not considered for replacement in this LTP.
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